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DEDICATORY EPISTLE.
To THE RIGHT HoN'BLE Sm TEJ BAHADUR SAPRU,

K. C. S. I., LL. D., P. C.
My

DEAR TEJ BAHADUR,

For more years than I care to remember -now
S()rpe~here. .near . . fort¥=we.,.ha;v:.e ,.b~.!'\!J,j~~jro.~~,,f:d§nds.
There have been during this long period a · few
occasions when you and I have differed on some
public questions. It is also teue _t lmt on some subjects we hold, and will perhaps continue to hold,
divergent views. But these inevitable differences on
a few public questions have never, in the least, affected
the course of our friendship, which has grown with
our .growth, strengthened with our strength, and
weathered many a storm-but which will last, I trust,
for what to both of us may remain of our short
passage, from shore to shore. All these years my
respect for your character and my admiration for
your great qualities have continued to be deep and
abiding. Since 1 first met you, during the lo,te
:g.ig~t!es" of the . Jast.. ..century) yqu }Jg,y~ . . ris©:r::tfrPm

advance, have won for you my esteem
I do not know what value, if any, this collection of
my speeches and writings-·-or rather a selection therefrom-will have for others, but to me it is a matter

of intense satisfaction and genuine gratification that
you have permitted me to associate it with your great
name, and that by.accepting.it&.ded.ication,.you have
enabled . me .to ra.ise a humble mexnoril:J.l to our life-long
frienciship. To conclude with a free rendering into
English, of an ode in the language of Persia (now
officially called "Iran "), the splendid literature
enshrined in which has been a source alike of solace
and inspiration to both of us, these many years :Although this book of mine is all unmeet,
My very great friend, to lay at thy dear :feet,
I think that alchemy which worketh still
Can turn to gold this copper; if it will,
Enlarge its merits and ignore its ill.
So come I now to thee, for my book to claim
Even so great an honour as thy name !

l

Ever yours affectionately,

7, Eu~ rN

RoAD,

ALLAII AllAD,

3ht March 1935.

SAOHOHIDAN ANDA SINHA.

FOREWORD.
By MT. C. Y. Chintamani.

It gives me a peculiar pleasure to introduce this
publication to the reading public. My relations with
Mr. Sachchidananda Sinha are of such long standing,
and have been so cordial and intimate, that I esteem
~ta priyilege to be as~ecl tq wr:ite this foreword . In
~'eality, I Qonsider. it . a superfluity, for Mr. Sinha is
~I:l~ of tbt:l l:ie§t known of our public men. He has
a\ttained eminence both at the bar and in public life.
He has distingui,;;hed himself equally in the kgislature,
in conferences and on the platform. Clear-headed,
persuasive and eloquent, Mr. Sinha has rarely made
an enemy or· lost a friend. His public services, which
extep.Q. .oY~:r'<J. p.eriod. oL.two.geu.e;r<J.tions,. are too many
to ..bedet<~<He.dhere. But this is not necessary as they
are so distingqished as to be known to almost all who
take an interest ill public affairs. As Mr. Sinha j1L
several yearssenior to me, both in age ancl~b~- . =~e¥~
life, itwill.notbecome me, as a·Hindu imbued~ wiln -tne=

various and such as to appeal to readers of every
taste and every opinion. Not many are the public men

..

of India who have taken pains to place before the
reading public so much and such systematized material;
and Mt:. Sinha, who is one of the few who have done
so, deserves and will cheerfully be given all the credit
that is his due for this. latest service to th~ country.
ALLAHAl3AD,

20th Febmary 1935.

}

Mr. Sachchidananda Sinha: A Personal
Note.
By Rajendra Prasad, President, Indian National
Congress.

Mr...,. SachchiElaalti.tdar- •· ···Sinh<~..... hJ1S ... h~~l. ,~~.;.,.most....distinguished•.. and·····a-. -varied , . p:g.b1is;. ".S!Jlt,~~r. He started
l~fe as ~ .socill.l reformer when, as. . the first.Bebar.ee
¥indu . . Qf. bJI3 g(3P;~r~tign,. . he. t<:>Q~ ..S2.llr~ge ... ~J:tq Ht().~.~E:ld
~h@ "-sel18, ai14 .\Ve.nt .. to .. .Englan~l Jor..st.udy. . On his
return, he had to face serious opposition from the
community, but remained firm. He took another
advanced step in the direction of social reform when
he married a lady belonging to a different subsection
of the Ka yastha community, of which he is sue~ a
distinguished member. At the time both these steps
were considered revolutionary, but the Kayastha
community, as a body, has since then accepted both
these reforms as necessary, and formally sanctioned
them. To-day crossing the seas appears to be such
an ordinary thing that we are apt to think as if it.
had always been the same. Those who can recollect
the great agitation which followed the re-admission
of Dr. Ganesh Prasad (who has unhappily just passed
away), and of the late Mr. ParmeshwarLall, on their .
return from Europe, will remember what a tough
fight the reformers had to put up. Marriage between
the members of different subsections of the Kayasthas
has not yet _become so common, but it is no longer
tabooed amongst them. To Mr. Sinha belongs the
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crGd.it qf J:>Q~ug .a piop,eer, in his ()W1l persqp.~jg l'G.Sl?lil.9t
of 1Joth these. imtlRtt.a.at.iteml3 .9f.. ~o,GiflL:t:,e£orm.
It ' i~' ~;t, . however, as a social reformer only that
Mr. Sinha is known in the country. He is perhaps the
sole surviving member of that noble band of Beharees
who, since the nineties of the last century, have been
so prominently associated with the public life of
Upper India, and particularly of Behar. 1\Xx.•...,Sin.bJ.t
was a1;11ong ·those who started .the mo-verneQtfor. the
creation. of,a. separ.ate. , .p:rovince of .Beh11r. It was
much misunderstood at the time, and was looked
upon as a movement for securing the loaves and
fishes of office for the Beharees. But those who
entered into the spirit of it knew -and the events
that have happened since have showri-that. jt ,)!:18
necessary. for .the .•. sel£7exprc~si();r:t,. of U~h,ar. The idea
was accepted by the Congress when it divided the
country into provinees on the basis of linguistic
differences. It is now being gradually given effect to
by the Government }tlso. Behar was created as a
separate province in 1912, and now Orissa and Sind
are going to be similarly separated in the near future.
Mr. Sinha·· was ... pr~:nn.!11E3:rl~ly a§§ociated...with ... the
Congress for ·a. long. time, and wll.~ Seqret:l.ry of the
session held at Patna, . in .1912. . He parted company
with it only when it embarked on a programme of Non·
Co-operation and Civil Disobedience. But he has never
ceased to associat.e cordially with Congressmen, and his
house and hospitality have been always available to them.
His benefactions in·the-shape..o.fhis.spleudid,,gi.ft.of ·a
great publiQ lib.~a.ry and a towu .ha.ll, ..at. Rat!l!l,, a.l'e op.l.y
a publiG expression of that essentiallY geJ:letous nature
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whiehchas..neY.er...cared.,t~L~!!tll,.andJ;lm•,,,.£Qx,,.,.1wnse1£,
and has always felt pleasure in giving to others not
only good and dainty dishes, but also the far more
·valuable gift I of his time and energy, and of his great
talents and abilities. Mr. Sinha has been a distinguished advocate at the Bar, but it is well-known that
his heart and mind have been set far more on a study
of public questions and affairs than of learned treatises
on l€gallore, or authoritative rulings by distinguished
judges. A keen and devoted student of the Victorian
literature Mr. Sinha possesses, despite his professions
to the contrary, a deep and abiding interest i,!l,;;,c,lJ,iudi
fn9..I!J::d1l . litE:lX~&\!.!'~§,~ ..~!!:Sl..9B:~ ..h,~~ ..9H!Y,.t9 . . §tE:lll~~t9 . . his
~§droom
.to. s§e.Jt
ofthe
works
of the. masters,
ri
· · · ~olle~tion
·
···· ·
·
~icely bound . . and tastefully.set.-. ·in . an.open .book,case
near ..his . . bed.
!t.i!:1.j~;gi~:QJ.,,.however, which has been Mr. Sinha's .
great love. He has been conducting, as its foundere.ditor, ,. a ... hig.h.,.clal:l§.,.monthl:y . . . .(i:ir,.§~,}JP,Q.er..th~..,H~.~,E..~ . . .Qf
the. . Kay.astha . . B.amacha'f!., .• and,;.tp@~ . . ..\1..§,. ,t4e.~ll.i.rHJ:y,§,[(]:'JJ,
#tt:!Ji~YJ.} . for· • now ·0ver· thi:Fty~fi:ve, ,, :years,,.,"~ith-. the
exception of the period of five years when ,he was a
member of the Executive Council of the Governor of
Bihar. and Orissa. He. h~.Ut . be~n .,.,a. . m!:}mP.Iil:f. . ,.qf,..... the
Imper:i.al.. •.H~gi~:Jl!l.tixe . .Qo:u.ncil,,,tb.~...Legjl:l~#Y:~.,.4!!§~mlllY,
and the . :erPYiP.ci~l ,Qq:q.p.qilhfw:, §ey~r:~l ~~f~~,,,,1~;1?;~.,,1o~~s
teld.. . th~. -:.:lligh_. .,.q:m,ce, •. .Qf the:.J)eput~ . •.,:er~ident ., ,. Q£. "::the
t.~:~~embly, .and of. . . the.· :ereeldent.-af.wthe..-B.eba.l;,.L.~l!1~
jye.,OouneiL He has presided at the Behar Provincial
~onference, the Agra and Oudh Provincial Conference,
and theAll-IndiaKayastha Conference. He has appeared
as· a witness before various Committees and ·Commis-
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sions. In all these capacities he bas had opportunities of
writing and speaking on varied subjects of public importance. His writings are always enriched by a wealth of
quotations from authoritative persons and sources. In
th~. Pf~g~s .~hat.... fqllow,. tp.() . rea,d(!lr . . )Yill, ,fiqd, a.J3~lect
collection .. of. his writings . an<:l spe~:Jch~~ g()alwg .-with
maP.y.. . !l1lbjects, . writ.te:n or . qtterEld, qp.der .Y:.tJ.'Ying
couditions. In his statement as the Finance Member
of the Gqvernment of Bihar an.d Orissa, we see clearly
the restraint and the limitation which such an office in
the present conditions of our country imposes. In his
presidential address at the .Kayastha Conference we see
the genuine nationalist speaking. Again, in his notes
and writings regarding constitutional questions we
Jiml the advanced nationalist putting forward with
eonv~ction and emphasis the demands of India.
Mr. Sinha. also commands a fund of humour, a iine
specimen of which the reader will :find in his speech,
delivered in the Behar Legislative Council, in connection with the Excise policy of the Local Government.
[n the Hindustan Review one of the most attractive
features is the editorial survey of the events and
happenings of the month, and there are not a few
who read that periodicaltnore for that than for anything else.
We rna y not agree with all the views held and
expressed by Mr. Sinha, from time to time, on all
public questions, b11t w-e.ean a,ll l?:r()fi~ . ~y ,,3, , ,~~1}dy. of
th~ opinions . o£. ....one who h~s devoted .his Jife~tim~ to
their. study, .a.nd ... st::t~~dAhem in ..a, ., s~;xlY>··I;),t . .once
Ll~l?llGh.!!ut . .• ~:nd attractive.

PUBLISHER'S NOTE.
we~

have been able with the kind assistance of

Mr. V. Sundaram .Aiyar, Assistant Editor of the
Hindustan Review, to get together here most of the
scattered writings and speeches of Mr. S. Sinha.

We

are responsible for the selection, and the arrangement
in the present volume is ours. Among the addresses
we have included one which was actually written
by Mr. Sinha for an eminent friend, who could not
himself find time to write it.

We are grateful to

his son for permission to print it;
We regret that the book appears without an
Index.

The omission will be repaired if a second

edition is called for.
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DYARCHY OR PROVINCIAL AUTONOMY IN INDIA."'
Council of State.

I am writing this note not as one of dissent but to
supplement, from the Indian point of view, the oqservations of my hon'ble colleagues, on .the Reserved side,
whi0h are embodied in the despatch/on the question
of a further advance towards provincial autonomy.
Before doing so, however, I may state that L-am in
full agreement with the views expressed in the despatch,
except rn one instance noted below, on the. various
n'medial measures with a view to ... remove the mere
admi11istrative. defects from the working of dyarchy.
That olie. point of difference between my lion'ble
colleagues and myself is in regard to the suggestion
to amend section o7-A of the Government ofJndia
Act, with reference to the constitution and powers of
the Council of State. It is not necessary for me to
refer at length to this particular point, but I am
strongly of opinion that (whatever defects there may
be ..in the constitution and powers of the Council of
State, from the Government's point of view) it would
be a great mistake in the present temper of the people
to think of conferring upon the Council powers which
may have the effect of controlling the activities of the
Assembly. Such powers might have been conferred
upon the Council in the Bill itself before its enactment,
but just at present, in view of certain recent instances,
to which it is not recessary for me to refer in detail,
there is a considerable volume of advanced public

* [A ?.!!i/ru.te, .da,lrrl1§{q fz"~' .IJJ24v appended. . tq ,l!t.~ d.~sjHllch
of the Governor-in-Council of Bihar (U•d Orissa, i11 response to
tlze Gozen,ment of .India's letter asking for .l!!L!?/Ji!J\:0,.11. . of
I he _. t~al:iau.L , ]lrtJ7Jineial.·•· Governments !Jl£ •..tlze .. zpq.r.gfpg,,;/1-i-· . . 1/tf _
Mrm tagy- ('If':;/ 11~sj 01(f!;..!Jc~fet;.ms ]
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opinion against the very existence of the Council of
State and any attempt, on the part of the Government,
to invest the Council by means of statutory amendment
with larger powers of control, is bound to evoke very
strong opposition and to deepen discontent. For these
reasons I am in favour of leaving the constitution and
the powers of the Council of State alone. For the
rest I am in full agreement with the views expressed
in the despatch in paragraphs 9 to 23.
Rules of Business.
I do not find in the despatch any reference to the
grievance o£ the Hon'ble Ministers that " the rules of
Executive Business are binding upon the Ministers,
though made without consulting them." I am aware
that it is so because the power of making the rules,
for the disposal of the Executive Business in the
provinces, is vested, under the Government o£ India
Act,. in the Governor alone. It would be, however, in
my opinion, an improvement if the section sanctioning
the present practice were to be so amended that the
Governor might share this responsibility with all the
other members of his Government, so that the rules
may carry with them the concurrence of all of them,
or, at any rate, of a majority of them.
Terms of Reference.
I shall now deal at some length with the views
propounded in the despatch that '' any discussion of
its merits or demerits (i.e., of dyarchy) is outside the
terms of reference." I am not quite satisfied that that is
so. My reasons are these: In the letter of the Govern·
ment of India (dated the 8th April 1924) initiating
the enquiry, two passages are quoted from the speeches,
made on different dates, by the then Home Member,
Sir Malcolm Hailey. The extract quoted from the first
speech ends as,follows :-~' It may even he- I can say
nothing as to this-that the enquiry may show that
some changes are required in the structure of t.he Act
in order . to rectify definite and ascertained defects
experienced in actual working." If I understand this
passage aright, it would make the scope o£ enquiry
quite comprehensive, and its object no less than the
practical scrapping of the Reform Act itself-if that
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be found necessary, in the last resort. The second
extract from the speech is couched in more guarded
language and-if it stood alone-would limit the scope
of the enquiry to the removal of the defects, i£ any,
in the working of the Act, through the instrumentality
of the rule-making power under the Statute, as the
enquiry " does not extend beyond that scope to the
amendment of the constitution itself." But though
this is so emphasised in Sir Malcolm Hailey's second
speech, I find the following passage appearing in the
fourth paragraph of the Government of India's letter
under consideration : - '' Efficiency in the working
of this Constitution and increased contentment with
its conditions may be attained either by changes
in the rules under the Act, or, it may be, by such
changes in the detailed provisions of the Act as are
not barred by the limiting considerations above referred
to," or-what follows now is very important, to my
mind-" they may be sought in advance towards a
further stage of constitutional development.'' Then
after repeating the limitations laid down in the extract
from Sir Malcolm Hailey's second speech (quoted
above), the letter proceeds:-" Those limitations restrict
the scope of enquiry in this direction, but the Government of India desire that any possibility within the
field may be fully explored." The two extracts reproduced from Sir Malcolm Hailey's speeches, taken
aiong with those 1 have already quoted from paragraph 4,
left room for doubt as to the precise scope and object
of the enquiry. It was, therefore, that the Central
Government themselves issued their communique on
May 16th, acknowledging that " some doubt appears
to prevail regarding the precise scope of the enquiry
into the working of the Government of India Act
which has been initiated by the Government of India.''
The communique, therefore, summarised the scope and
the object of the enquiry as follows:(1) To enquire into the difficulties arising from
or defects inherent in the working of the
Government of India Act and the rules
thereunder.
(2) To investigate the feasibility and desirability
of securin~ :remedies for such difficulties
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or defects, consistently with the structure,
policy and purposes of the Act. .
(A) by action taken under the Act and ruler,;, or
(B) by such amentlmentsof the Act as appear necessary
to rectify any administrative imperfections.
But even the official summary, quoted abovf', leaves
the scope and t.he object of the enquiry a little doubtful.
The last clause B of section (2) which suggests
~;tructural changes in the Act as may appear to be
necessary to rectify any administrative imperfections by
amendments of tllfl Act of 1919 itself, if'l, to my mind,
about as vague as the declaration by Sir Malcolm
Hailey in the extract quoted ft·om his first speech.
The Correct Interpretation.
In this connection it is to be remembe1ed that in
the second extract, quoted from Sir Malcolm Hailey's
speech, the Home Mern her declared that he had the
full authority of His Majesty's Government in making
the declarat,ion that he did on the occasion. In this
view of the matter the speech delivered since, as to
the scope and the object of the enquiry, by tbe Prillle
Minister, becomes very important, as indicating what
is at the back of his mind in having directed it. I,
therefore, quote below an extract from the Prime
Minister's recent speechin whie}l .a poiut.eQ rljf!3rf:lnee
is made to tbe proposed enquiry. This is what Mr.
Macdonald iR repqrt13d . to baye .,s.aig : '' We know . (){
the seriotls (lond ition of a ffairs ..in ..In cl ia ::1:ng VI'E:l wa.n t
irup:r.cwe it." Af3.LorQ,Qlixier.f1aY.t:l. wid191.1t E\q!~ivoca
tiqn, ' QqtrlirJio.n . . StatJ.ls.. Jqr:.l!'lclia< i~;; the. ~<lea a.pd the
ideal of .the. La.bonr.(}p:V:.(}ol'.l)ll}ePt,'. Il I may say so to our
Indian friends: Do your bit for British democracy: keep
your faith in a British Labour Government. An enquiry
is being held by the Government., which 11neans that
enquiry is to be a serious one. We do not mean it t.o
be an expedient for wasting and losing time. We
mean that the enquiry shall produce results which
will be a basis for consideration of the Indian Constitution, its working and its possibilities, which we hope
will help Indians to co-operate on the way towards
the creation of a system which will be Self-Government."
Now wlHlt does it all me\.f.n
Poet:;~ it imply an enquiry

to

r
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such as was foreshadowed by Sir Malcolm Hailey in
his second speech-the amendment of the rules made
under the Act-or does it imply one on the lines sug·
gested by him in his first speech and also in the
fourth paragraph of the Government of fndia's lettflr?
Interpreting the Prime Minister's observations, as well
as I can, I am of opinion that what Mr. Macdonald
intended to convey was that the Committee should
sug,gest substantial amendments in tbe Reforms Act
itself, so that the results of the enqniry may be" a basis
for consideration of the Indian Constitution, its working
and its possibilities" which "may help Indians to
co·operate on the way towards the creation of a system
wh.ich will be Self-Government."
~~~q~"JJ..Ot
s.J.!.J?P8~~.>j.t,..,. S~Q.,. .•.·.~·~.~f8~~~.~ .•.!1~; .. HE~·~Sl,•••,.Flk~:~·w·~~~~. c:·tt' f3re
tiiJ..K.erillg, ...~Ql: ..•.•~.~.·. . . . . f~w,~.i~~~cliii.g.l.l.ti9~!?..illE,~~·~··:~.;JJ.~f3~. ,,~r~wed
u nd.er. . the··.Actr.·is .•wha,t;...was·•at •.·th.e, ..•bac~ .•.Q~ . •~:1.1(3.... •~:rirne
1\1 ip,iste,.r:.§:~.·Wing , }Y!f..f3n.•..}J.e•..w.a.de,.th.t:l, !'lf3,cl~~f!.t~gp.·;I .•. ,g~ye
q.!J:QJe,g ... Taking, therefore, into consideration the various
passages and pronouncements referred to above, r think
that we should in our reply to the Government of
India's letter, keep in view the wider possibilities of
S\1Q.§lfl:,LLt.\€J,!."t~,ff?.Ji. Q:},J~.~d.ip,g,t,\\).• Q,q,p:),~JliHH·§,~~.·~lJ~xfgr,,.Jpq.ia,
'Yf!jg,h ,§~~JQ.t.gw~.JgJ?~lY,~ll Jyit)!ig ,,.tht;J.:r.\!ryil(IT .• ·.and
the scope of . . t.he,.. eri.quiry. If . we merely confine our·
selves to suggestions about the alterations or amendment of the rules in force at present and do not express
our views on the substantial amendment of the
constitution itself, we may be letting judgment go by
default.
Defects of Dyarchy.
Leaving aside for the present purely political consi·
derations and confining myself absolutely to the inherent
administrative defects of the system in force in the
Provincial Governments, the question is what these
imperfections and defects are, and the only reasonable
answer is that they are nothing apart from the inevitable
concomitants of the system of dyarcby itself. I had the
advantage of some long discussions with Mr. Curtis,
when be was touring about the country propounding his
scheme of dyarcby, and in spite of his being a very
persuasive debater, I remained unconvinced, and told
him candidly that the system he was advocating woqld 1
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if adopted,

be found practically unworkable, and
would fail to achieve its object either from the
administrative or the political point of view. I am,
therefore, glad to find myself in agreement with my
hon'ble colleagues on the merits and demerits of dyarchy
as the basis of our system ; and I desire to express my
complete concurrence with their important observations
on the subject to the following effect:- "There is
very little that can be done to smooth the working of
dyarcby or to eliminate its administrative imperfections.
Whatever defects exist are inherent in the system itself."
I am glad to find myself so far in absolute agreement
with them. I£ (as remarked by the late Viscount Bryce
in his monumental work on "The American Common·
wealth,'' Volume I, page 357) " the true value of a poli·
tical contrivanceresides not in its integrity, but its adapt·
ation to the temper and circumstance of the people for
whom it is designed," thenlha.Y~ .no h@sita,tiPAiP. saying
\ that no political...E!ystem .cquld p.~ W.QJ:s~ .. a,ga.pt~d .. to its
1,objec.ts .... tha,n clyarqhy il~ .the. <Pr.P.vi~.ces<·P~ .t~e.lo.dian
t~Olpire. The . inllerent.defectsof. the,systl'lm ()f dyl}rchy
a,re pate[},t on the f:l.n.r:fa,pe 7 " Parliamentary Govern·
ments," says Professor Lowell (in his standard work
On " 'rhe Government of England," Volume II, Chapter
LVI)," avoid deadlocks by making the e~epp.tive respon·
sible to the Legislature." '' Presidential Government,'' he
continues, ''limits deadlocks because all the organs
of the State must alternately submit to a superior
tribunal, the electorate of the nation." But a Government
like that established in almost all the provinces of
India (and Burma)-composed of an elected legislature
and a divided executive, with a Governor at its head
armed with fairly extensive powers and working onehalf o£ the executive with the aid of a Council appointed
by His MajeBty the King-Emperor and not responsible
to the legislature, · and the other hal£ with the aid o£
Ministers appointed by himself and responsible to the
legislature-is not only too complex and complicated,
b.ut. o.ue,w.hi,oh,..being.,unknowo,...to.•.,c;:Qll.BtituJiQP.Jiltl ,.Jlistory
is naturally .. unwarra.nted ... by....•.politipa.l. exper!l'lP9e 111? .a
satisfactory solution of the problem·.. of au efficient
executive, sufficiently amenable to the control o£ popular
re:pnisent~tives. In this connection I rpay quote a well-
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known historical incident which seems to have bearing
on this point. After Akbar had formally founded and
declared himself the high priest o£ his new religion,
"Din Elahi," he asked his near relation,. Raja Man
Singh, to join the new church. .Man Singh said: "Sire,
I and all I have are yours. I sha.U gladly obey your
Royal command, but i£ I had my option, I had ratfier
not to do so. I£ Your Majesty had asked me to become
a Mussalman, I might have understood it, for I understand Hinduism, and) understand Islam ; but I confess,
I do not understand this hybrid creed which Your
Majesty has established. " As a wise man, . Akbar did
not press the matter further. This incident not only
adorns a tale, but points a great moral and is, to my
mind, apposite to the question under consideration.
The Political Aspect.

Looking at the question now from the political standpoint, it is not to be wondered at that those educated
Indians who seek the abolition o£ dyarchy contend that
they understand a benevolt1nt despotism-such as British
Government was in this country till the pre-Reform
days-and also responsible ,.G overnment, as it obtains
in the Dominions of the British Oommonwealth, QM~
they. . QQ,.P,9t . I;!..Q(l. ... ·. 9~P.P.At."'app.J.:~.oia.te.,,th.e,.":g;yl;?!i~\!.J.·.§Y.8t;l:ll
o~.>dy,{!J'c;!J..,y, ..... which. is.·. ·. admittedly···c &eith@.V••·ille.;c.;Qi~~&,,uor·
th~."'Q.ther.
It is useless to. reason with people who
bring to bear upon this question the frame of mind
suggested by Raja Man Singh in the anecdote I have
quoted; nor can it be seriously urged that they are
wrong in taking this view of the matter. In his " Government and Parties in Continental Europe" (Volume I,
page 103) Professor Low.ell, after analysing the constitutions of various Oont.inental States, points out that the
result of his analysis shows that '' .t!l,~,p,,.fg~ll;,!·Q.\l<,~iR»"····of
GoY.f:/J.',HI:(}.MJ;,!.!;.,i~,.f~.!t,p,~,,t!P·~i,•!,~·~fii@P~;·;>·<Now, if this be true
o£ the European States, it can be predicated with even
greater certainty of Asiatic countries and their Governments.· I have tried to show above that dyarchy is not
based on valid reason or warranted by the experience
of any nation. And as for being able to command in
its favour the faith of the people, it is unfortunately
the case that in the opinion of all those who have been
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working the system, dyarchy has completely forfeited
it. 'rhis is absolutely clear to me -apart from my personal knowledge -from a perusal of the joint note written
by His Excellency's Hon'ble Ministers, as also that by
the Hon'ble President of the Legislative Council. 'l'here
could not be three men of more moderate views in this
province than His Excellency's Hon'ble Ministers a11d
the Hon'ble Khwaja Muhammad Nur, the President,
and yet what is it that they suglo(est, in substance, in
their carefully-worded notes? Practically nothing more
or less than the scrapping of the Act of 1919, or at any
rate its scheme of dual control being whittled down to
an absolute minimum. They would leave the bare
skeleton or the semblance of dyarchy with but one Mem·
ber o£ the Executive Council in charge of a few departments, but they would let all the others be administered
by the Minist,ers. I think, they could scarcely have
asked for less, if, as l believe, they hold the same view
of the inherent defects of the syRtem of dyarehy itself,
as I have expressed above. But it is not only they
who press this demand. r find from a perusal of t.he
opinions submitted that l)ne of the Secretarirs on the
Transferred side (1\ir. Oollins)-as noted by the Chief
Secretary-'' would transfer all subjects, exeept, Politieal and Appointments, if it is necessary to keep some
Heserved subjects under the Act ; otherwise he would
transfer them all.'' Mr. Heyeock, the Commissioner
of tbe Bhagalpur· Division·-aB noted by the Chief
Secretary-'' considers that it is not the working of the
Act that is at fault, and only a radical modification of
that Act will Ratisfy its opponents". 'rhPse two official
opinions expressed by those who, as members of the
Legislative Council, have watched the working of dyarcby, go a long way in supporting the non·offi0ial views
expressed by the Hon'ble Ministers and the President.
Taken togl;lthe.:r.. they. m.~)~tl91Jt . . ~ . !3.tJ'9IJK !:l~§:~.•Jgr, •.. eJ . ar1y
rate,.tll.e practiq~JE><mtpp\pg pf clSi=1F~·llY· . For my part,
l am satisfied in spite of rny having given my most
earnest and careful consideration to the ob:o;ervations of
my hon'ble colleagues, to which I shall refer laterthat now that for better or for worse (I can only hope
for better and not for worse), India has started on the
road to responsible Government, there is no half-way
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house in the Provincial Governments, between the old.
system now superseded and full provincial autonomy,
i.e., a constitutional Governor and a responsible Ministry.
It may be that this full political paraphernalia may
await the next revision of. the .constitt1tion ih 1929, and
it may not be considered expedient to establish itall
at once in 1924 or 1925, but there can be no doubt that
it is bound to come in the near future --perhaps sooner
than 1929-.as much as the result of serious administrative defects inherent in dyarchy, as of the pressure of
public opinion and popular sentiment. I,ul:!.~."Jjght
of>these · conside.ratiops<. I. do. notsee ..my .""';:l.Yeto.s.di:fier
frorn .....the ..... views.·pi:.oPot1P..<:l~g py... t4('l;.Jlor:t'h.l~..Mirtisters
in....reg,ard.to . t.he .tr{l;Q.~;~f~r.tq.lll~ .M.iPi!'I~~Y·· .q~.....~ll,.qJ~p.;:~.r.t
ment.s,..of . .the"·····I'rovinciaLGov.ernrnents ..other··.4han.,.tb,ose
administered in the Political and the Judicial, namely,
the control of the police and the jails, and of the ad·
ministration of justice (both civil and criminal) or rather
of the magistracy and the judiciary, apart from their
judicial work.
Will Palliatives Do ?

Adverting to this aspect of the question I find an
objection formulated in the concluding paragraph of the
despatch in the following terms :-" Assuming that a
further step in ad vance is contemplated, on what
grounds is this step going to be taken ? In order to
make dyarchy more workable? It is workable now,
though creakily. The minor remedies suggested above
may cure a creak or two, but they will affect the larger
questions in no degree whatsoever. The real question
is, are we going to pacify at all cost our clamant critics?
They will be satisfied with nothing but the diHappearance of dyarchy and in its place the substitution of what
is popularly known as provincial autonomy. That
appears to be the issue 'vvhich the Government of India
has to face." That is, no doubt, so. But even assum~
ing, though not admitting, that the scrapping of the
Act of 1919 is outside the scope of the reference made
to us, it cannot be urged that the proposal of the
Hon'ble Ministers in regard to the transfer to the
Ministry of the reserved departments other than the
Political artd the Judicial is beyond the scope of the
enquiry, since the necessary changes can be brou8h~
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about by amending the Statutory Rules ih. force. If we
once start,however, on the basis of the fact that (even
apart from political consiqerati~ms) dyarchy as a system.
has such inherent administrative defects in it that they
cannot be removed by means of mere palliatives, then
the logical conclusion we are driven to, is its abolition
as early as possible, and till 1then minirnisibg, so far as
may be, the effects of its admitted imperfections by
transferring to the Ministers as many departments as
can be done by means of rules under the Act--while
maintaining that dual control which is of the essence of
the system.
Moderate Opinion.

In emphasising this aspect of the question I ath not so
much concerned with the attitude of the Non-Co-operators or No,.Ohangers, or even of the Swarajists or
obstructionists, as with that section of the community
which is neither the one nor the other. There are yet,
I believe in all the provinces, but particularly in Bihar,
large, stable elements in the population, in all classes
and sections of the Indian community, who are still
sincerely loyal to the British connection, who are not
oblivious of the good that has resulted from it in the
past, and who have not yet lost complete faith in the
even more beneficent results likely to ensue thereform,
to the great adviwtage o£ both Great Britain and India.
Claiming to be in intimate touch with these large,
important and influential sections throughout Bihar.
I can unhesitatingly declare that there is even in the
ranks of these classes a deep dissatisfaction with the
system of dyarchy and a complete distrust of any advantage likely to accrue from it, and they are never tired of
telling me so whenever and wherever}hey rneet me.
The Reforms a failure.
'fhe fact of the matter is that, judged either from
standpoint, the
Reforms-the most notable feature of which is the introduction of dyarchy in the. provinces-as emphasised
by: the Hon'ble ,President of the Legislative Council,
have caused profound distnist and .f~rJr£?J!:J: ..i\Uii!-Yin.g
disc.ql:).t.@.g,t,,...ba;v~."''agg.~~&~etlt. ~~ttb.lil',;c,cfe.~mg~""·of>' .ac.erl;>ity
'' because '' ..,.as he ·P·l1tE:J it. ···"J,t}.wy.cw.e,re,.:r:l)l1C.4,l:telow ·the

the ·administrative or the poljtical
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expectatiQn ".and tb~reJqre. .fa.il~q .'' .tg .ga.J;l~l}~.~.,.~9~...irpagination of th.~ P~9Pl~ ·.:~ , 'Lal\1L~tijJ}~.~~~"2l?J.9~W,Jt~2l.~,i.r
AU Jrnam.:.,. I reproduce below an extract ·from the
"'"Times" (London) summarising Sir Ali's speech at a
recent meeting held in London :-'-"1'll~.;J,i£},~9J:ffl.tlct¥~.a..UY
gay~ x~rJI ,li~.~J~,,J;l.$;l.~@J;i,.t.Q.,,l!i!.g~a..!,!.fii"•••xlt"w.a§.~~.&4~~#'·~j.th
o~t. ~~p!;!~~l.l.S~·:..Jndians could, oLcd1Jrse, hold Ministerial
ranK~Bl:if"i'ii~y could be overruled by . th:e Governors. It
was India's wish to remain within the Empire but unless
sornetbing be done very soon, it would be too late. As
Ireland had gained her freedom, so would India''. Now
Sir Ali Imam has never been within a hundred miles of
even the old. Congress, to say nothing of the new. He
is by no means a clamant ·critic or a political agitator.
Arid yet he is reported to have indulged in the strong
language I have quoted. It would thus be seen that it
is not only those who may rightly be dubbed as
extremists or obstructionists, but that even the vast bulk
of the :Moderate, co·operating and loyal sections of the
people are thoroughly dissatisfied with the working of
the reformed Provincial Governments. It is not, there·
fore, to pacify or placate the avowed opponents of the
present system, but the Moderates and loyal supporters
of the administration that I desire that this momentous
question may be settled on lines which will remove
from the public mind the serious discontent at present
prevalent throughout the country. For, when all is said
and done, the fact remains that in spite of their. talking
big and loud the avowed opponents of the Government,
at any rate, in this province, are a mere handful, com'pared with the "sturdy loyal people" who, though not
vociferous, still constitute the vast bulk of the body
politic and exert a wholesome and healthy influence on
public affairs and supply the resources which keep the
Government so smoothly going, on the whole. To
attempt to satisfy their legitimate aspirations and to
make them more attached to the .British connection by
removing their sense of distrust and di!lsatisfaction
should be regarded as an act of statesmanship and not
as yielding to the clamour of political agitators, and a
sign of weakness, for as the late Lord Minto declared,
(speaking as Viceroy) "only those are really strong who
are not afraid of being called weak, when tbe 'f!itufl,tio'Q
and occ!lsiop d~mand it,''
·
·

.
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Face Facts.
We have to face the admitted fact that dyarchy has
failed to evoke that" faith" which (on the authority of
Professor Lowell) is " the foundation of Government"
even in Western countries-let alone the question of
its being able to capture the imagination of the politically-minded Indians. The only question of practical
importance before us, therefore, is not to diagnose the
origin and causes of , the present political discontent,
but whether we are to stay where we are until 1929, or
to attempt to make such further advance as may be
open to us to do as a result of the enquiry now undertaken. To answer this question we must take into
account the many political, economic, educational and
social forces that are operating in our midst, from day
to day, and bringing such pressure to bear upon the
Government as they are bound to do on all civilised administrations. These coming upon the heels of those
other and mightier force which have followed in the
wake of the ideals generated by the great war, have
made it impossible for us to stay where we are. Individuals and nations alike are more or less subject to the
play of forces beyond their control. Perhaps, but for
the happening of the world-wide war in 1914, the British
Government might have waited very much longer with·
out making any such declaration as was done by Mr.
Montagu in August 1917. This is the settled conviction of the vast bulk of educated Indians and has also
been expressed by m'lnyEuropeans and others. Similarly, but for the troubles consequent upon-what may
be called-tt.1e enforced enactment of the Rowlatt Acts,
early in 1919, and the very unfortunate and tragic
incidents in the Punjab a little later, the Reform Act
passed in that year might have fairly satisfied the poli, tical aspirations of the educated Indians, till the
promised first Parliamentary revision in 1929. But in
the face of the stern realities, these are .now but idle
speculations, and it seems to me to be too late to think
of these. might-have-beens in considering the problem.
I have to differ from my hon'ble colleagues in the view
expressed .by them about the Moderate section of the
public me.n. They say:-" Modera.te politicians have
felt compelled to join io the de10~nd for ao advancel
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hoping perhaps that Government will make even a small
step forward, something that will help them to meet the
reproaches of the extremist school.'' That there may be
some people even in this Province who may come under
this category, I Rhall be the last person •to deny or dispute-for, I have learnt by experience the unwjsdom of
generalising about matters Eo dian-but speaking for the
vast bulk of the Moderate people, as I know them, I
think, I am right in what I have stated at some length
above that even they are completely dissatisfied with
dyarchy and distrust its results in our administration.
There could not be a more convinc~ng proof of it than
the extract quoted above from the. Rpeech of Sir Ali
Imam.
No Intermediate Course.
Coming now to the answer which my hon'ble colleagues are prepared to give to the demand for further
advance as the result of the present enquiry, namely,
that there is no substantial advance to be made in the
only direction in which the Hules under the Act might
be considered to have left an open door, they concede
that Forest might be transfnred to the Ministers (as is
already the case in Bombay and Burma) and so perhaps
the Irrigation Branch of the Public Works Department.
But I agree that the transfer to the Ministers of these
two department's only would " conciliate nobody and
would almost pass unnoticed or at least unacknowledged." 'l'he net result is that my hon'ble colleagues
fail to find some intermediate course between the pre·
servation of the '' status quo'' and the advent of the
Statutory Commission. My hon'ble colleagues' arguments
seem to me to amount to this : Forest and Irrigation
cannot be transferred at present to Ministers because
they are intimately connected with the land revenue
administration system on the Reserved side; nor can
finance, so long as the other departments administered
at present on the Reserved side continue to remain
under the Governor-in·Council. In other words, the
working of all the departments on the Reserved side
is so interdependent that no transfer ofany one of them
to the Ministers is possible, in my hon'ble colleagues'
opinion, piece·me~l. But this is precisely the line of
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argument which was adopted by the opponents of the
Montagu~Chelmsford Reforms. They contended, th~t
you cannot split up vertically a Government which, to
be efficient and effecti~e, must work as an indivisible
whole and that the transfer to the contwl of· Ministers
of any one department would lead to the weakness, if
not the disintegration of.the Provincial Governments.
In this Province. the G'(>vernment of Sir EJward Gait
put forth before the Functions Committee of 1918 a
most strenuous opposition to the transfer of higher
Education to the Ministry. But that Committee accepted
the popular view and directed the transfer, in spite of
the attitude of the ther1 local Government. Now the
Education Department has been for more than . three
years controlled by an hon'ble Minister and judging
from the fact that his services have received apprecia·
tion at the hands of the King-Emperor, I think, I am
justified in concluding that his administration of the
Education Department has been a succes13, in spite of all
apprehensions at the time wheu the proposal was, under
consideration. But. to get back to the main issue, it
seems to me that the argument of interdependence of
the various departments CJf the Government on the
Reserved side and the conRequent impossibility of any
further transfer to the Ministry (if accepted) would
justify the immediate transfer to the Ministers of all the
Reserved departments. For, what is the contention for
the abolition of dyarchy ? Is it not that the executive
authority in the Lody politic is a unified political entity
which cannot be split up vertically, all its departments
and activities being interdependent, so that you cannot divide it under two or more sets of executive--each
responsible to a different master -and yet expect them
to work, in spite of their lateral character·, effectively
and run the machine smoothly ? But, howsoever, indefensible from the constitutional standpoint, this very
system is at work in our midst, and those, therefore,
who seek its abolition naturally contend that it is
a.namolous and illogical and should be done away with,
or at any rate, have its , defects and irnperfecti•ms
appreciably minimised by vesting the control of all the
departments-except the Political and the Judicial-in
the Ministry acting under a constitutional Governor.
'!'her~ sf3e1lls to me to be much .force in this cont~ntion,
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and it is in this View of. the m~tt~r that I have support
ed the proposal of the Hoi.l'hle Ministers, for the
tra~sfer to the Ministry of :1.~1 the ciepartments on the
Reserveci side, except the Political and tbe Judicial, for,
in .• this case. the evils inber~Qt)n dyarcby would be
to a large extent minimised-1'\cq~phed, if. not killed.
Transfer of Departments.

In the light .of my own . three years' personal experience of the departments with which I am connected,
I caq say, with confidence, that the transfer of the
lrrig~tion Department to the Ministers will be a great
improvement from tbe administra;tive point of. view as
it will bring the working of the<entire Public Works
Departmen~.pnder one control;;; .As regards the transfer
of the hmd revenue administration to the Ministers, 1
naturally express my opinion with great diffidence, in
view of the strong opposition on the part of my hon'ble
collel;lgues to this proposal. But it seems to me that
their: apprehensions are unjustifiable when I find that
the · administration of the Excise Department, which
yields in this Province ever so ·much more tha.n the
land revenue, and is in the present temper of the
people a thankles.s task, has been placed under the
·
control ofthe Ministers.
The Finance

D.ep~;~;rtment.

In regard to the Finance Dt:Jpartment my hon'ble
colleagues are aware tha~ even in this. Provipce (whete
Ministers have publicly de.clared in the Legislative
Council that they have received frotn the Finance
Department all that they wanted for carrying out their
schemes), the public have remained highly dissatisfied
with the present arrangement under which a. Member
of the Executive Council alone .can . be in charge of
the Finance Department, and I find tbnt tht:l.. Hon'ble
Ministers themselves hav~ pressed this pointin their
note as follows :-.:.;." The impotence of the Mincisters
have been much more aggravated by placing them completely under the control of the Finance Department,
as appears from Rule 37 of the Devolution Rules. For,,,,,,···
instance,• .th~ . Fina~ce De,partme?t in dealing witJY~~ OF
plan of budding advises
nockmg down of a port~'
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of the building, which may be absolutely necessary.
It also similarly advises appointm~nt of Sub·As'3istant
Surgeons where the services of Assistant Surgeons
are needed. We would not dispute the right to offer
reasonable advice on the part of the Finance Depart·
ment in regard to schemes to new expenditure, but the
Finance Department should not have such wide powers
as it has at present." Speaking from my experience
of the Finance Department, l do not think that its
working ir1 its relation to the Ministers' proposals or,
for the matter of that with those of any other mern ber
of the Government in charge of a spending department
-goes beyond that of the Treasury in Great Britain in
the matter of examining proposals administratively
sanctioned by any member of the Government. But
what in Great Britain is not usually resented on account
of the long con!'ltitutional traditions of public life and
the ripe political experience of public men, has led in
our Provincial Governments to perpetual bickering and
friction between the MinistArs and the Finance Department. It is urged that the Provincial Finance Member
practically nullifies by his refusal the Ministers'
administrat-ive sanction for their projects and that he
thus virtually exercises a power of veto over the
Ministers' proposals and policy, while technically acting
quite correctly, as only a Finance Member can exercise
legitimate treasury control. It is also urged that the
Ministers' appeals to the Governor are ineffective against
the Finance Department. This question bas been
strongly agitated of late by various ex-Ministers and
notably by Mr. C. Y. Cbintamani. Since His Excellency
the Governor was pleased to place me in charge of the
financial portfolio, my connection with the Department
has been the subject of many comments in the press of
the country and a point has been made that I am in
charge of a department, the portfolio of which I would
have been disqualified to hold had I been a Minister.
I quote below a short paragraph from a recent editorial
in "The Leader" bearing upop this. subject : -'' The
rule that finance must always be in charge of a
member of the Executive • Council and never of a
Minister, is equally absurd and unjustified and it is
not sanctioned by any provision .of the Government o£
lndia Act. In Bihar the Finance Member of the
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Executive Council is the Hon'ble Mr. S. Sinha-the
only Indian · Member of the Executive Council anywhere in India who holds the privileged position. If
Mr. Sinha had been a Minister he would not have been
eligible for the position. What an incongruity! Nor,
so far as fitness goes, is ·Mr. Sinha the one swallow that
does not make a summer. There are in all the provinces
other like him, as Mr. Sinha will be the first man to
admit. And is the financial administration of Bihar
less efficient than, for example, of the United· Provinces?
Prejudice is the only explanation of the present rule."
There seems to me to he, on the face of it, some force
in the objections urged against the present system
which (under the rules made under the Act) makes· it
obligatory that the Member of the Government in
charge of the financial portfolio shall be neceosari1y .an
Executive Councillor and . not a Minister. I am not
satisfied that there is any spe~ial advantage in retaining
this rule. I have no apprehension that a Minister, if
in charge of the Finance Department, would be un..
willing to spend the requisite amount for the maintenance of law and order ot the administration of justice.
I, therefore, see no insuperable objection to the transfer
of the Finance Department to the Ministry, or,' at any
rate, so amending .. the rule that it may be possible for
a Minister also to hold the portfolio of finance.
Question of Security.

I tis often said against the demand for further enlargement of the Ministerial. responsibilities that the transfer
of any more Reserved departments to the Ministers would
clash with that criterion of security which is fundamental for. India's progress. Now, it would be idle to deny
that the Government already established in the provinces
or that which is likely to come into existence in the near'
future, not later certainly than 1926, may not be as
strong and as efficient as was the pre·Reform British
Government in this country. But my view is quite clear
on the point that it having been rightly or wrongly
declared by the King in Parliament and embodied in
the preamble to the Government of India Act, 1919, that
the form of Provincial Governments is to be ultimately a
constitutional Governor and a responsible Ministry, it ie
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idl~ now to contend against the widening of the powers
of ,the Miniaters, on the ground of any prospective
apprehension on comparative insecurity. In a matter like
this one can b11t hope for the best and pmy that our
MinistEl.rs may be strong enough to maintain law and
order. It is to avoid any too rapid changes and to avert
the chanqes of·. any prospective insecurity; that I have
come to tbe conclusion that the Political and the Judi·
cial Departments should continue to be i~ charge otthe
Service Member of the Executive Council (till the next
Pp.rliamentary RevisioQ.), the· rest of the departments
under Reser,ved control at pr~sent,, being transferred to
the Ministers from now, so as to give them wider scope
for administrative experience and qualify them to undertake full Miniaterial responsibilities for all the depart·
ments in due course.

Provincial Autonomy.

I find, however, in the despatch very serious objec·
tions urged by ,my hon'ble colleagues against this pro·
posal. It is declared in paragraph 25 that to any such
halfway house the Governor-in-Council is unhesitatingly
opposed, briefly for two reasons. These are stated to be
that 11 it is not a workable administrative proposition;
secondly, it will absolutely fail to achieva it (the object
in view).'' It is, further, stated in paragraph 29 that'' in
the opinion of the Governor-in-Council the proposition
has only to be stated w'ith its inevitable implications to
demonstrate its administrative futility. It cannot last a
year in practical working.'' The same paragraph ends as
follows :-'' If dyarchy is to persist at all the limits of
permissible diviaion were practically reached at the
outset.'' Taking these paliSages together, I gather, that
in the opinion of my lfn'ii'ble colleagues there is no
" via media" ,between retaining dyarchy as it subsists at
present and its supersession by complete provincial
autonomy. That I am not wrong in my view is borne
out by paragraph 28 of the despatch in which it is
stated that "the true issue lies between the concession
or refusal of the changes which the term Provincial
Autonomy connotes". For my part, I was under the
impression that (as laid down in the preamble to the
Government of India Act, 19Hl) Responsible Govern-

ment was · to be worked up to, both in the Protiue'ial
and in the Central Governments, by means of suceessiv~
stages and it was in this view of the matter that I hav~
developed and elaborated my arguments at some length,
above, by suggesting that the next step between the
subsisting arrangement in the provinces and complete
provincial autunomy should be the transfer to the
Ministers of all the departments now being admiinstered
on the Reserved side, with the exception of those.knqwn
in Secretariat parlance as Judicial and Political. And
I must state that it never occurred to me that '' the
limits of permissible division were practically reached"
when the Act came into force in 1919. Now that may
or may not be so technically. But in view of 'the
opinion expressed by my hon'ble colleagues that any
further transfer of departments, administer(:ld on the
Reserved side, to the control of the 'Ministers will bE;~'
found so unworkable as to produce a deadlock in the
whole machinery of the Government in a year's time,
the question as to whether any such transfer is admissible or permissible becomes but an academic one.
Assuming, however, the correctness of the view propounded in the despatch that it would he inexpedient
and unwise to transfer any more departments to the
Ministers, the conclusion we are then naturally driven
to, is that there should be a supersession of the present
system in the provinces by complete provincial autonomy. My hon'ble colleagues though accepting it as
the inevitable logical conclusion of their own argo·
ments, decline to discuss this question on the ground
that '' it falls outside the terms of the present reference''
and as such "the Governor·in·Council expresses no
opinion " on it. In my opinion, however, for reasons
I have given above, this aspect of the question is not
excluded from the reference made t.o us, and is within
the purview of the scope and the object of the enquiry.
I find it stated in paragraph 24, that in the opinion of
my hon'ble colleagues themselves it is the demand for
complete provincial autonomy " which is, in fact, the
origin of the enquiry now in process." That being so,
I think I am fully within my rights in expressing my
opinion on this aspect of the question. For my part, as
stated above, I am in favour of the extension of the
:power13 of the Minister!;'! o.p the lines wep.tjoned in this
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no'te,, leaving it to the working of time to bring about
provincial autonomy in due course. But' I·. am not
prepared to dissent from the opinion of my hon'ble
colleagues (who as veteran administrators are in a better
position than myself to judge of administrative possibi·
lities and difficulties) that my proposal, if carried out,
would bring about a deadlock in a year's time. In
the circumstances,! have no alternative but to suggest
that the present system in the provinces be superseded
by the establishment, of complete provincial autonomy
which alone seems to be the true solution of the
difficulty.
I am sorry, that this note has become rather long.
My desire to place before the Government of India, as
well as I can, the various aspects of this important
question from the Indian standpoint, is the sole justi•
fication for the length of this note.
·

II
DYARCHY IN INDIAN PROVINCES IN THEORY AND
PRACTICE*

Introductory.
I am grateful to the authorities o£ tee East India
Association for permitting me to bring up for discussion
to-day the subject of " Dyarchy '' in theory and practice
in the nine major provincial Governments in the: Indian
Empire. The exprPssiol} of my sense of gratefulness
is by no means conventional, as it is well known that
this old-established Association of Indians and AngloIndians-using the latter term in its classical sensetries to do good to India in various ways, one amongst
which is avoiding, so far as possible, subjects which
are of too contentious a character, and the discussion
of which is likely to evoke acute differences and lead to
acerbity of feeling. Now, it must .be frankly admitted
that, in the nature of things, intimately connected as
it is with the question of· constitutional reforms in
India, a survey of Dyarchy in theory and practice-even
from the purely administrative standpoint, such as I
propose making-is bound to be more or less controversial. But in my humble opinion even contentious
Indian questions may be discussed with advantage,
provided the discussion is carried on in temperate
language and free from the taint of partisanship, and
if only those who may take part in it will constantly
keep in view the m.ain object of this Association, which
is that of bettering the condition of India by affording
a common platform for the exchange of views, freely
and frankly, to persons interested in the welfare of that
gn~at country. It. is actuated by this ideal that I shall
attempt to discUf?S the problem of Dyarcby, not from
the political but the administrative standpoint. If I
• A pape1· read befiJr·e the East India Association, London,
on BrJ October 1927, and debated upon on that date and also on
tl'te 17th O~tober, to which further debate was adjmtrned.
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may be permitted a personal reference, it is to say
that I may claim to have seen the working of Dyarchy
in a major province not only from without, but. also
from within, for a longer period than any other Indian
non-official, since it fell to my lot to hav.e watched> it,
both as President of the Legislative Council in Bihar
'and Orissa, and also as Finance Member of the Govern·
ment of that province, for more than five years, that,
too, during the tenure of office of four Governors -two
permanent and two ·officiating. But I am aware that
the subject is a large one, and its adequate treatment
would require time and space which we have not at our
disposaL I shall, therefore, try to make this survey
suggestive rather than exhaustive.
The "Statutory Commission."

The Govf'rnment of India Act, 1915-as amended
by subsequent Acts, notably the Reform Act of 1919-is
divided into twelve parts, of which only one (Part VI- A)
consists of but one section (84A). But this part of only
one section is perhaps the most important from the
point of view of those interested in the development on
sound lines of the Indian constitution. I make, therefore, no apology for quoting the almost entire text of
this section, as I have found that its terms are not
unoften forgotten by many of those who discuss the
question of Indian reforms. It runs as follows: " At
the expiration of ten years after the passing of the
Government of India Act, 1919, the Secretary of State,
with the concurrence of both Houses of Parliament,
shall submit for the approval of His Majesty the names
of persons to act as a Commission for the purpose of .•.
inquiring into the working of the system of governmeut,
the growth of education, and the. development of repre~
sentative institutions in .British India, and mattt:Jrs
con~ected therewith, and the Commission shall report
as to whether, and to what extent, it is desirable to
establish the principle of responsible government, or to
~xtend, modify, or restrict the degree of responsible
government then existing therein, including the question
whether the establishment of second chambers of the
local legislature is or is not desirable. The Commission
~halll:l-lso inquire into and report on any other matter
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affecting British India and 'the provinces which. may be'
referred to the Commission by His Majesty."
The terms of the section quoted above make abundantly clear the importance of the Statutory Commission,
iu view of the nature of the work which wilt have to
be done by that body. It rriay be s<t in, in hrief, that the
future political destiny of India will probably depend
on the result of the · 0Jmmission's investigations and
recommendations, as embodied in their Report. As
the personnel of the Commission has not yet been
announced, it may be permissible to express .the hop,e
that, when appointed, it will be found to have been 130'
constituted as will command the confidence of all the
classes in India whose interests or aspirations are likely
to be affected by its deliberations.* ' It is also in the
hope' that my statement and the discussion on it' may,
to some extent, enable the Commission, whenever
appointed, to appreciate ·the inherent difficulties of the
present situation. in India, as the result of the many
serious administrative defects brought to light in the
practice, during· the last seven years, of the system
of Dyarchy in the Governments o£ the major Indian
Provinces, that I have ventured to take up the time of
East India Association.
The " Old System."

As administrative· problems and political developments cannot be dealt with as . if they were inHcribed
on tabula rasa, it seems td me necessary to advert,
howsoever briefly, to the system of govenunent which
obtained in British India before the Reforms were
introduced at the beginning o£ 1921. I am not going
to. present an historical sketch of the origin and th~
growth of the administrative and political system which
had come to exist in British India, culminating in ' the
constitutional changes associated with the names of
Lord Morley and Lord Minto. My obj¢ct is to indicMe-.
on authorities which cannot be assailed on the ground
of any anti-government feeling...:..the defects which were
found in the British Indian administration as it then
existed-defects not only from the point of view of the
.

~This

expectation was by no means realized.
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thinking and politically-minded classes in India, but
also from that of those (whether British or Indian) who
would favour a liberal and progressive constitution for
that country, in the interest of the British Commonwealth as a whole. To begin with the authoritative
dechtration made with the imprimatur of the Secretary
of State for India, we find the following statement in
the Material and Moral Progress Report of India for
1924-2fi, presented to Parliament and issued as a Bluehook in 1926 :"Unlike other countries in which the permanent
officials are controlled. by Ministers, the administrators
of Jndia not merely execute a policy, they also initiate
it. For many decades the Indian Civil Service was
not only an administration, but it was also a government.''
'
I may next invite attention, as bearing on the same
subject,· to the statement of an ex-Prime Minister of
Great Britain-the Right Hon'ble Ramsay Macdonald.
After studying the Br1tish Indian system in the course
of several visits to India-during one of which (19L3·l4)
he traversed the whole country as a Member of the
Royal Commission on the Public Services-this is how
Mr. Macdonald described the system of government in
British India in his book called "'l'he Government o£
India," which was issued in 1915:
'' The Indian Civil Service is more than a collection
of individuals. It is a bureaucracy with a corporate
life, a machine, a freemasonry. It, moulds the raw
recruit into its own image. It has to work as awhole.
Many officers become wheels in a mechanism working
by·. rule .and regulation, (and) the machine reduces its
parts to mechanisms. (Thus) the machine. of Government has becom~ a th}ng apart, and by s~parating itself
from the organic life of India, it has over-emphasized
the fact that India is ruled by foreigners. . . . Secre"
tariats. become all~powerful; not a sparrow falls but is
recorded, reported, and re-recorded, docketed, initialled
and minuted ; not a .suggestion emanates from below
but .is regarded with suspicion or hostility .as something of a foreign origin : not a thing is done without
involving "the whole machine in the doing of it. Then,
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it is the GovernminH ..on 6n.~ side atid the people on the
other. Such is both the m~chanism. •and psyci.IOlogy of
the Servicej and the one cannot. be separated from the
other. All this is unhealthy, is bad government, cannot
last!'
I shall quote one more. patjsage-taken from the
editorial columns of a well-known Anglo-Indian daily,
issued from Allahabad-the Pioneer. This is how this
journal (which is generally and ·perhaps not unjustly
regarded as the spokeman, in the press of India, of the
officia.l hierarchy) sketched the British Indian administra~
tive system as it obtained on the eve of the introduction
of the Montagu Chelmsford Reforms in 1921. Said the
Pioneer: " The most perfect system of administration
which the world has ever seen has come to be regarded
by many-and an increasing number-as a topheavy
bureaucratic hierarchy, Byzantine in method if not in.
spirit, detached · from practical conditions, mechanicaJ
!J.nd doctrinaire." No wohder, if after thit~, an enthusiast
for Indian Refor.m like the late Mr. Montagu character•
ized, inthe course of a speech delivel'ed in 1917 in the
House of Commons, the system of government that then
obtained in British India as" w<;>oden and.antediluvian.''
I have no desire to multiply such extracts, for thot~e
already brought together from authoritative and un~
impeachable sources clearly establish a consensus of
weighty opinion as to the nature of the administrative
system that obtained in British India tilll920. It was
run -"-and run very efficiently-by the Indian . Civil
Service, from their own point of view as to what was
good for India, but it was clearly one in which .even the
educated, thinking, and politically.;.minded ·classes had
no ·lot or part. The latter could perhaps partially)
influence the administration, but could not either control~
or direct the policy of the Government. I myself was:
for more than one term. an elected member of'the old
Imperial Legislative ·Council, in ·which the elected
element was overborne by the nominees ofthe GovernorGeneral, and in which, therefore, howsoet.er much
reason and argument might be-according to us·~on
our side, the strength of voting was always against u.s~
Even if we had possessed much greater influence, it>
would not have been a sound system, since it is a well~'
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known political maxim that influence is not government.
The Morley-Minto scheme thus did not afford a &ound
basis for the steady development of. the Indian
· constitution towards the e~tahlishment of responsible
government•
Some Results of the "Old System."

The results to the credit or tne discredit of the " old
system" are to be found stated in a large number of
books; in fact, the literature on the subject is overwhelmingly voluminous. Eminent Anglo-Indian officials
like Sir John Strachey and Sir George Chesney set forth
their conclusions, from the official standpoint, iri works
which are justly regarded as classical; while the nonofficial standpoint has also found adequate expression
in the works of a number of British and Indian publicists of whom Messrs. Digby, ·Naoroji, and Dutt are
well known. My object is not to rake up to-day this
age-old controversy, as it will serve no useful purpose,
the old system having been modified for better or worse.
The truth very probably in this matter-as in many
others-is to be found somewhere between the two
opposed sets of opinions. No sensible Indian can justly
withhold his appreciation of the great work done by
the British services in India in evolving a stable system
of administration in that country (out of the disruption
which prevailed therein in the eighteenth and the earlier
part of .the nineteenth centuries), in establishing law
and order on a footing which may compare favourably
with the conditions in many Western countries, in
introducing means of communication like ·railways,
telegraphs, . and those other paraphernalia of modern
civilization which we naturally associate with an efficient
and advanced system of administration. All this may
and must be freely and frankly conceded. But wht~n
we come to consider in these days the results achieved
by any Government, we cannot confine our attention
merely to the blessings of peace and order or the
benefits brought in their train by courts or communications. We have naturally to look to other things as
well for forming a just estimate, and these are the
economic condition of the people, their resources, their
fighting strength. against famines and the ravages
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caused by epidemics, as also their.position in the sphere
of education, the educational facilities open to them,
anf1, above all, the share they enjoy in moulding and
directing the policy of their Government. It is' the
universal opinion of educated. Indians that highly
efficient as the British Government in India has been
as an administrative machinery, it has not been sufficiently responsive in these higher spheres of activities,
which are of even more vital interest to the well-being
of the people than the mere maintenance of law and
order or the admini~tration of justice by courts manned
by competent officers. No living Indian is more
distinguished than the Rt. Hon'ble Lord Sinha alike for
his keen perception of and deep insight into the realities
of Indian life, as also for his appreciation of the benefits
conferred by British rule on India. Yet this is what
he is reported to have stated to a representative of the
Manchester Guardian only last July : " Great progress
has been made in many directions. But-for there is
a but-there is so much leeway still to be made up. ·
I am speaking for my own province of Bengal. The
poverty there is appalling, and the health of the
people is so bad that disease, ignorance, and poverty.
would seem to be the lot to which we are born .. .
'l'o a large extent it may be the people's own fault . . . .
I recognize that progress must be gradual and slow
having regard to our 'limitations, but I cannot help
thinking at the same time that hitherto the Government
has been content to keep law and order, and there has
not been strenuous endeavour to better the lot of the
people that I feel there would have been if.the people
had. been your own. . • . The fact remains that
material progress has been very slow. It does not seem
to me-speaking again for Bengal~that the people are
in any way better off to day than they were; say, thirty,
or even fifty years ago.'' What Lord Sinha has said of
Bengal is, in the opinion of educated Indians, generally
applicable to the condition of the other provinces. as
well. Now, if this view of the material progress of
India under British rule be accepted as fairly correct,
it is easy to understand the anxiety of British statesmen
to so. modify tpe old system as to make it more mindful
of the prf:lsf3ing needs and requirements of:the people,

c
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al}d .,more respo11sive to their material.weHare and moral
progress, Hence- I take it-the memorable declaration
hy · the then Secretary of State (the late Rt. Hon'ble
E. 8. Montagu) in August 19~7, as representi~g the
view of the' Coalition Government (or, in other words,
of all the great political parties in the United Kingdom)
which is now, in more carefully worded language,
embodied in the Preamble to the Government of India
Amendment Act of 1919, and to which I shall have to
refer hereafter.

The " New System."

The new system introduced to set right the inherent
defects of the old was primarily by application to the
major provincial administrations in the Indian Empire
(numbering nine) of the principle known by the word
"Dyarchy.'' Under it the provincial administration is
divided into two halves-called the reserved and the
transferred-the former being administered by the
" Governor-in-Council" and the latter by the " Governorin-Ministry." As, except to those who may be familiar
with the present-day administrative conditions in India,
t.hese two expressions and what they stand for are
likely to be vague, I may explain this system in a few
words. 'J'he reserved half of the Provincial Government is administered by the Governor and his Executive
Council, the members of which, like the Governor
himself, are appointed by His Majesty the KingEmperor, and who, as such, are naturally responsible to
the King in Parliament. The transferred half, on the
other hand, is administered by the Governor working
with his Ministry, the members of which are chosen by
himself from amongst the elected members of the
Provincial Legislature, and who are, as such, in theory
responsible to that body. The reserved half, generally
speaking, are in charge of law and order-namely,
the recruitment and control of the executive and the
judicial services, as also o£ the police, the administration
of justice, land revenue, irrigation, and some o.ther
departments, particularly that of the whole financial
system. The transferred· half, broadly put,. administer
what are called the •' nation-building departments"a~riculture1 education, local self-~over:nrpelltt indqstries
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and lh'e excise department, besid.es some others riot so
important. Except for three years. in Bengal and the
Central Provinces (due to their • Legislatures having
refused to vote the Ministers' salaries) this system has
now been in operation in nine of the major provinces
of the Indian Empire since January 1921. Its merits
and demerits, as disclosed during the last seven years
are, in t.be main, the subject of my address.
I maypremise by saying that public opinion, not
only Indian but British as well, seems to be almost
unanimous that Dyarcby has few merits, if any, but that
its demerits are unfortunately so great as to render it
not only unworkable but practically useless as a means
of qualifying Indians to fit them "for the gradual
development of self-governing institutions with a view
to the progressive realization of responsible government
in British India as an integral part of the Empire,"
which was the raison d'etre o£ the Reform Act of 1919,
as expressly declared in the words I have just quoted
from its Preamble. I s11all quote in support of this
view the opinions expreBsed-no, not hy the poor
Ministers themselve!S, who may be charged with a
hankering after greater powers-but by eminent British
statesmen and Anglo-Indian administrators, as. also
leading British and Indian non-officials, whose credit
cannot justly be impeached on the score of being influenced by any anti-Government feeling. I shall
quote a few authorities only.
So1pe Opinions on "Dyarchy,"

Speaking in the House of Lords, this is bow the
present Secretary of State for India, the Rt. Hon'ble the
Earl ·of Birkenhead, is reported to h'ave expressed
himself on the subject under consideration :
''I myself was always very distrustful of the
dyarcbical principle. It seems to me to savour of a
kind of pedantic and hide-bound constitution, to which
Anglo-Saxon communities have not generally responded,
and which in my anticipation was unlikely to make a
successful appeal to a community (the Indian) whose
political ideals were so largely derived from AngloS~t~on models.''
-
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Dealing with the same subject iu a:p. earlier debate in
the House of Lords, the, late Lord Curzon- who was
not unjustly regarded as a great a11thority on the
official view of matters Indian -delivered himself in the
following terms:
''I abominate the system of Oyarchy, but when the
Committee of your Lordship's House decided to recommend it, because they said they could not 'find another
alternative, I bowed my head and acquiesced •.''
Lord Ronaldshay-wbo, as Governor of Bengal, bad
great opportunities for watching the working of the
system in that province-has recorded his view of
Dyarchy as follovvs :
"It (Dyarchy) was certainly a novel type of Camarilla,
a sort o£ political Siamese twins with the Governor as
the umbilical link holding them together. Like the
two-beaded eagle of Byzantium, it looked East and
West-the Ministry to· the Indian Legislature, the
Executive Council to Westminster and WhitehalL" It
is a ''complicated constitutional machine, admittedly
a makeshift of a purely trausitional character," and
1
' the dyarchic Government thus resembled the famous
• founder of Janiculum, so conveniently dowered with
two faces, the better to look forward while maintaining
an eye upon what Jay behind."
Only the other day (September 16, 1927), in the course
of an article contributed b'y him to a London evening
paper, Sir Reginald Craddock referr~d to what he calls
" the strange expedient o£ Dyarchy '' as a " hybrid
system,'' which "cannot continue,'' as ''no country or
province can be successfully governed by two independent Cabinets." That is exactly the Indian view.
In 1925: the Government o£ India published the
opinionsthey had obtained from the various Provincial
Governments on the working of Dyarcby. Tbese,were
sought for the benefit of the members of the Muddiman
Reform~ Enquiry Committee, which bad been appointed
to investigate the working of the new system. 'I'be two
most notable opinions in the Report were those expressed
by His Excellency Sir William Marris-the Governor of
Agra and Oudh-aud Sir l:Ieury Wheeler1 e~-Gover:pqr
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of Bihar and Orissa., Sir .William Marris-who, as the
Reforms Secretary, had much to do with Dyarchy.recorded his view of it as follows :
"Dyarchy is obviously a cumbrous, complex, con..
fused system, having no logical basis, rooted incompromise, and defensible only as a transitional expedient.
The difficulties and defects inherent in the scheme are
quite ioeurable by mere alteradons o£ the Act or the
Rules. There is no half-way bouse between the present
and a new . constitution ..... Concessions which fa!l
short of complete provincial autonomy will . . . secure
neither stability nor contentment.''
.
·
Sir Henry Wheeler's view of Dyarcby-which was
concurred in by Sir Hugh McPherson, the then Civilian
Executive Councillor-was recorded in the following
terms:
" There is very: little that can be done to smooth. the
working of pyarchy or to elimiJnate the different
administrative imperfections.. Whatever dE'fects exist
are inherent in the system itself.
It is workable
now, though creakily. 'l'he few minor remedies may
cure a creak or two, but they will affect the large
questions in no degree whatever.''
These official testimonies from some of the leading
British statesmen and eminent AugJocJndian adminis·
trators speak for themselves, and 1 have no desire to
mar their effect· by making any comrnents. But I think
I may ~usefully supplement them by quoting two nonofficial opinions-one from a British and the other from
an Indian source: Mr. E. Villiers (who twice l'epre~ented the Presidency and Burdwrm Ell.ropean constituengy . in . the Bengal Legislative Couueil) issued last
year a statement as to why he would not offer himself
for. re-election. In this occur the following passages
which bear upon the point UJ;td~r discussion :
"I hold them (the Heforms; to be wrong in practice,
since, if we are going to carry out the policy of teaching
India how to rule herself with the maximum of efficiency
and at the minimum of cost, if we. are to teach her a
sel}se of 'political responsibility/ we are going the
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wrong way to do it. Instead of teaching her responsibility we are teaching her irresponsibility. Until the
Reforms are reeast, until they are applied solely to the
provinces as separate states, uutil such subjects as are
'transferred ' (no matter bow small or bow unimportant
these may be) are transferred lock, stock, and barrel,
uninterfered with by Governor and uninfluenced by the
Government votes in the Councils, until all this is done
(even given that the principle of democracy·. is right for
India) I see no hope for the success of the Reforms. In
these circumstances, then, feeling as I do strongly on the
question, I do not think that I can any longer serve your
interests or the interests of the Province to advantage."
Last, but not least, I shall quote the view of an
etrJ.inent Indian, Sir Ali Imam, who justly enjoys a
reputation for moderation and political sanity, which
we naturally associate with one who as an ex-Law
Member of the Governor-General's .Executive Council
and as an ex-High Court Judge, has held the highest
offices under the Crown, both on the executive and the
judicial sides. In the cour~e of a speech delivered in
this country in 1924, this is what Sir Ali Imam is
reported to have said :
''The transferred departments are in the bands of
Mi niAters who are supposed to be responAi ble to the
House. But while all the appearance of democracy is
there, it is a shell without the kernel. The Minister
has to run his departments, but he must have a permanent Secretary over whom he . has no control. If the
Minister wants anything to be done, the Secretary can
go beyond him to the Governor,.· and the latter can
overrule the· Minister. The result is that although the
Minister is said to be responsible to the House, he bas
to carry out the orders of the Governor. The danger
lies in tbis .that a form has been given to the constitl:ttion
but without the substance.''
That is putting in the mildest terms what is felt to
be true by every thinking Indian. There seems to be
thus a consensus of weighty· opinion on· the inherent
defects of Dyarcby as a principle of administration.
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DyaPchy in

PPinciple~

I shall give later some details of the systemin
practice (as opposed to the theory on which it is basE:ld),
but before doing so, I may briefly advert to the theory
itself. Now, the principle or theory underlying Dyarchy
seems to be the assumption that it is practicable
to divide a Government vertically and to place the
administration of each such divided part or group of
parts under more than one executive unit, each responsible to a different sovereign power-as in the present
instance the Governor-in-Council to the King in Parlia..:
ment for the reserved hal£ and the Governor-in-Ministry
to. the Provincial.Legislature for the transferred half.
But I venture to say that such an assumption is not at
all warranted either by history or the political experienc~
of any of the peoples or nations amongst whom popular
or respunsible government has ever obtained. On the
contrary, all knowledge and experience point conclusively to the fact that a Government worth the name--'
whether i:lespotic or responsible-must always be one
organic entity, and not split up vertically into so IUany
parts-each part of it responsible to a different sovereign
authority. This very important consideration ·was
particularly emphasized in a despatch of the Government of Bombay; who writing in 1918-when . the
Reforms were under consideration,.......adverted to this
very important aspect of the question in the following,
so to say, prophetic words :
'' Practically all proposals of importance put forward
by the Minister in charge of any of the departments
suggested for transfer will involve a reference to the.
authori~ies in charge of the reserved departments. There
a:t!e few, if any, subjects ou which the >functions o£
the• two sections of the Government would not overlap ;
consequently it will be seldom possible in the case of
a transferred subject for a Minister to dispense with .(L
reference to the departments concerned with reserved
subjects.''
~In .other words, Government departments are in .the
nature of things interdependent and, therefore, .consti·
t_ute .an ~ndiv~sible unit. and they cannot be split up
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into parts or groups and placed under different controlling agencies without rendering the administrative
machinery wholly unworkable. That any attempt at
'an artificial division is thus bound to recoil on the
whole system is brought into strong relief in the evidence
of the many Ministers who were examined by the
Muddim'~:tn ReformA Enquiry Oomm\tteP .. It need not
surprise on~, therefore, that the themy itself on •which
Dyarchy has been based being politically unsound and
unwarranted by administrative experience, the new
system has not only failed to give satisfaction either
to the administrators or the people, but has. been .. a
potent caus.e . of bitterness and. strife in the country,
between the Gov-ernment and the politically-minded
classes, in particular.
The Governor in Ministry.

The most notable feature of Dyarchy is the introduction of a Ministry, acting 'With the Governor in the
administration of the transferred departments; It is
this system which has provoked the greatest controversy
on the ground that under it, as it actually obtains in
practice, the Minister has no individuality of his own,
nor is he really responsible to the Legislature, but is
merely. a mandatory of the Governor. Now, we know
from experience that in the working of all human
institutions, much depends not on the constitution but
upon the personalities administering the system, and
so, even as things are at present, there is no reason to
apprehend that .a really qualified and strong Ministerif one such be selected by the Governor-would be hut
a phonographic automaton of his. nominator. Making
aHowance for it, however, the fact remains that, speaking
broadly, Governors have so far preferred to choose safe
rather than >strong men, and the Ministers have but
held sway over the administration because there has
:not yet been sufficient time for the formation of strong
political. parties to oppose the Ministers who are
supported by the officia] and non-official nominees of
~he Governor in the Legislative Oou~cils. Apart from
tlii~, the. E!YS~ell1. has. been. ~o w?rked. as. to have been
inc~J)libl~ ,of .~vokin~ •a~y enthusiasm.·for the Ministers
fJt tfie .Ministry. Fo begin with som:e minor matters,

bqt to. which:y~t ~r~~t it:9portance is att~c.bed. i~ lr1€\i~:·
the Mi[}ister~ occqpy in popplar estiwati.c>n a distinctb,
inferior ~tat,us ~s members of the Government. 'I'll,!\,
reasons for such, a view pqt lie on the 1iJUrface,. "(Jpli~~;
the. Gov~rnor apd the ~;ecptive Oour1ci1lor1iJ1 tlw
Minis.te.rs are not servants of the · Oro.vvn l:lllt a,re the
nominees of the Governor. Again, they ~q~eJ' irt
comp!lrisop with their colleagqes o.~ the ~ec;qtive:
Council in ~orne other respects.. als.o, 1'4e latter ta.ke
official preceqence over the Ministers. 'l'he newest.
E~ecutive Councillor is thus senior tq the oldest
Minister. The Ministers ~re prepludec1. gncJ.~r th,e la.w
from beiqg nomina,tecl by th.e Gov~rpor as Vice~
President, and s.o ·are not qqalified to succeeg him a1r
temporary Goverpor during periocl.E! of Y~(lancy Misipg
·sucl.deply, o.r by the Goverr1or's goipg qp leave· The.
Vice.. Presic1.e1ltship is l1I1der the law reE!(;)rve.d fgr a men:!~
ber of the E~ecl1tive Council. When the le!'{s a.c1.vai1c<:ld
Indian asks qne why 'power iE! vesteg ip. the },jegislaJiva
Ooqnc.il tq omit or reduce the salary of the MiniE!ters
but I1()t of the ExecQ.tive Councillor§, H iE! npt'difticg.H
to make him, \lnderstand it on the gl'()l1Pc1. of COIJ13titq;
tionl].l t~sage and the Min\sters' responsibility Jo th~ •
Legisll].ture. But the other differences pojn~eq ont
above -,-as alE!a th«3 fac.t that a Minis~er is not a.t pre!3eP,t
qu11.lified to be in charge of the Financ.e departm~nt~
natgrll,lly seem, incomprehensible,. since ther~ seem!'
to him no justification· for them. Thus these restrip~
tions 11.nd limitl].tions ha.ve staiJlPecl the Mipistry ip. th¢
opinion of the general pqblic in India a.s the inferiQJJ
half of the Provincial Government.
But far IJlOre important than an;v of these i~ the
fact that the Indian Qgnstitution does not at present
openly aqkqowledge the great constitutional p:fi1lciJ>le
of joint ministerial responsibility, nor bas it so far
obtained in any Province in practice, as the result of
convention: Ouriqusly th,e wording .of the ~e¢tion
dealing witp this subject ill the Government qf l!lciia.
Act (52, cl. 3) is E!UCh as to leave no manper of (ipubt
that it cop.templates the establishment of joint mini13·
terial responsibility, lt is as follows : '' In rela,~ion
to transferred subje..ct~ the Governor shaH be gltided
by the 1'1Jc1.Yice of 4is Ministep~--llllless he se~s spfti,
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cient reason to dissent from their opinion,,, Now, the
use of the words " Ministers " and " their " goes, I
submit, to support the view I have propounded.
Unfortunately, in the absence so far of judicial
interpretation by a competent tribunal, all Governors
seem to have taken the view that this clause does not
contemplate what is known in constitutional law as
" joint ministerial responsibility.'' The result is that
this very important clause has been rendered a dead
letter by the action taken by the Governors, who have
framed Rules of Executive Business in a way so as to
be enabled to deal sepal'ately with each Minister and
practically to make him thus subservient to his will. It
is to this undesirable aspect of the situation that Sir
Ali Imam referred when-in the words quoted by me
above-he spoke of the Governor overruling the Minister and o£ Dyarchy having but the appearance of
democracy but being really a shell without the kernel.
When it is kept in view that the principle of joint
ministerial responsibility is the bedrock of popular or
responsible government, so much so that it finds a
distinct place and is specifically affirmed in every
· constitntion established during the last two centuriesnot excluding that of the present Republic of Turkeyits practical absence from the Indian constitution is
obviously a grave and serious defect, detracting to a
large extent from. the position of the Ministers, as also
from the Ministry as a training ground for educated
Indians to qualify themselves for enlarged powers and
higher public responsibilities. It is to be hoped that
the attention of the Statutory Commission would be
drawn to .this constitutional anomaly and that they
would suggest means for setting it right ; otherwise
we shall continue to have Ministries without joint
ministerial responsibility, which is admittedly a
·
contradiction in terms.
Another almoflt insuperable difficulty .affecting the
administration of the transferred departments is the
division of the subjects under the control of the reserved
and the ministerial sides. For the reason stated above
-namely, that Government is an in.divisible organic
entity, which cannot be split up into parts and be yet
properly administered-there is e~perie.Pced almo!'t
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daily difficulty by the Ministers in executing theif
policy in. the departments undertheir control. Now,
it must be so because the division of departments
effected· is absolutely ~rbitrary.; and in fact• it could
not be otherwise. This is a matter on which the
Ministers are- not unjustly-constantly and continuously harping. I shall quote here the· words of Sir K
V. Reddi-a Minister in Madras-from a statement
made by him in 1923. This is what be said :
'' I am Minister of Development minus Forests, and
you all know that development depends a good deal on
Forests. I am Minister of Industries without Factories,
which are a Reserved subject, and Industries without
Factories are unimaginable. I am Minister of Agriculture minus Irrigation. You .can understand what that
means. How can L\griculture be carried on extensively
without Irrigation, in the hands of those who are
responsible for it, is rather hard to realize. I am al&o
Minister o:f Industries without Electricity, which is
also a Reserved subject. The subjects of Labour and
Boilers are also Reserved. But these, after all, are
some only of the defects of the Ueform scheme."
Similarly, the senior Minister in Bihar and Orissa
(Sir Muhammad Fakhruddin) spoke in the Legislative
'Council in 1927, as follows:
" The classification of transferred subject is seriously
defective. There is .no reason why you should give the
Minister, Agriculture without Irrigation. Why should
you give him the administration of the spending
department without any control over Finance? Without
purse others consider me as if I am simply a clerk to
prepare a certain scheme, and after the scheme is ready
the Finance Department is entitled to knock it down on
the ground of want of funds. What happened this
year ? I had a scheme ready costing severallakhs of
rupees for. 'recurring and non-recurring expenditure.
But I could not get money."
·
These are striking comments from responsible
Ministers 'Of two Provincial Governments and tell their
own tale. But the point raised by the Bihar and Orissa
Minister in regard to the administration of the finan().e
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Department.........to which I have already referred, above;__,
is. one of very great con$titutional importance. There
is no prohibition in the Government of India Act against
the appointment of a Minister as Finance Member,. but
it bas been so embodied in one of the Devolution-Rules.
There seems to me no justification for any such restriction. There are at present in two provinces Indian
Executive Councillors in charge of the Finance Portfolio;
and there . is absolutely no reason to apprehend that
equally qualified Indians are not likely to be available
in the ranks of the Ministers. The restriction imposed
upon the latter is, therefore, inexpedient, as it not
only acts as au irritant, but also prevents the Ministers
from obtaining experience of the working of the
financial machinery, and enables them to say that the
rigid control of the Finance Department interferes with
their executing successfully their policy in what are
called the" nation-building " departments.
I could point out a larger number of other equally
grave defects and serious limitations in the constitution
and convention of Dyarchy, especially as it affects the
Ministers and the Ministry, but the few points to which
I have referred already will, I feel sure, satisfy impartial
critics that it is impossible to expect auy good and
useful resuhs to accrue from so grossly defective an
institution as that of the Ministry under Dyarchy. As
a distinguished Anglo-Indian administrator-a retired
Civilian member of the Governor-General's Executive
Council-said to me the other day: " It redounds greatly
to the credit of the educated Indians that they should
have managed to run successfully for seven years, in
seven out of nine major provinces, so inherently defective a system as that of Dyarchic Ministry.''
The Exeeutlve Council.
1 shall now deal with the composition, the recruitment and the constitution of the Executive Council.
the nature of its work and how it is done under the
system of Dyarchy. Curiously this important subject
has not attracted the attention it deserves, and all the
interest displayed so far has centred round the Ministry
vrobably becaQSe it is a novelty. Bnt it rnw?t be borne

in mind that although the administration of th!l nation·
building departments by the Min.isters ar.d their tbeore.·
tical responsibility to the Legislature are, in .a sense,
important aspects of our present-day constitution,
nevertheless it is the Governor and his Executive
Council. who -as· responsible for the •maintenance of
law. and order, the administration of justice, and the
control of tbe financial machinery-constitute beyond
all doubt, the more important half of the Provincial
Executive. So long as the Executive Council lasts as
a part of the Provincial Executive, its constitution
and personnel .should naturally deserve serious consideration. As such I make no apology £or adverting to
some important aspects relating to the Executive Council.
As regards its composition, it is as heterogenous as it
can be, especially in contrast with the Ministry. The
lu.tter comprises men chosen from amongst the elected
members o£ the Provincial Legislature, and as their
salaries are votable by that body, the Governor has to
select those who are fairly well educated and who may
be expected to enjoy the confidence of their fellowlegislators for a fair measure of ability and also reputation for character. No such considerations, however,
necessarily prevail in. the selection of the non-official
Indian members of the Executive Council, since neither
in ..theory nor in practice are its members amenable to
the control of the Legislature. The total strength of
the . Executive Council is four in Bengal, Bombay, and
Madras, and two in all the other provinces where
Dyarchy obtains, and of these half the number is
practically reserved for members of the CivilService.
It must be frankly stated that Indian .public opinion is
unanimous that, even in the selection of the Civilian
Executive Councillors, there have beenmany appointments which were open to · grave .pbjection. The
grievance is that, admitting that higher appointments
need not necessarily go by, seniority, Civilians who are
believed to 'be of liberal and progressive views are
passed over in favour of those known to be diehards or
reactionaries. But it is in the selection of the Indian
Executive Oouncillors'--wbo by reason ·of convention
have to be non-officials~that the Indian public have
much to object to. This matter was agitated even in
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the course of the enquiry conducted by Mr .. Mo11tagu
and Lord Chelmsford with a view to formulating their ·
proposals for the Reforms. Strong • exception was
taken before them to the appointments which bad been
made till then from the ranks . of Indian non-officials,
and the subject is discussed by the two ~miuent authors
in their • Report on Indian Constitutional Reforrn!'l,
jssued in 1918. On pages 103-4 it is stated : ·
·
" We are aware that in the past the nominations
made to the Executives have not always given satisfaction. Thet•e has been a disposition to regard the men
appointed as chosen because they are safe and not
likely to give the . Government trouble ; and, i£ Legislature and Executive are to work smoothly together, it
is, we agree, necessary to make appointments, which
command confidence and ensure efficiency and ability."
Again; cleating with their proposed constitution for
the Executive Council under the Dyarchy they state
their views as follows : " It should be open to the Governor to recommend
whom (from amongAt the Indian non-officials> he wishes.
In making his nominations, the Governor should be free
to take into considerations the names 9f persotis who had
won distinction whether in the Legislative Council or
'any other field."
The two passages taken together can leave no. doubt
as to the class of persons amongst Indian non-officials
·from wbom Executive Councillors shpuld be preferably
appointed. Put:shortly, they irnply that those should
be chosen whor-to quote the memorable words of the
late Qu.tlen-Empress Victoria's famous proclamation of
1858__,;by their integrity, ability, and character may
'he qualified: to discharge their duty successfully as
O<Jcupants,qf the. exalted: office of members of Govern~
ment .on the reserved side, tbe more so ·as their colleagueswould be men who had received their training
as aidministrators either in British public life or in tht3
Indian Civil Service. It is the settled conviction of the
thinking classes of India that many o£ the appointments
made of Indians: to the Executtve Councils even in
'recent years will not stand this test, and that the

4i
_ ·s~l~ctions .\Yer~ lll..~t<le.fro,m .~w.<:>ng$t p;l.f3P wb.o ~f3t~~~f3·
Iieveci to pe ''.s~fe •'' r~th~r tba,p. qualified._ TJle ~ppqiPk
ment oLsuch persons·· pa,turaHy ·brings;into Jgdd l~gqt
Dyarchy in practice even to_ a larger . ex.t~nt than ,would
otherwise .have -been the case. Thus in :rf3ply to il1terpellations it was not Jol)g ago elicited in a Legi~JaHye
Council.that while tbe .ll)dia,n . Executive Counci)lqr ,in
that prpvioqe 'Yas pompoqsly dubbed as the "Hg1lle
Mem.ber,'' ~ndwas na,tur.ally Q.eliev~d .to p.ejn.ch1.1rg~.
as such, of the Politic~land Appoilltn:tent Departll)f3IJts,
the main work oft he .Appointll)eiJt .<]epa,rttnept--tba,t
ofappointing, posting, and transferring . ~be o:fliql:l~·~'~-
WI.lS entrusted by. the Governor not to him~~be '' I;lqll)e
;Member ':--hut to his Civilian colleague ! f\ny.qqm.ment on- the .situation so re.vealed. wo11,ld. pe a,n aqt
of supererqgation. One.can but_ expret;~s tbehqpe_tga,t
this system which has not unpaturally.brougbt.<]iscr(:)git
on the Government on the .reserved. ~ide-if 1 :rp.~y
indulge inan -Irishism-"infuture ,will pe.a _thip~.?£
the past." I may add thatl have pqt qited.an it;~ol~ted
instance, but that such instf!nces..can easily pe .).plJ,lti·
pli(:)d.
By far the greatest qefect in. the constitution on. the
reserved side is the highly anomalous arrangell)ent
under which the Governor .. and his . Executive. Council
are expected to carry on .the aqministration ()f the
departments in their control, and also to. enactlegislation and to pilot the budget in the Legislative Co:qncil,
depending all the time not on a majority of'votes. but
on the good sen.se of the elected .members who, . so to
say, constitute the Opposition l The. total strength at
the disposal of the Governor-in-0?11.ncilin any province
is barely morethan onecfourth of the total number of the
Legislative Oou.ncill.ors. For_ jn~~aJ}ce, >in .· I}~Jl3r and
Orit;~sa.the total strength of the Legislat:qre. is 103, .w}lil~
tbat. of t.he Governor's';nqmiiJees (taki;ng both ofl,iqja,J§ apd
;nqn·qfficials) is, I think, tyventy·s~ven, }:;esipes.,. .t~e -~_vvo
E_x:ec11,tive Councillors who sit e:e-offic}a. /.i\ndjt is,.~~th
the aid of these tw~;:n ty~piqe yg~es, at. t}l~ higl;u:lst,. . t.!;t,~t
the Governor-in-Oouncil . in this pr.Q\'jnce is .e:s;pect~d
to do his work s.uc.cf3~Sf11lly in a :J-..egisl~:,ttiye ()paJ.Ap.~r,
about three,fo11rths of.the . meD1hersof . w4iqltc.()p~tity.te
the Opposi~i<m. §uch . a system p£ .J;>ar}.i.a.~~-nt.aJ:y
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government is foreign to all conceptions of a sound
polity. No Prime Mi\1ister who knows his business
would be able to carry on administration or legislation
in any legislative body on such terms. And yet it is
this very strange feat that the Governor-in-Council is
expected to perform successfully under the system of
Dyarchy I In the circumstances, one need not be surprised if there has to be much manipulation, a good
deal of wire-pulling, and no little " moral suasion"
·brought to bear on the non-official members to cast
their votes on the side of the Government. So far as
the administration of or legislation dealing with the
transferred departments is concerned, there is tb e
obviously sound theory-howsof\ver unattainable it may
be in practice at present-that the Ministers must
receive the support of their party. But the Governorin-Council, not being amenable to the control of the
Legislature, cannot depend upon any party in the
HQpse, except only the Governor's nominees. Unless,
therefore, a large number of non-officials can be secured
to support the acts and the policy of the Governor-inCouncil, no work can be carried on, and the administration of the reserved side must come to a standstill. By
reason of such serious defect in the Constitution, the
Governor·in-Council is naturally driven to resort to
methods for securing votes from non-official members
which are not unoften open to grave objection, and
which have generally a highly demoralizing effect both
on the Government on the reserved side, as also on the
non-officials- who are its habitual supporters. These
facts are so obvious as to require no further exposition.
The Governor under Dyarehy
From what I have said above it would be clear that
the Governor admini~tering Dyarchy-either with the
aid of the Executive Council on the reserved side or
with that of his Ministers on the transferred -"-is not,
what we understand by the term '' constitutional
Governor." His powers under ·. the law. are large and
extensive-some may think, dangerously so. To begin
with, he. alone of all the •mem hers of •the. Provincial
Government is vested with the power of frap:1ing •rules
for the carrying on of the business of Government on
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wh~ch the working- of the whole system hingest SE)c~
tion 49. (clause 2) vests the Governor a,lone with powers
to ,, make rules and orders for the more convenient
transaction of business in his Executive Council and
with his Ministers." The result of the rules framed
under the terms of this section is that the principle of
joint. ministerial responsibility-so clearly enunciated
in tl•e section quoted above-has been practically
abrogated and the Ministers are overruled frequently
:jtnd the Executive Councillors-especially the many
"safe" ones-made subservient to the Governor's will.
Whep, for instance, the point was raised as to the reason
why the work of the Indian "Home Member" was dope
by his Civilian colleague-to which I have referred
above-the answer given by the latte_r on behalf of the
Governor was that the transaction of official business
was a domestic concern of the Government ! True, but
it did not seem to have struck the Civilian Member
that if he alone could do both his own work and that
of his Indian colleague, it is obviously a waste of public
funds to retain the latter at a high salary_-that too
in a poor country like India. Such are the inherent
difficulties one is naturally faced with when taking up
an untenable position in defence of Dyarchy in practice.

To take but one more example of the extensive powers
vested in the Governor under Dyarchy. After the
enactment of the Indian Civil Services Act of 1925, the
Governor of a province directed that his tour expenses,
which had been till then submitted to the vote• of the
Legislature, should not be so done. Accordingly the
Finance Department in preparing the next budget
removed the amount of this item from the votable to the
non-votable list. As the law stands, the action of the
Governor was legally correct and justifiable. But after
the budget was passed, a member o£ the Legislative
Council applied in the High Court of the Province for
a writ of mandamus against the Governor and the
Finance Mem her. The point was argued at the Bar
before a full Bench of the_ Court. In the result, the
learned Judge~ rightly rlismissedthe application, holding
that the Governor was, under the law, fully within his
rights in doing what he had done, and that no application or sujt conld lie again13t hir:p for his bl;lvin8
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c9t:f~~eJl~d'?r~b~e ahythhig 'or . ~rdered' anythln~ to be
dop~jH ~is 2f11cial. cap~ci ty. .. 'l'~e la'Y, ·a~ st!ite? by their
lqrdshfp~;.ll)ust f)e .· ~?cepted as correct .• But T cite a
sti6ftpassage from the comments on this case of one of
the lea~ing Indian journals, of a province otber than the
one C(.)IlCe~ne?, to indicate the Indian view of the powers
qf a Governor under Dyarchy. Wrote the· Tribune of
Laho:r:e,:
'.1 'rhere are two and only two forms of check on the
Indian Executive which can prevent it from acting
arbitrarily or despotically. One iR that exercised in and
by Parliainent. The other is that exercised by courts
of law. In the present case parliamentary check admittedly does not exist, and now one of the highest
tribunals in the country has ' told us that the courts,
too,havenojurisdiction in the matter. Who c.an say
after this that autocracy has finally disappeared from
our midst, and that we live under a constitutional
Government?"
But while the powers of the Governor are obviously
large and arbitrary, he is unduly protected of all the
members of Government. 'rhe Executive Councillors
and the Ministers sit in the Legi~lative Council and have
todeferid not only their individual official acts, but also
th6&;: ~~ the Government as a whole.. But the pivot of
the Provincial Government, the Governor, who is en·
trenched at the Government House,outside the Legislativ,e .Oo\in(lil, and who moves from there the whole
manchinery of administration, is declared by law and
rules to .·be absolutely immune from any criticism in
t.lie Legislature, or even from his name being referred
to· . therein in his official capacity. In other words, he
is treated on the same footing as a constitutional sove·
reigll__.be it a· ·King or a President-who is declared
ill)murie fr2m parliamentary . criticism on the ground
that. as the bead of the Executive be but follows the
a? vice of his 1\iinisters; who sit in the Legislature to
def,e~d .their policy and the ad vice tendered by them
tb the t:onstit'utional head of the • State. But such an
aasuln\)tibn is absolutely umvarranted by the facts and
the •. circumstances. relating .to Dyarchy. in .practice in
tli~ ·nioe tnajoi· province13 of the lndian Empire. The
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law and the rules obtaining therehi'. hav~ made the
Goverhor the most powerf'uLmember· .of. the •. Pr<lvincial
Govern~ent.... It is he who rur1s the .whole machinery
of .. ad~inis.tration, both on the rel'lerved and •the
transferred sides, and who. also directs and controls
the work of the Legislature by having vested in
him the powers o£ ultimately disallowing or over~
ruling intetpellatiCll'ls, motion~, resolutions, and private
legi~lation. And yet itl spite of it
alT, he is
treated in law and · in fact as if he were but a con"
stitutionalGovernor l The facts stated above in regard
to the extensive powers vested in• and wielded hy the
Governor gcr to show the haselessness of such an
assumption. Far from that being the case, the fact is
(a.s I have pointed out above) that even his colleagues
in the Government-either on the reserved or the
transferred side-have no voice in that v~ry important
function of aGovernment,. the power to make rules for
the convenient transaction of business. Clearly, then,
an 11mendment is called for,. not only. of Sectio~ 49~
dealing with the rule-making powers o£ the Governor,
but also of the provisions unrler which his acts and
orders cannot be discussed or even referred to in the
Legislature. Either the Governor's acts or orders
should ·be made amenable to the Legislature, or-if that
be considered undesirable or inexpedient- the Governor should become a constitutional Governor, dependent
on the advice of the Ministry, who alone should be
responsible to the Legislature.
The Long and Shot>t of It.

Such are but some of the striking and salient features of Dyarchy, both in theory and practice. The
system has "'been found, both in principle and practice,
to be full t>£ grave defects and serious limitations, and
it is not surprising that it has not appealed to Indian
imagination. In his "Government and Parties in Continental Europe" (volume I page 103J that distinguished
authority, Professor Lowell, after analyzing the constitutions of various Continental States, remarks that the
result of his analysis shows that '' the foundation of
government is fait.h, not reason," and this view· is
pbvfously even nrore applicable to the G:overnments of
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Eastern rathert than Western countries, and· can he
predicated with even greater certainty of Asiatic
countries and their Governments rather than those o£
EuropE!, or of those derived from or ba."ed on European
models. But that is not all. For, '' if " (as remarked
by the late Viscount Bryce in his monumental work on
"The American Commonwealth,'' volume I page 357)
'• the true value of a political contrivance resides not in
its integrity, but its adaptation to the temper and cir·
cumstance of the people for whom it is designed," then
there can be no hesitation in saying that no political
system could be worse adapted to the objects the
authors of the scheme had in view than Dyarchy in the
provinces Qf the Indian Empire, as its inherent defects
are patent on the surface, both in the theory on which
it is.based and also iu practice.
But there are other important political considerations
bearing upon the subject under discussion. "Parliamen~
tary Government, " says Professor Lowell (in hiA standard work on'' The Government of l~ngland," volume IT,
chapter LVI), "avoids deadlocks by making the Executive responsible to the Legislature." " Presidential
Government," he cont.innes, '' limits deadlocks, because
all the organs of the State must alternately submit. to a
superior tribunal, the electorate of the nation.'' Buta
Government like that established in ·• all t,he major
provinces of the Indian Empire, composed of an elected
Legislature and a divided Executive, with a Governor
at its head armed with extensive powers and working
one-half of the Government with the aid of an Executive Council appointed by the Crown and Dot responsible to the Legislature, and the other half with the aid
of Ministers appointed by himself and responsible to
the Legislature, is a system not only too complex and
complicated, but one which. bPing 11nknown to constitutional history, is naturally unwarranted by political
Pxperience as a satisfactory solution of the problem of
an efficient Executive, sufficiently amenable to tbe
control of popular representatives. As . . for its being
able to command the" faith " of the Indian.• peogle, it
is. unfortunately. but too true (and for reasons stated
above tb~re is nothing surprising . i11 jt) that in the
opinion of ·all thosl3 who. have· worked th13. system,
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whether officials 0 ripon-officials; Indians or Europeans,
Dyarchy has comR;~~;tely .forfeited· any claim to allegianc~
·
The Remedy: PPovineial Autonomy.

Before discussing the question of a proper remedy
for the present state of affairs in the provinces of India,
I would like to remark tllat, as foreshadowed by me in
the opening part of my address, I have tried my best to
survey and discuss the problem purely from the adrujnistrative and not from the political standpoint. I have
not referred to the abstract right of all peoples in
general or of those of l ndia in particular to rule themselves, or to the especial difficulties that may be said
to exist in India in giving . the people Home Rule,
because these would be political rather than administrative considerations. My attempt has been to show
that the King in Parliament_.._the highest Sovereign
. body in the British Commonwealth-having declared
his will in the Preamble to the Reform Act of 1919
that ·its object was " the gradual development of selfgoverning institutions with a view to the progressive
realization of responsible government in British India,"
that object has not only not been achieved, but is not
likely to be achieved at any time through the medium
of the system Of Dyarchy N(jw, if this view be correct,
the .question of some constructive measure becomes at
once an important one, and it is to this point that I
shall refer before bringing~my remarks to a (·lose.
At one time, with a shorter experience of Dyarchy,
in practice I thought that the best course would be to
transfer, from. time to time, additional··· departments
to the charge of Ministers, till they came to possess
compl~te control over the provincial · ~dministration.
This. was the view I held as late as 1!)24, and expressed
it in the minute which I wrote for the information of
the Muddiman Reforms Enquiry Committee. But the
discu~sions which I then had the advantage of having
with my two colleagues in the Governmfnt on the
reserved side-the Governor and the Senior Executive
Councillor-satisfied me that the remedy proposed by
me would probably be worse than the disease itself,
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.and l wa.s thus led to accept the conclusion suggested
hy my colleagues-though they ~~re pot prepared to
recommend· its adoption at that 'time on the ground
-that it went. beyond t!Je purview of the enquiry then
undertaken-namely, that provineial autonomy could
be the only solution of the problem facingns. · ·•• Thus,
in this important matter, I tried to be rno.re cautious
than my colleagues of the Indian Civil Service!hut
finding that my view was declared to be untenable
and impracticable by administrators like Sir William
~farris and Sir Henry Wheeler-who deprecated setting
np a half~way house-! was driven, on a more careful
consideration, to accept their view that tb'ere was no
via media between the present system and provincial
autonomy. This .is not only the view of the two
experienced Anglo·lndian iuiministrators, quoted above,
wbo rnay justly be credited with an intimate knowledge
o£ Dyarchy in practice, but also tha.t o£ another Anglo~
Indian authorit.y -namely, Sir Michael O'Dwyer .. Con·
.eluding an article on " Indian Politics and Economics "
in the issue of the Edinburgh Review for July 1927,
and .after pointing out what according to him are very
serions obstacles to constitutional progt·ess in British
lndia, Sir Michael says that if and when an Indian
nation has .come into existence, " we •can then ask
India.ns to co·operate with us in the development of
self-government in its only practical form-i.e 1 provincial autonomy." So that is evidently the one practical
solution of the problem with. which we are confrqnted,.
and the inevitable conclusion logically forced upon us
is that, whenever the present system is to be superseded,
it can only be by the. adoption of provincial autonomyi.e., by a system in which the Executive. is corn,posed
of a cqnstitutional Governor and.a Ministry responsible
.to the Legislature.
A Rejoinder to Criticisms.

Through tbe courtesy of Mr. Stanley Rice, I have
received a copy of the report of the. discl:fssion on my
paper on Dyarchy, at the adjounied • meeting on the
17th·October, when. I was on the high seas on· my way
back to India. I am desired to send· in a reply .not to
, exceed one thousand words, though the report of the
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debate itself covers no less th:w 18 pa~es
eiose1y"
printed matter! In. the .cireu01stances, I cannot help
feeJingthatit wouM have bee11 lJiltfair to 01e. t? have
arranged for the dehate on the. date on which. I read my
I>aper, .and not adjourned it .to a date when I .• could not
be pr~sent to reply effectively .. Readers ofmy rei>lY
.will,ltrust, kindly keep in mind the disadvantage I am
thusplaced.under, and will make due allowance formy
inabtlity to meet all the. points urged by my critics.
For the samereason-and certainly.through ... nolack of
courtesy-I shall confine my reply to the observations
of the Chairman (Sir Patrick Fagan) and only those
others amongst the debaters who have had :;J.ctuar
e-s:perience as ~:tdministrators of the working of ])yl:trchy.
I need not devote much space to the spee.eh of th~
Maharajadhiraj of Burd wan , .:;tl'l he agreed with me i11
the main arid differed but on minor matters. As a
member of the Governm~nt ofBeng.al (both before and
after the introductipn of Dyarchy) his views are entitle<!
to weight and consideration and it is gratifying to me
to find that he substautially confirmed .my :view. Ele
rightly said that both he and I '' )mow for a f11ct th!l.t "
our "conclusion regarding the working of. Dyarchy
were practically the same ''--namely, "that Provincial
autonomy was I>erhaps the only remedy." I am quite
content to leave it at that. It seems a pity tbat11o.ne of
the speakers at the . adjourned d.ebate cared to notice
the significance of the valued support I had r~c~iv~d
from the Maharajdhiraja on my main conteQtiou.
Similarly, it is a source of great satisfaction tome to
find that though an experienced administrator like fBir
Patrick Fagan started by "reprobating" me (in the lega.l
sense) by saying that the "root and bran.ch condemnation which the author of the paper expressed .had. not
been ·altogether borne out," he more than'' approbated''
my views in the same breath by declariDg as follows :-"Dyarchy appears to attempt to do what is iri essence
an impossibility." This was precisely my own contention. I need . quote him no further, as his own words
(foiiowing those l ha,,e reproduced) amount, l submit,
to an even stronger condemnation of l)yar<ihy t'l!ian may
be justly said of my statement; 'fhe only other
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comment I may permit myself to make is with reference
to Sir Patric~'s complaint that I bad suggested as
remedy "Provincial autonomy" which " rather vague
expression is. not explained". I regret I cannot plead
guilty, for my last words were a definition of this very
phrase as "a system . in which the Executive is com··
posed of a conRtitutional Governor and a Ministry
responsible to the Legislature.'' I submit that this
!3tatement of . the principle undedying provincial
j:\Uto~omy makes its meaning as clear as my comm~nd
of English enables me to do.
Dr. Paranjpye's observations seem to me to be, on
the whole, of so nebulnus a character that I find it
rather difficult to deal with them in the short space
at my disposal. He emphasised that the MontaguChelmsford Reform (even though nffiicted with Dyarchy)
is better than what it superseded-namely, the MorleyMinto constitution. I myself hold that view and have
expressed it unambiguously in the paper under discussion. Nor did I ever suggest, or could do so, that we
should go back to the old constitution, merely because
it was impossible to . work Dyarchy. All this is, I
submit, what lawyers call" raising a false issue "-just
to draw a red herring across the the trail and thus cloud
the main issue. But Dr. Paranjpye while he "did not
entirely agree in all " that 1 said "as regards the
difficulties of the system" had the fairness to admitfor which I am grateful·- that" of course, the difficulties
theor~tically were there." That is au admission to
which I attached great weight and value as Dr. Paranjpye
having been himself a Minister has bad practical experience of the inherent defects of Dyarcby. But when
,it comes to the practice of it, he seems not quite
disposed to agree with me, though here again he is not
. direct and specific in his statements, but takes shelter
behind, the specious plea that the stnQO~h working of
the system " depended upon the personality of the
.Governor and the Minister and also perhaps upon the
personalityofthe Secretary as to who was to be top-dog
in .all this trouble and :fight." Wel1, .to a learned
Brahmin ljke J)r. Paranjpye, immersed in beauti:fic
beautitude, the spectacle of each .of the three contending
,partiee struggling to be , " top-dog '' in the provincial
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administration (on the transferred side)" may cause nh
worry and may .not upset·· his equilibrium. .But his '
declaration (just quoted) amounts· in my opinion to the
strongest condemnation of. the system in practice, as he
lays down as its condition precedent an ideal state of
affairs, which is not likely to be realized in this worka-day •world~namely, the Governor (Brahma,), the
Minister (Vishnu), and the Secretary (Siva), all three
working harmoniously, when as a matter of fact each of
them--according to Dr. Paranjdye himself-is but
struggling to be " top-dog'' of the show !
·

I shall now turu to the longest criticism of my p;tper
and also (in a sense) the most .important, that offered
by Sir Henry Wheeler. Sir Henry kindly acknowledged
my '' able assistance " during the more than · four
years that we worked together as colleagues. While
conveying to him my sense of profound gratefulness
for it, I may add that of the many things I learnt as
the .result of my close association with him, not the'
least important was that, in public discussions, hard
words break no bones and that, thereforA, it is best
either to avoid them, or, at any rate, to be temperate in
oPe's language. That I have taken this lesson to heart
and tried to benefit by it, is evidenced by my paper
on Dyarchy having been " passed " by the Literary
Committee of · the East India Association, as being one
which-in the words of Sir Louis Dane-was'' written
in a most admirable and temperate spirit," and iu which.
"there is nothing which need give rise to anything
in the nature of acrimonious discussion." It has, therefore, come as a rather disagreeable surprise to me to
find that Sir Henry in his criticisms of my paper was
disposed to be at times not only intemperate in his
language, but also unchivalrous enough to formulate
some unfounded charges in the absence of the accused,
to which he could not, therefore, reply at the time;
nor can he do so adequately now in the very restricted
space at his disposal. He charged me with having
fallen a victim to the use of " a catch phrase (" Dyarchy
must go,"·- which I had never used!) borrowed from
English politics in the way that catch words and
phrases travelled round the world," with having "entirely misrepresented'' the position of the Secretary under
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Dy;Jreby, with having

depict~d the Governor as an
piece," with having stated " that Ministers
were daily overruled " and (to omit several other similar
accusations) he averred " that the picturesque language
of journalism had rather carried the writer away into
some disregard of the. actual. facts." ·.· §nch .lapgqage.i.s,
in my humble opinion, wholly at variance with the
sound teaphing Sir Henry graciously imparted to me
&nd the lesson he so kindly inculcated on me, both by
precept and example, in the matter of temperateness in
expression and in adopting fairness of outlook ip.
dealing even with those from whom we may differ in
opinion. I may venture to claim -on the testimony of
Sir Louis Dane quoted above~to have set a better
example of these virtues in my paper than Sir Henry
did in his criticisms. It would not be difficult for one
like myself, who has been thirty-five years at the Bar,
to indulge in effective retorts and smart persiflage on
the line of criticism adopted by Sir Henry, but I would
advisedly forbear from doing so, preferring to fo1low
the example he set me in his responsible office of
Governor to that in the (comparatively speaking) much
less responsible p<)Sition he now occupies as an inmate
of that Cave of Adullam-the India Office.

'·' b~:te oftb~

As to the merits of hiB accusations, Sir Henry seems
to me-if I may say so, without impertinence-to have
brought to bear upon my paper not quite an unprejudiced frame of mind which bas resulted, not un·
naturally, in a warped judgment. For the statements
I made I gave incontrovertible facts, unimpfachable
data and unquestionable authorities, and they are there,
for what they are worth, for anyone who may care to
study, with an impartial mind, the problem I rlealt
with, I expected that those who would discuss it, with
a view to itnprove matters, would not forget that langu·
age -upon the matter is to he desired and not misrepr~entation or invective. I tried to avoid both
tb.ese common failings, and it is to me highly gratifying
to .find that no other speaker charged me with either.
To say as I did that by reason of the non-establish·
ment of the principle of joint ministerial responsibility
(in the administration of the transferred side) the
Governor finds h ~&Bier to ove:rrqle individual Ministers~
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is very .far from stating or even implying that the latter
are overruled.'' daily'' (the v;rord Sir Henry puts into.
my mou.th;bu.t . whiQbJ nowhereused}hy <Jovernors;
and •to~ll.r as I gig• that the direct .• right • ()f.a¢cess.tothe
Governor which the S~~retary enjoys ·.IJ11\terially weakens
the position of M.i:nisters is not at 11ll to imply. (as Sir
Henry vigorously ptJts it) that '' the Governor and the
Secretary got together' to see how best they could do
down the Minister." Su[}h comments~howsoever in
their proper place in " nothings " on Secretariat filesare not likely to commend themselves to or find accept..
,ance with people trained to sift, appreciate and weigh
things properly.
But Sir Henry's criticisms of my paper are not
confined merely to faults of commission, but (in a larger
measure) to those of omission as well. My answer on
. this charge must be briefer still, viz., that the omissions
were advisedly made, as in my opinion they did not
come within the purview of my paper-which was
Dyarchy in theory and practice, hut not in its working
in the various provinces. Asauming, but not admitting,
that they did so, and that my judgment on this point
was wrong, even then I would urge that I was fully
justified, by the. terms of my agreement with the East
India Association, not to deal with them, as they all
trenched upon the political sphere and were thus bound
to prove controversial and to lead to an acrimonious
discussion.
I shall illustrate my meaning by :m example. I find,
for instance, that referring to the many omissions which
he enumerated Sir Henry said :-"Beginning with the
basis of the whole structure, how had the electorates
worked.'' Now supposing I had dealt' with this parti·
cular aspect of the question and had stated that the
electorates had not yet worked well, in the sense that
they had not displayed sufficient interest, enthusiasm
or a right perception of the qualities or qualifications
of the candidates, surely, the matter could not. rest
there. Tbe question would at once. be raised, why it
was so? And what would be t.he answer of any educated
and thinking Indian? It would very probably be that
it was so as the Government (though it had ruled, say
Behar, sin~e 1765) had grossly neglect~d its duty to the
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people and had failed to educate them, with the result·
that even after 162 years of British rule the vast bulk
of them (more than 95 per cent.) were grossly illiterate,
and that this was due to the Government's indifference
to the condition of the masses, on account of its personnel being foreign and its character despotic (howso:..
ever of benevolent a type) and its natural anxiety to
spend a larger portion of the public revenues for the
upkeep of its British civil and military services and the
maintenance of an unnecessarily large Army to garrison
the country, and so on and so forth. If an Indian said
so at a meeting of the East India Assocation, could any
Anglo·lndian (using the term in its classical sense) be
prevented from repeating or paraphrasing in his reply
to the Indian argument the substance of the observations emphasised of late by Lord Birkenhead in the
House of Lords, in which he has eloquently descanted
on the origin of British rule in India, the past and the
existing conditions in the country, and the consequent,
inherent rights of the British as the perpetual trustees
of the Indian people ? And would not such a debatewhich I have adumbrated in the mildest language-be
in all likelihood highly acrimonious, full of bitterness
and recrimination. I hope Sir Henry will now realize
why I felt justified in excluding from my survey the
actual working of d1e Dyarchic system and confined
myself but to its theory and practice. But if he does
not or will not, then all I can say is that in this matter
we are evidently looking at the question entirely from
different angles of vision and must, therefore, but agree •
to differ.

III
THE REPORT OF THE BIHAR GOVERNOR-IN-COUNCIL
ON THE WORKING OF THE REFORMS.*

I have. studied~ with . the care and attention it
deserves the Report submitted by the Governor~in·
Council o£ this province to the Government of India
on the working of the Reformed Constitution in Bihar
and Orissa during the period 1923-26. My interest
in it is of a two-fold character, firstly as a citizen of
the British Common wealth concerned in the healthy
political progress of my country, and secondly, because
during practically the whole of the period covered by
the Report, I was myself a member of the Bihar and
Orissa Government, on the reserved side, in charge
of the portfolios of Justice, Irrigation and Finance.
As Finance Mem her I had occasion almost daily to
watch with a sympathetic interest the working of the
administration on the transferred side, under the control
of the Ministers, with whom-as also with my colleagues
on the reserved side-my relations were cordial and ·
happy. I am, therefore, not quite disqualified from
discussing the Report now submitted by the present
Governor-in-Council, who are the successors of those
whose work and that of the Ministers (who still continue
in the Government) is brought in it under survey. The
Ministers, however, are not responsible for the Report,
which as stated in it '' embodies the unanimous views
the Executive Council "-or (to pu_t it correctly) of
the Goyernor·in-Council. The Ministers have had no
lot, or part in its preparation ; they were ·only allowed·
to peruse it' and to write '' seen ". Their own joint
note (appended to the Report) does not, therefore, deal
with it, but consists merely of replies to questions
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* A critical review issued to the press and printed as a
statement, in z926 in ·response to the special request of the ·
late Mr. K. C. Roy of the Associated Press.
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supplied to them on which they were asked to express
the,ir opinion. As regards the Executive Council, it
would he wrong, for reasons that need . no recounting,
to. hold the permanent [ndian Mernber o£ it. responsible
for the contents of the Report, which may he taken to
be the production of H. E. the Governor and the
Civilian Executive Councillor. But as the Heport covers
some thirty pages of closely printed matter, an exhaus"
· tive discussion .or the controversial points \Vith. which
it bristles is beyond the scope of this statement, which
is necessarily confined to but a few topics selected by
way of example to show the tenor of tbe Report and
the value of its declarations on and criticisms of the
work of tbe Ministers and other non-official workers
in the Legislative Council and in the local self·govern·
ing bodies.
What has struck me at the very mttset is the marked
contrast in tone, temper and snb~tance between the
Report under notice and the earlier one on the same
subject, prepared at the request of the Government of
India, in 19~3, during the regime of Sir Henry Wheeler.
That Report being also a published document, anyone
interested in the matter can easily compare and verify
for himself the manifest eontrast it presents to the one
just issued. This reference by me to the earlier docu·
ment is not in the nature of a digression or as some·
thing by the way, hut has been deliberately made in
order to emphasise the conclusion I have arrived at,
that in this patent contrast between the two Reports
there lies a world of significance, which deserves to be
carefully noted. When the earlier Report was published, or rather prepared, the prospect of a Statutory
Commission seriously investigating the question of the
extension.or otherwise of the Reforllls, did not loom on
the political horizon as it did last year. What is more,
the spirit of healthy progress generated even among
the members of the Indian Civil • Service, .largely due
to . the inspiration or influence of the late Mr. Montagu,
had not then altogether evaporated, . as it has unfortunately done since. 'l'here can be little doubt that the
Report under consideration has taken the form it has,
both in language and .sentiment, largely because of
the above-mentioned factors ; and it is plain tha:.t the
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almost wholesale denunciation and belittling of non'"
official work and effort,. whether •in the Legislative
Council orin the localbodies, has been induced in it
by.an an:!Ciety, J;V~ich may beassurnedt()beunc.cmscio1.1s,
to prove the unfitness of the educated Indians for a
further substantial instalment of Reforms. It is, thereforE', that the Report is, in the nature of things devoid
of genuineness, remote from realities and reads Uke--what it is-a piece of special pleading, pure and simple.
U nfartunately for its authors, it carries the anxie~y,
which seems to have inspired it, too mu,ch on the
surface, and it is, in my· opinion, so full oJ wrong
assumptions, false premises and unwarranted inferences
that it cannot impress anyone but those who are but
too willing to· .convict the politically-minded Indians
of. an almost eternal unfitness to be ever in their
country what their British fellow-subjects are in theirs.
Lshall now briefly attempt to substa1;1tiate my allega'
tions and contentions

II.
To begin with, we are assured that " there
have been no constitutional difficulties in the
relations between Sir Henry Wheeler .and the Mem~
hers of his· Government, although the local politil'ians and press have tried to invent them. By
tbe phrase '' Mem hers of his Government," the obvious
reference, from the eontext, is to the Ministers and
not to the Executive Councillors. The latter are
practically the equals of the .Governor, who cannot
either appoint or dismiss them, as he does and can his
Ministers~as was done, for instance, sometime back by
the Governor of Madras and but the other day by the
late Governor of the United Provinces, in spite of. the
fact that the Minister.s had, in each case, the support in
their policy of majority of the non-official elected mem~
hers of the Legislative Council. In case of a difference
between the Governor and an Executive Councillor, the
former cannot overrule the latter. Unlike the Govern·
ment on the transferred side~the " Governor~in
Ministry ''-the principle of joint responsibility of the
Governor-in-Council is too well established both by law
and . convention. The papers have, thetefore, to be
circulated amongst the other Executive Councillors
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and the final decision arrived at is that of the majority
of the Members of the Government on the .reserved
side. In such a system, the Governor himself, as often
as not, stands a chance of being overruled by
the Executive Council-barring the exceptional
case when the safety, tranquility or interests of
the province or any part thereof require that the
Executive Council be overruled. But such a . situation
has never arisen in the province since it was constitut·
ed. That being so, it is quite clear that no '' constitutional difficulties" can possibly arise between the
Governor and his Executive Councillors. They can do so
only between L.im and his occasionally '' strong" Ministers, although the latter being the Governor's
''creatures " and altogether dependent upon him
alike for appointment and dismissal, are not likely
to prove assertive enough to create deadlocks. 'l'hus
while in relation to the Executive Council, the
Governor is but " the first among his equals, " in
that to his Ministry be is the dominant or rather
the predominant partner, and exercises by reason of
his position, status and power, an amount of influence
over his Ministers which makes them, it:l effect,
dependent upon-if not subservient to-his will, rendering any formally overruling them, on the part of the
Governor, absolutely unnecessary. This is no reflection
on any individual Minister, but the ine\'itable result of
that hopelessly defeetive administrative arrangement,
called" Dyarchy." And, as if all this were not sufficient
to reduce individual Ministers to submission to the
Governor, there has been given effect to in province
after province the sinister and it:lsidious policy-wholly
indefensible because gravely unconstitutional-of the
"promotiot:l ''of Ministers to the Executive Councilthough (fortut:lately) it has not yet come about in Orissa.
For these reasons, I am not at all impressed by the
assurance in the Report that it is " untrue " that '' the
Ministers have no real power and have been constantly
overruled." In the absence of joint ministerial respon·
sibility, such a statement is not likely to impress those
who understand the working of the system. And ~one
need not go to " the local politicians and press " to
be enabled to form one's opinion on. this point, for
fortunately we have the unequivocal testimony of the
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two Bihar and Orissa Ministers themselves, by which to
test the correctness of the assertions made in the
Report and to estimate the true position of the Minister
in the present scheme of Reforms and in its. actual
working.
Both Sir Muhammad Fakbruddin and Sir Ganesh
Dutta Singh we.re the Ministers throughout the period
covered by the Report. Let us note. what they have to
say on the subject, i.e., about their possessing or being
allowed to exercise ~·real power.'' Speaking so recently
as March 1927, in the Legislative Council, Sir Muhammad
Fakhruddin declared that the Ministers are '' impotent, " that they " are certainly powerless ", as '' they
have to serve under various restrictions and limitations.''
He added: " without (the power over) purse, others
consider as if I am simply a clerk to prepare a certain
scheme and after that scheme is ready, the Finance
Department is entitled to knock it down on the ground
of want of funds". Sir Ganesh Dutta Singh is no less
explicit in the statement of his views on the same subject. In his "Memorandum on the Indian Constitution "
he expresses himself as follows:~'' The recommnedations of Ministers in certain matters are restricted by
the suggestion of local officials, who serve under the
r.eserved side of Government; and frequently Government is therefore hampered by consideration of prestige
of officers of these services." Again : " though the
administration haB been carried on with apparent sue·
cess in the province, this had only been rendered possible by
a degree of forbearance on the part of the Ministry which
cannot be expected to continui much longer." If, therefore,

the Ministers are '' impotent " and ''certainly power·
less," and the success of the administration on the
transferred side in this province h_as been rendered
possible only by '' a degree of forbearance on the part of
the Ministry which cannot be e.vpected to continue much
longer," is it to be wondered at that there were no ''con-

stitutional difficulties" between the Governor and the
Members of his Government on the transferred side ?
Thus on the testiomny of the two Ministers themselves,
it is clear that there has been (on the transferred
side) a Government o'n sufferance, pure and simple, a
Ooverum~nt tec4nicall;y- b;v the Governor·ii1·Ministry, bqt
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teally by the Governor, let us say, putting it mildly, with
the willing or the unwilling acquiescence of each individual Minister, the principle of joint ministerial responsibility being completely absent in the administration
of the departments on the transferred side. And yet in
the face of these ministerial declarations, the statement
is made in the Report-astounding as it may seemthat" this complaint (i e. of the Minister's powerless·
ness) has not emanated from the Ministers, but from
those who have made it their business to abuse them".
Such a statement is obviously incorrect and is bound to
prove mischievous, unless it· is challenged. Hence why
I have brought together all t.he data to enable the reader
to test the matter for bimself.

III
. But unfortunately that is not all. It is that in the
Report under notice not only the Governor-in-Council
has sat in judgment over the work of the Ministers and
the non-official collaborators with the Government, bnt
there is broadcast in it the opinions of the various departmental heads and Secretaries seriously reflecting
upon the work of the Ministers, the Legislative Councillors and the members of the local bodies. 'rhese
comments make it quite clear that the relations between
the Ministers and their departmental subordinates have
been very far, from what they should be or say from
what they are between the Governor-in-Council and
their Secretaries and departmental heads. Lest it be
suggested that this statement of mine also " has not
emanated from the Ministers but from those who have
made it their business to abuse them ''-namely, "the
local politicians and press ''-I hasten to quote the very
words of the two Ministers themselves, em bodied in their
joint note appended to the Report under consideration.
This is what they say on the subject in the very opening
lines of their note:-'' The relations between the Ministers and the public services were generally smooth as far
as practicable. As we were anxious to have co-operation
of the public services, our differences used to be settled by
discussion. The orders passed by us were carried out
toithout any apparent resentment. 'rhere. were • occasional
protests from the local officers when the Reformed Govern·
ment did not act according tq the~r wishe~.'' This
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declaration is so explicit that any comment on it would
be an act of supererogation. Perhaps the only thing
permissible isto put.into italics•·(as lhaveidone}sorne
of the expressions. For the rest it may be left to speak
for itself. Now these opinions ofthe officers subordinate
to the Ministers, which are so copiously quoted in the
Report, throw a flood of light on Dyarchy in its actual
working. The fact is that the higher public services,
no less than the Governor-in·Oonncil, are natnrally
interested in discrediting the work of the local bodies,
and in .belittling and crying down Indian effort and
achievement, as reflected in the work of the Ministers
and the Legislative Councillors. And it is this which
explains the most e~traordinary aspect ohhe Report,
the amazing spectacle of not only the Governor-in Council but even the departmental heads, Secretaries and
other officials, sitting in judgment on the work of the
Ministers under whom the latter are supposed to serve
- and take their orders from. That the opinions of the
Secretary to the Education Department, the Director of
Public Instruction, the Director of Agriculture, the
InspectJr-General of Civil Hospitals and the Excise
Commissiqner, all constitutionally and theoretically
direct subordinates o£ the Ministers, should have been
quoted with evident approval by the Governor-in-Council, taken as the texts for their own comments, and
formed integral parts of their despatch on the working
of the Reforms, brings into prominent relief the mockery
of the position in which the poor Ministers stand in the
scheme known as Dyarcby. Such a method of preparing
the Report is bound to prove subversive of all discipline
in. the administration of the transferred' departments
under the .Ministers, while its publication is undoubtedly
calculated to . humiliate them as those who can be
"abused "-to borrow with apology a term from the
Report iisel£-with impunity by their own subordinates.
To take but one example out of many. Here is a
gem from the criticism o£ the Minister's work offered
by the Inspector-General of Civil Hospitals: ''I£ the
country is to take its place with the other nations of the
world in medical and scientific matters, the department
should be divorced from its present control and work along
lines which Ni~:?t in aH civili7ied nation!'!." 1,\nd, pray,
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what are they ? And are the British a civilized people?
And are not "medical and scientific matters" adminis·
tered in Britain by a Minister who is dependent on the
vote for supply of the House of Commons? And yet
the Minister's subordinate here. demands his . Minister's
recall! Clearly also the whole object of these unjustifiable quotation interspersed throughout the Report, as
well as of the dissertation in it on the position of .the
public services under t.he Reforms, with the frequent
lament on the decline in the importance and influence
of the officials, is to emphasise that the latter ar~ losing
their old power and position, that the non-official repre·
sentatives in the Legislative CouncilA are insistent that
this process should be accelerated, that they are, therefore, no longer amenable (as of old) to the advice of the
officials, and lastly that there is a growing tendency on
their part to attempt to exercise an effective control on
the Executive. Now to those familiar with even the
rudiments of responsible government, these develop
ments would seem to be the natural concomitants in
the progreAsi ve passage o£ the conn try from the undiluted, though benevolent, despotism of the pre~
Heform days to the very meagre transition towards
popular control, and tbe inevitable and quite intelligible
reaction from the extreme irresponsibility of the past
to the partial responsibility of the present. But to our
officials it all seems like a downright popular revolt;
hence their open protests and demand for going back
on even the present Reforms, as evidenced by the desire
of the Inspector-General of Hospitals to abolish the
control by the Minister.

IV.
But there is one statement in this con.oection which
should not be passed over, as it correctly sets forth the
settled characteristic of the official mind. It is stated,
evidently with the approval of the Governor-in-Council,
that the District Officer " has strong doubts of the
wisdom of the policy that the people should learn by
their mistakes." Now, need it have been so solemnly
broadcast ? Was there any occasion for doing so ? Did
ever the most irresponsible Indian publicist attribute to
our officials the heresy that they believed that '' the
veople shottld learn by their mistakes.'' Never, I think
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It was not our officials but Macaulay who wrote (in his
famous essay on Milton) that '' tnere Ls onlyone cure
for tne evils. which newly-acquired freedom produces:
and that cure is freedom." It was not our officials but
that eminent statesman, Gladstone, who declared that,
''it is liberty alone that fits men for liberty." Again :
it is not our officia_ls but Mr. Lionel Curtis-the alleged
father of Dyarchy - who has stated it as his conviction
that "responsibility in the long run is the only educator
for responsible government" (Dyarchy, page 121) and
that" freedom, which in its political aspect is responsible
government, is a human and not a western ideal''
(page 432). Tho~e, therefore, who may be troubled for
an explanation of this seemingly superfluous statement
in tne Report-about the attitude of the officials on the
question of people learning responsibility by their mistakes-will do well to remember that at the head of the
Bihar and Orissa Government is a genial and urbane
Scotch gentleman-B. E. Sir B ugh Stephenson. Hitting
off in his inimitable language the characteristics of
the Scotch, that delightful English classic, Charles Lamb
writes:--'' Persons of this nation are particularly fond
of affirming what nobody doubts; they do not so properly affirm as annunciate it. They do indeed appear
to have such a love for doing so that all propositions
to them are equally valuable -whether they be new or
old, disputed or indisputable." That is probably the
only explanation for the appearance of this statement__
in the Report. But though I think the stage has passed
when the soundness or otherwise of the policy of Reform
leading to the establishment of full responsible government in this country could be seriously canvassed, I
am not in the least surprised that our officials should
still refuse to see the obvious inevitability of the growth
and development of that policy. Speaking in the Bouse
of Commons, as Secretary of State for India, the Marquess of Hartington said:-" The Anglo-Inrlian, whatever be his merits-and no doubt they are just-is not
a man who is distinguished by an exceptionally calm
judgment." I am, therefore, not .at all surprised at
the opinions expressed by the District Officers, who
evidently still believe with Macaulay's fool that "no
people ought to be free till they are fit to use freedom,''
and who himself "resolved not to go into water till he
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bad learnt to swim"! Better was, however, certainly
expected of the Governor-in-Council and they might
have consulted their dignity by abstaining from quoting
such views of the District Offieers or the departmental
heads, with evident approval, on the work of the
Ministers or of the local bodies, for they certainly were
expected to know that" if men are to wait for liberty
till they become wise and good in slavery, they may
indeed wait for ever."

v.
Turning to the portion of the Report dealing with
the work of the Legislative Council it is, to my mind,
grossly unfair to the non-official elected mem hers. The
attitude of the Government seems to have been one of
systematically picking holes in tbeir work, but studiously avoiding aU reference to the earnestness, enthusiasm
and ability which a large number of them have brought
to beat· upon it. This portion also seems to me to be
vitiated by a most amazing incapacity to understand the
ordinary implications of democratic Government, how~
ever partial or limited, on the part of the many officials
whose verdicts have been quoted with approval by the
Governor-in-Council. Thus t,he Secretary to the Government in the Education Department avers that the
" Ministers' dependence on tht> vote of the Council leads
to a marked lack of finality in the decisionss of tbe
Government on the transferred side.'' This seem to me
to betray a lamentable ignorance of the rudimentary
principles of responsible Government, which is but
another name for the political system in which tlw
Ministry (or the Executive) is responsible to the
Legislature. But for aught l know the Secretary who
thus trounces and traduces his own Minister, might be
in favour of the abolition of the House of Commons and
the whole parliamentary system in his own couiltfY.
Evidently he is a gentleman who shares the views of
.the old Turk in Marier's famous novel, Haaji Baba of
bphahan, about parliamentary government in Britain,
for did he not deelare that the British " have certain
hou:3es full of mad men who meet half the year round
for the purposes of quarrelling" and "who throw more
words away in settling a common question than would
suffice one of our muftis during a whole reign '' and

where ·"nothing can be settled until thesE) people have
wrangled.'..
\Vho knows but that the ·Education
Secretary rnay be the old Turk reborn in a new physical
vesture!
One or two more~out of the innumerable-examples
of the carping, cavilling criticism indulged in by ·the
Governor-in-Council on the work and attitude of the
Legislative Council will not be without interest to
student3 of our public affairs. We are told :---"The
Counc.il has also shown itself, anxious for a large
increase in the number of medical schools, a proposal
which does not meet with the approval of the Inspector•
General of Civil Hospitals, who considers tha~ the
standard of qualification of men of the Sub-Assistant
Surgeon class 'is pitifully low and undoubtedly getting.
lower.'' In the first place, it is unthinkable that a
representative body like the Legislative Council should
entrust its conscience in a matter like this to the safe
keeping of the Inspector-General of Civil Hospitals or
take its cne. from the policy which be may desire to
pursue. But that apart, I finrJ it stated in one of the
recent Administration RepQrts of the province-known
as Bihar and Orissa,-that " a further cause which
hinders the expansion of medical relief is the lack of
Sub-Assistant Surgeons. A second difficulty is the lack: of
facilities for medical education which will become more
pronounced in the future.'' Need the Legislative Coun~
cillors have been, therefore, certified a.s political charlatans ifthey, in the light of the above authoritative expres•
sion of opinion of the Governor-in-Council themselves,
should have urged an increase in the number of :medical
schools with a view to turn out more Sub-Assistant
Surgeons, whose lack "binders the expansion of ,medieaf
relief"? I shall give but one more example to illustrate
the nature of the many similar unjustifiahle attlWks
levelled in the Report against the Legislative <Joun·
cillors. It is said-'' Attention must however be drawn
to one resolution in which the Council showed.· a
tendency to usurp the functions o·f the Executive -w.h:en
they proposed that a revision ofcanal watet·t·ate~shotild
be subject t0 the previqus appNval oftae~u'RciK''
The reference here is. to a resolution reoonjmendi:wg
that s-tep!FOO taken: to in.troduce legislation with a view
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to obtain the previous approval o£ the Legislative
Council to a revision o£ canal rates. The. mover took
his stand on the recommendation of the Joint Select
Committee of the two houses of Parliament that "the
imposition of new burdens shall be gradually brought
within the purview of the Legislature." The mover of
the resolution claimed that the factors to be taken into
account in fixing the rates ori revision should be definitely regulated by law and suggested an amendment
of the Canal Act on these lines. He referred in support
of his view to that expressed by the Government of the
United Provinces in respect o£ a similar resolution
moved in the Legislative Council of that province.
Now, there may well be reasonable difference of opinion
as to whether canal rates come within the meaning of
the'' burdens'' the Joint Select Committee had in view
when they recorded the opinion quoted above. Not
satit!!fi.ed that it necessarily did ElO, I myself (as Irrigation
Member) opposed tbe resolution unsuccesfully, as it was
carried in spite of Government's opposition. But it is
certainly open to the Legislative Councillors to demand
that canal rates might well be regarded as included in
the category of such fiscal burdens as were contemplated
by the Joint Committee. I£ the object of the Joint
Select Committee in making their recommendation was
that the '' people who are most affected" should have a
voice in the shaping of additional burdens to be imposed
upon them t.here was at least an arguable case for the
resolution moved and, despite Government's opposition,
adopted by the Council. And yet this is the only reso·
lution which could be fastened upon and quoted as an
example to prove a " tendency to usurp tbe function of
the Executive." But this is typical of the attitude
betrayed throughout the Report, to fix: upon almost
every case o£ difference between the Executive and the
representatives of the people as a proof of the innate
perversity of the latter. The authors of the Repor~ in
launching upon this and similar criticisms on the
attitude of the Legisla:tive Council .do not seem to have
appreciated the fund~mental.fact that in the absence of
any real power of initiative conferred under the
Reforms upon the Legislatures, an attempt to pry into the
details of the administration is about ··the .only method
open to their members to bring their political acumen
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to bear _upon the machinery of (}()y~rHt:nent. ~mJ _to
convince their constituent·s ' .. thiR ·tijey: are mindful.. o~
thei_r -int erests, .by turning · the searchlight ()n the daily .
work of administration.
·One would have expected in a document of this
kind some little, if not much, appr~ciation of the work
of the Legislative Councmors in the discharge of their.
nevv duties and responsibilities. But there is no trace
of any such recognition. Fortunately, we can appeal
in this matter from Philip drunk to Philip sober. Let
uslisten to thelatter :-"The general discussion on the
budget afforded abundant evidence of the . great pains
which members have taken in mastering the complexities and technicalities of the financial system. It was
clear that the estimates h~d been carefully scrutinized ;
speeches were generally well-informer'!, and irresponsible
critic.i sms and suggestions were comparatively rare.
This was the more remarkable and praiseworthy in a
Council which consisted so largely of new members.
There is no doubt that the Council as a whole realizes
and attaches a proper value to the wide powers of
control which it · now exercises over the finances of the
province." This extract is from Bihar and 0Tissia,
1926-27 which is the latest Administration Report and
has come to hand while I am preparing this statement.
Surely Legislative OouncilJors, whose work in the
scrutiny of the financial administration of the province
has .h een so satisfactory, were entitled to some apprecia·
tion in a Report on the working of the Reforms. And
what is one to think of a survey which but tries to find
fault with almost anything and everything they did
and said without giving them credit for the good work
done by them. The fact of the matter is that hostile
critics like the authors of this Report seem to be unable
to appreciate the cardinal principle which should govern
a sound political constitution, but which is so conspicu·
ously absent from that obtaining at present in this
country. This point is very clearly brought out by Sir
C. P. Ramaswami Aiyar, Ex-Member, Madras Executive
Council, in his recent statement on the Madras Report,
in the course of which he writes: " The attacks
levelled by many ·Governments on what have been
termed obstructive tactics failed to realize that obstruc·
tion is :resorted to in most cases becau.~~ :pothin~
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pos}tiv~ (Jail. be done" ; for ''if no tangible .results,
happy or calamitous, will ensue from the conduct of a
political personage or party, there is every temptation
to indulge in abstract argument." That clinches the
matter. '!Literary critics, " said Disraeli, "were those
who had failed in literature.'' But how is one to
describe such high-placed "political critics" as the
authors. of this Report on the working of the Reforms
in the Province of Bihar and Orissa f

VI.
The most vehement attack, however, levelled in the
report is in the portion relating to the working of the
local self-governing bodies since the introduction of the
Refonns. It is claimed that " there has been serious
maladministration in the majority of the local bodies
both generally and in regard to education''; that "this
depressing failure of local bodies to carry out their
duties with e11en a moderate degree of ~ffioienoy is the most
ominous symptom of the general trend of events," and
on and so forth iri the same strain. The point ii'l re·
peatedly emphasised that" this deterioration has followed directly on action taken in the spirit of Refonns." We
are assured that " misappropriation of public funds is
gener!}.l)y regarded more as a subject of mirth or envy
than reprobation" and the conclusion arrived at is
"that too rapid relaxation of control such as was
effected by the (Local Self-Government) Acts passed
....•• is bound to lead to a disastrous fall in the standard
of honesty and efficiency." These are, iftrue, damaging
charges, in all conscience. But it is amazing that such
a serious indictment should have been made against
many of the most disinterested public 7workers in the
province, in the form of a sweeping generalization with
so little material to support it, and that too against the
accuml.llll.ted weight of wholly opposite opinions express·
ed in previous years both by the Governor-in-Council
and the Governor·in-Ministry in •the ccmrse of their
Annual Administration Reports called l/lha,'r and Orissa
and their Resolutions on the working of the local-selfgoverning bodies in the province, since .the inauguration of the new policy of relaxation·. of official control
ponseq'}ent upop. tqfl introd~ction of the fteforms. !
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regret l c3nnot • quot~t~eOJ. }}er~jr.t . ~~tep~p fgr. f.ea,r of
up.duly •lengthmiing .. this statement, pu't ..tb,ey can easily
be found in the documents lhave just referred to. To
Ratisfy, however, those who may .like to have some.. idea .
of these official declarations, I have compiled a short .
summary in the very words of the Government Reports
and Resolutions which I would append here in support
of my contention :-That " the emancipation of Municipalities and District Boards from official control has,
in some cases at least, infused in the Commissioners a
h,i gher sense of their responsibilities"; that there "has
heen a hopeful tightening up of the administrative
reins''; that there was "a distinct improvement in the
amount of touring performed by non-officialChairmen
and Vice-Chairmen of District Boards"; that ''in the
past this important branch of their work (touring) has
been nE>glected and it is gratifying that the need for
regular inspection of roads, schools and dispensaries is
now more generally recognized" ; that "experience of
the difficulties of administration and the readiness of .
the District Officer and other officials to co-operate with
them bas helped to moderate extreme ideas" ; that
'' one pleasant feature of the new Boards is the keenness of members for education and medical relief";
that •' few too were the deliberate manifestations of the
lack of sense of responsibility" ; that "a new keenn.ess
was evinced by most District Boards in the conduct
of their affairs;" that" this greater interest has tended
to theimprovement of the District Board administration " ; that " the non-official executive have been able
to devote considerable time to their duties" ; that
"the supervision exercised has been more effective''
and that in 1926-27 '' the tendency towards co-operation
with the local officers continued in several districts and
the feuds and factions in various boards waned." In
consonance with these declarations made in previous
years, the latest Administration Report called Bihar and
Orissa, 1926-27, which has just come to hand, records
the very gratifying fact in respect of Municipalities that
"embezzlement and defalcation are comparatively rare.''
In respect of District Boards it states:-" During the
last year of their term of office most of the Boards
showed less inclination to indulge in politics. As a
conseque11ge the practic!l-1 work of edqcation received
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more attention and was better done" arid that " faction
and personal animosities were also less noticeable." To
crown all is the following ungrudging testimony borne
in it:-" It would be a mistake to infer · that the
administration of educational affairs by local bodies has
been systematically perverse or incompetent. In many
districts too a wise use has been made of the liberal
funds which Government have been able to place at
the disposal of the B<>ards and the non-o.ffiaial Chairman
appeared to be more interested in education than the old
official Chairman used to be." These unequivocal admis"

sions can leave not the least doubt in the mind o£ any
unprejudiced person that the opinions now expressed
by the Governor-in-Council are neither warranted by
facts, nor justified in the light of theit· own opinions
expressed in previous years in appreciation of the
work of the new local self-governing bodies. According
to the Governor-in-Council and the Governor·in·Ministry
themselves, it was repeatedly stated in official declarations that a new spirit of progress had been infused in
the post-Reform self-governing bodies, their executives
devoted considerable time to their labour Of love, the
supervision was more effective, greater attention was
being paid now to Education and Medical relief, the
earlier instransigence (of the non-co-operation days)
had yielded to a healthy co-operation between the local
bodies and the officers o£ Government and that party
feuds and factions had gradually waned. All these
earlier admissions, however, have been now given
completely the go-bye and statements have been made
in the Report under notice which are in direct contradiction to them. How can this somersault be accounted
for, except on the hypothesis advanced by me-viz., the
advent of the Statutory Commission ?

VII.
But to be able to verify the correctness ofthe serious
charges made in the Report against the new local bodies
I have carefully re"studied the Government's Reports on
their working and I am satisfied that far from the
disaster that the Bihar and Orissa Governor-in-Council
apprehend in the near future, the progress made by the
local self-gov{:lrning bodies during th~ post-Reform
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period augurs well for the future of responsible government in this country. To refer to but a few figures
gleaned from the official Reports, I find that the gross
receipts of the Municipalities have gone up from
Rs. 34,37,753 in 1911-12 to Rs. 47,55,230, ordinary
taxes from Rs. 12,88,494 to Rs. 26,75,177 and special
taxes from Rs. 34,427 to Rs. 86,685. The result is
that the incidence of taxation per head of the Municipal
areas has risen from Re. 1·1-4 to Rs. 2·0-9. What is
more, the progress has been rapidly steady ever since
the reformed Municipalities came into being, and it
appears that whereas the progress during the ..ten years
of the pre Reform period was from Re. 1-1·4 toRe. 1-9-4,
during the six years of the post-Reform period tLe
increase bas been from He. 1-11-1 toRs 2-0-9. Moreover,
out of Rs. 2-14-2 representing the incidence of. income
per head of population, as much as Rs. 2-0·9 comes
from taxation. In respect of expenditure, the scale
is naturally fluctuating as a result of the outlay for
such purp'oses as drainage, water-supply, etc., in a given
year, but the growth there also is equally clear. .On
education there has been a steady growth during the
lifetime of the new Boards, so much so that from
Rs. 22,97,38 expended in 1923-24 the figure stood in
1926-27 at Rs. 29,75,89. Similarly in regard to roads,
the rise in expenditure has been from Rs. 30,97,80 in
1923-24 to R'l. 41,92,82 in 1926-27. As a last test I
may add thl:).t whereas during the six years since 1921-22
there have been but 13 cases of embezzlements, there
were during the ten years (from 1911-12 to 1920 21)
of the pre-Reform period over 43 such cases. Obviously, on these figures municipal administration does
not emerge with the stigma so seriously cast upon it
in the Report.

Let us now take the case of the District Boards.
There too gross receipts have gone up since 1924·25,
when the new Boards came into being, from
Rs. 1,80,58,773 toRs. 2,18,29,159 in 1926-27. The incidence of taxation stood in 1926·27 at Re. 0-4·3 per
head o£ the rural population as against Re. 0-3-11 in
1924-25 and Re 0-1·2 in 1911-12. The incidence of
income similarly stands to-day at Re. 0 7-8 as against
Re. 0-6-1 in 1924-25 and Re. 0·2-2 in 19U-l2. What
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is more remarkable is the striking increase in expen·
diture on almost all the heads that affect public well·
being so vitally as. Education, Medical Relief and
Water-supply. In regard to Education, expenditure,
since the coming into existence of the new Boards, has
gone up from H."'. 29,~ 1,3~9 to Rs. 40,23,186 as against
but Rs. 7,42,0:~8 in l9ll-l2 and H.s. 18,95,537 in
1920-21, the year immediately preceding the Reforms.
On Medical Relief expenditure bas gone up from
Rs. 14,32,895 in 1023-24 to Rs. 18,01,696 and on Water··
supply £rom Rs. 1,65,000 to Hs. 4,97,000. This then
is the position .of our local self-governing bodies and
the figures tell their own tale. Surely, all this result
could not have been attained if the Boards or their
execur,ives had hElen all that as stated or suggested about
them in the Report. I, therefor·e, maintain without any
£ear of contradiction that judging by the manner in
which they have discharged their duties in respect of
which Government's own testimonieA quoted above
should be conclusive, and by the progress effected by
them in the departments of public well-being, as testi·
lied to by the figures quoted above, the verdict any
reasonable and unbiassed perBon would come to is that
far from the dark and dismal prognostications of the
Governor-in-Council coming true, the chances are that
they would be just the other way about I regard it;
therefore, as absolutely reprehensible that a wholly
unsustainable attack should have been made on the
working of the pBt-R~forrn local self~g,werning bodies
which, 1vhen analysed and tested by official figures
themselves, falls like the proverbial pack of cards.

VIII.
It is time, however, to bring this statement to a
close. But before doing so, I may briefly refer to its
most objectionable feature, namely, a wholly unwarranted attack on the younger generation of Indian. nationalists -many of whom are men of the higheBt educa·
tional qualifications, great strength of character and who
have displayed a spirit of rare self-sacrifice in the cause of
the country by refusing to crowd the already over-crowded
public services or the legal profession and have dedicated
their lives to public work. :B,ar from any appreciative
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reference being made to this ?lass <>f publ1~-work:ers, it
IS solemnly Stated that ''au ominOUS and disquieting
sign of the timfs·.is the growth of•a class of professional
politicians__,mostly raw youths-who take . up politics
as a livelihood," ''many of them mere adventurers with
no stake in the country, '' " irresponsible demagogues ...
. .. already a danger" who "owing to the ignorance of
the common electorate may bring about disastrouf'!
results.'' and so forth. I shall leave each reader to
form his own opinion whether this is the language of
statesmanship. Claiming, as I may justly do, a better
and more intimate knowledge of the public life of this
province than the authors ofthis Report, I must assert
in unequivocal terms that the impression sought to be
conveyed by these '' choice and elegant" expressions
has no substratum of truth. Even assuming, however,
that it were otherwise, is the ''professional politician"
-whatever it may mean..;.....necessarily any worse. than
the professional administrator or the "mere adventurer"
in the field of politics than that in the sphere of administration? Was not the late Mr. Gokhale repeatedly
called by his opponents a "professional politician''?
I wish Sir Henry Wheeler were still here to impress
upon his ''successor-in-council "-what he was always
justly insisting upon-that hard words break no bones
and that in the discussion of public questions they
should be studiously avoided. It is a great pity that
even in a State document, the temptation to indulge
in gibes and sneers against the Indian nationalist could
not be resisted by even the Governor-in-Council of the
province. I willingly concede that just as the public
have the right to criticize reasonably the actions and
the policy of the Government, so have the latter an
equal right of fair comment on the activities of our
public men. But if the use of intemperate language,
misstatements of facts and unwarranted inferences are
to be condemned in the writings in the press or the
utterances on the platform, they are mutatis mutandis
deserving of an equal, if not greater, censure in a State
document. An emphatic protest must, therefore, be
entered alike against the substance and the form of this
Report. Argument upon the matter is to be desired
but not invective, and in the opinion of all disinterested
and unbiassed persons, qualified to judge of Indian
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political •conditions, there is so much reason to think
thattheindian nationalist movement really represents
the cultivated intelligence of the country ann allthat
is patriotic in the land that thusewho, like the authors
of this Report, try to misrepresent; discredit or ridicule
it do harm more to the interests of Great Britain in
India than to those o£ Indian nationalism itself, by
bitterly wounding and alienating men who are fully
justified in what they do, who do it in a reasonable
and constitutional manner and who-if only prudence.
foresight and imagination were found in the seats .of
the mighty_,ought to be conciliated by being met even
more than half~ way. It is not suprising, therefore,
that even the two Ministers were so shocked at the
perusal of this Report that (though they were denied
the opportunity of writing notes of dissent) they felt
constrained to request H. E. the Governor to agree to
the addition, to the last paragraph of the Report of the
observation, that in their opinion '' it is too pessimis~ic
in tone and stresses too much political conditions that
are transitory." rrhey do not seem to have realized,
howeve:r,-or if they did so, they have not cared to
speak out their minds-that the Heport has been so
prepared in view of the appointment of the Statutory
Commission, and that that is the only explanation of
its having had imparted to it the spirit, tone and
temper which are its distinguishing features and to but
a few examples of which I have been able to touch upon
in this statement. For the benefit of those who may
feel sceptical about the matter, I would recall a notable
passage from a memorable speech on India, delivered
by Gladstone in the House of Commons, in. 1883, in
which that great statesman took a correct meat~ure of
the characteristics, mentality and attitude in public
affairs of officialdom in this country. Said he :-''Their
position is less favourable than ours for forming a
comprehensive judgment, as they are doomed almost
to narrow modes of examining those questions. They
each of them look at themselves in relation to persons
whom they feel to be inferior to themselves, and there
is a tendency to indulge in a spirit o£ascendancy which
it is the business of this House to modify and check.
This is not the first time that such a stat~ of things has
existed. Go back·to the time when Indians began to
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be•. entrusted with judicial function, • go back to the
'Yhen the liberty of the press was enacted in India;
gobacktothe.time of Lord .William Bentinck and Lord
~la;eaulay. ·.And so•it will be in the future." These words
phhe great Liberal leader display a profound political
prescience. and. a keen insight into .the realities of
Indian political conditions, for though uttered nearly
half a century back, they are as true to"day as when
they were first spoken. And it is because the same
''spirit of ascendancy " still dominates tha Indian
Administration in the matter o£ Reforms and political
progress, as it did in the earlier days to which
Gladstone referred, that I have felt it to be my duty to
my country to prepare this statement to enable the
reader to view f,he question from a correct perspective.
tim.~

IV
THE BEGINNINGS OF DEM:OCRACY IN INDIA.*

The Report of the Franchise Committee not only
deals with, aud formulates proposals upon, some of the
most intricate and momentous problems of Indian constitutional advance, but is embodied in a tome o£ nearly
300 pages-divided into twenty-two chapters, including
a majority report, a minority report (or a ' minute of
dissent' by three leading Indian members), a' rejoinder'
by the majority to tbe minority report, besides e:xplana·
tory notes, qualifying declarations, mild and strong pro·
tests by individuals or groups of members, and also no
less than eight important appendices I The results
systematized and digested in the Report are based on
the oral statements recorded of 311 witnesses examined
by the Committee and of those of 73 others by the
Provincial Committees, and also on 187 written statements received by the former, and 1,120 through the
medium of the latter.
The Committee, therefore, evidently feel justified in
making the observation that in regard to their recom·
mendations, they ' cau cllfim that they are based on a
full examination of the field '. This is, of course, not
wholly correct, for as admitted by Lord Lothian himself,
shortly before his departure from India, the views
represented by the Congress party did not at all come
within the Committee's work of 'examination and
enquiry'- whosoever's fault it might have been due to.
In the circumstances, the contention that the Committee's recommendations were ' based on a full examination of the field' is obviously untenable, and their
proposals thus lack that weight and definiteness, which
otherwise could have been justly claimed •for them.
Nevertheless, the fact remains that unlike the Report of

* A survey of the Report of the Indian Franchise Committee,
I932, originally contributed to the " Leader, " Allahabad.
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the Simon Commie.sion, that Q{the one presided over by
Lord LothianiFJ based•on a large• volume of data and
materials rendered available t9 it by the co-operation of
all the politicaLparties in the qountry--other . tb.ap. the
Congress. That being so, he would be a bold man
(except, of course, the editors of our dailies, who have
got to do it) who would venture to exptess his views, on
a Report of such composite and complex character, in a
hurry. And though nearly three month$ have elapsed
since its publication on the 3rd June 193i it is with
considerable diffidence that I am even now approaching
the subject. I need scarcely add that I propose to
confine myself to some of the salient features of the
Report, which have struck me as desening of special
attention.

II.
Before, however, I comment on any of the specific
proposals made by the Committee, it is but fair that I
should present a broad survey-as briefly as I can-of
what . would be the net results of the acceptance of their
recommendations These have, no doubt, appeared
already in every newspaper and journal, but the matter
is of so great an importance and tremendous a significance as to bear repetition, and I make no apology for
recapitulating them, in my own way, in a summarised
form. Now, as I understand the recommendations, they
will (if accepted) lead to the broadening of the basis of
the franchise, as follows :-(a) 'l'he electorate in the provinces (for the provincial legislatures), which stands
now at about 71 lakhs, will be raised to 360 lakbs-or
roughly to a little more than five times its present number-which will mean the enfranchisement of 14 per
cent. of the total population of British India, and 43
per cent. of its adult male population; (b) the electorate
for the British Indian portion of the proposed federal
legislature, which stands now at about ll! lakhs, will
be raised to more thau that now existing for the provincial legislatures, that is to about 85 lakLs-or roughly to
nearly eight times its present number-which will
enfranchise 10 per cent.; of the male population, as
against the existing one per cent., (c) the electorate for
women, which stands now at less than three lakhs and a
quarter, will be raised to 66 lakbs-or roughly to more
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than twenty times its present n.uniher . by reservmg
between 2 and 5 per cent. of the seata of. the ne\V provincial legislatures fot· women mem hers, and th11s
securing to them about one-fifth of the new electoral roll
for the pt·ovincial legislatures ; and (d) an appreciably
large regist,ration of the so-called depressed classes on
the elt:Jctoral rolls, a substantially increased representation of labuur ~_38 seats in the provincial councils, as
compared with n at present) and the continuance of the
present special constituencies for the landed and the
cornrnercial interests and also for the representation of
the universities. Tt1ese recommendations, in my opinion,
are the principal and striking features of the Franchise
Committee's Heport.

III.
But apart from the extent to which the Committee's
recommendations will enfranchise adult Indian humanity-as summarized above-one should also take into
account their proposals regarding the highly important
questions of the qualifications for exercising the franchise, and the method of voting to be adopted at elections, to be able to appraise correctly the value of the
system worked out by the Committee. And here I note
with satisfaction that along with property qualification
-which has been sufficiently lowered so as to include
large numbers of landholders, tenants and rent-payers
(both in urban and rural areas) and even considerable
sections of the poorer classes-educatio.n has also been
accepted, for the first time, I believe, as a credential for
the exercise of the right of franchisE>, though it is to
differ in its standard in the case ofmen and women
voters : for instance, that in the case of the former-for
the Federal Assembly-being the possession of the
matriculation or the school-leaving certificate or its
equivalent, while in that of the latter the attainment of
education up to the upper primary standard. As regards
the method of election, it is gratifying to note that it is,
to the 'direct,' as opposed to the indirect or the group
system, which had the strong backing . of the· Marquess
of Zetland and several other influential retired Anglo·
Indian administrators, and which was strenuously
agitated and pressed by some ofthe mernhers of the
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Committee during.t.heexamination ofthe wit~esses. The
group system, had it cometo be embodied in. the new
Indian constitution, would have, in my opinion, .ledexcept perhaps in the case of the central second cham·
her, the Senate~to disastrous consequences. r therefore opposed it emphatically, when invited by the
Franchise Committee to appear before therh at Patna,
and Lam naturally gratified by the rejection of this newfangled scheme which was sought to he imported into
the Indian ~lection procedure from Syria and Turkey.
Well, all's well that ends well.

IV.
Such being the broad and striking features of the
recommendations in the Report, the question now is
about the value of them-value in relation to the constitutional development that we all expect. Now, the
value of any administrative, constitutional or political
system cannot be properly adjudged except in relation
to the object in view-that is, not so much the thing in
itself, as its being capable of meeting the rPquirements
of the situation for which it is devised. And here comes
in the great difficulty of answering the question. I have
formulated above-in view of ~he i111mense diversity of
Indian public opinion, divided at present into that of
various groups, sections and parties. The accredited
leader (in Bombay) of one well·known political party
has already sounded a note of alarm by issuing a statement to the effect that 'such a great extension by one
jump (as proposed by the Franchise Committee) is, I am
afraid, risky,' and that 'the' transfer of power should in
the beginning be to hands fitted to exercise the responsibility with wisdom and caution.' Well, 'wisdom ancl
caution' are fine things, no doubt, but unfortunately
they are not the inevitable concomitants of democracy
anywhere, least of all in its incipient stage, and t.o wait
till these two desirable anrl lovable characteristics are
developed in the Indian masses, before they can be
trusted to exercise the right of vote, would be to wait
veritably till the Gret>k Kalends. It if', however, signi~
ficant to note that the views so Mpressed have found no
open support from the other prominent leaders of that
party.
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In striking contrast, however, to the 'wisdom and
caution' ·school of thought, is the ?pjnion given· • expres·
sian to by the avowe<torgans of the• Qongress part}', and
alsobysorne of the i11dependent sectionpfthenationalist
pr~ss, which generally~thoughnot invariably-:mpports
the views of the Congress school. One need not quote
the comments of the Congress group, since. they are all
pledged to aclnlt franchisP, and the RPpnrt to them is
thus the herald of-what one of them calls-a' spurious
Swaraj.'
The journal, which uses th!it strikingly
alliterative an(l picturesque phrase, bestows (naturally)
the following glowing panegyric on the three authors of
the minute of dissf1nt (Messrs. Tambe, Chintamani and
Bakhale). and emphasisAs the importance of its observa·
tions by printing the whole of it in italics:-" The three
Indian Liberals-hopelessly conservative people all of
them-want adult franchise in thirty years, and they
could ask for it only in a minute of dissent.' I shall
not have the impertiw:mce to attempt to take away the
effect of this comment-made all the more forceful in
italics-as I am eoncerned with collating facts and not
o(fering commentf! of rny own, at this stage. I shall,
therefore, leavA it at. that-that the above-quoted extract
may be taken to represent. the view of the avowed organs
of the Congress school r)f thought. It if; thus clear that
the Congress party --if one may judge from the corn . .
ments in their organs -·will have none of the Report..

v.
'l'uming to the views of the independent section of the
nationalist press-which is not necessarily committed to
the support of CongreRs views, like the avowed organs
of that party-one detects no unanimity on the value of
the Committee's recommendations. The leading nation•
alist paper of Southern India is critical but not unappreciative, for it regards the Report as a ' record of work
accomplished under very difficult and trying conditions'.
As regards 'the manner and method of investigation '
adopted by the committee, the Hindu pays a just tribute
to the ' ability, skill and resources ' of Lord Lothian, to
whom (according to it) ' is due in so small degree the
achievement of approximate agreement on the major
issues.' While holding that the Committee have ' exag-
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gerated.the adrpioietrative difficulties '(in the matter of
the introduction.of adnlt fraJlehise), it frankly conQedes
'that··.·' nevertheless thereis the fact .that the number of
votes. is ·•.• now proposed . to be tncr~.ased from •seven to
thirty-six milliot1s,' while the p'roposals in regard to
women's franchise constitute in the opinion of the
Elindu 'a definite improvement on. the present state of
things.' Coming as they do .from an advanced, in depend~
ent and influential nationalist organ, .these opinions
have a distinct value and importance . .
These views, however, do not seem to be shared by
another independent and leading nationalist organ -the
Tribun(J of Lahore-which thinks that the ' predominant
feeling' evoked hy the Report will be ' one of keen dis·
appointment.' Its grounds for this view are stated as
follows : ' There are only two real tests by which the
Report can be judged. Does it make for democracy, and
is it acceptable to representative Indian opinion? Both
these questions must be answered in the negative.' The
reasons urged in favour of this contention are that the
number to be enfranchised-namely, 39 millions-' is
substantially less than the maximum recommended by
Ao inadequately representative a body as the Franchise
Sub-Committee of the Round Table Conference, which
was 25 per cent. of the population, as a whole.; Now I
have not before me the Report of the Conference Sub·
Committee and cannot, therefore, verify the statement
about its recommendation, as stated by. the Tribu,ne, but
it seems to me that (howsoever worded) it could only
mean to fix the maximum (not neceAsarily the actual) at
25 per cent. of the population. Twenty-five per cent.,of
the total population would be about 64: millions, ll,nd
would amount to nearly a half of the adult population.
I am extremely doubtful if it was so large a number
that they contemplated, with equanimity, for the first
enfranchisement.
As regards the second question raised by the Tribune
-which also it answers in the negative-namely,
whether the Committee's recommendations will be
' acceptable to representative Indian opinion '-that is
a subject on which there are bound to be legitimate
differences of opinion, unless it be assumed that only
the view of Congress party is to be regarded as
11
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i representative Indian opinion .. ' •. That is 118t the . view
evidently· of even the Hindu . to. say I)O..t.hig~."8~ .. ~.f}~.e.!~l
leading organs of other schools of thought, \V~ichareall,
according .to their lights, .exponents . .<?£ \V.hl;ltt}Iey .regard
as' representative Indian opinion' as rather· a vague
term, which in the present conLlition of political activi·
ties and public aff<.tirs in the country, is susceptible of
different interpret.ations, according to the view of the
votaries of the different schools of thought.

VI.
Though no constitutional problem is beyond human
wisdom and resources, yet that of introducing forthwith
adult franchise in this country is not quite so simple or
feasible, as it is declared to be by some of the critics of
the Franchise Committee's .Report. The biggest selfgoverning democracy in the world to·day, the United
States o£ America, has a total population o£122 millions,
while the adult population only of British India would
be 130 millions, out of a total of 257 millions. These
figureB speak for themselves. Our adult population of
130 millions, if enfranchised at once, would involve
'numbers which are far larger '--as stated in the Heport
under consideration-' than have ever been made the
foundation for a democratically-governed state, in his·
tory.' This, though not a conclusive argurr.tent, .is
nonetheless one which cannot be lightly brushed aside,
as is sought to be done by some. Whether it is an
indigenous or a foreign government that is to wield th.e
destinies of India in future, the introduction by it of
~dult franchise will have to be a question of reasonable
t.ime-i£ the new constitution is to develop on a sound
and stable basis, and not collapse like a house o£ cards.
'l'hqugh literacy may not invariably imply the possession, on the part of a literate person, of political wi!;;dom
of a sort-as is perhaps unnecessarily emphasized by the
authors o£ the Report~still it goes a long way in equipping a. voter for the proper discharge of his duties in
that capacity. That is evidenced by the Oorr.tmittee's
own action in laying down an educational tests as one of
the qualifications both for the man an<i woman voter, in
future. In this view of the matter, the prevailing low
standard of literacy in British India- barely 8 pel· cent.
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of ~he. tot.alpopulation-'-is .• ~mturally agreathandica.p
whtch w1ll.. have to. b!;l f'll:lrJOusly tackled .by. the future
Education ¥inistersin the provinces. Lastly, the administrative difficulty of organizing the elections of 130
millions of voters, all at once, can only be made light of
by those who do not care to approach this probleni iri ·11
serious spirit, probably for want of knowledge .ofthe
nature of the organisation required, the diffictHties
underlying the work to be done, the large amount of
expenditure likely to be involved, and the extent tif
experience and capacity required on the part of officials,
for the p~1rpose of conducting smoothly the elections of
what would be the largest enfranchised humanity il1 the
world.

VII.
The net result of the discussion seems to be th·at
(except on the points to some of which I shall presently
refer) .the scheme embodied in the Report should be
accepted as a fairly reasonable one, by all who would
not approach the problem of Indian enfranchisement
either as more theorists or wedded to some preconceived
notions, like that fot instance, of the desirability of the
immediate conferment of adult franchise. That is not
to say, however, that the majority of the Oommittee.were
right in setting their face against the immediate intro•
duction of adult franchise even where it was perfectly
feasible and could be smoothly worked without causing
administrative inconvenience, namely, in our large urban
areas. In this respect the dissenting members did not 1
in my opinion, go far enough. They did suggest the
extension of adult franchise to all the cities and· towns
wi.th a minimum population of at least one lakh --they
could have reasonably gone down to half a lakh- but
they need not have proposed the alternative of adult
franchise in provincial capitals only, as they have done.
This, if accepted and strictly interpreted, would exclude
an important urban area like Lucknow, besides. fifteen
other large cities in British India, with popu.lations of
more than one lakh. Here it is worth noting that Major
Milner also supports ' the introduction of adult franchise
in large towns '-:-not necessarily capitals~as 'both
fsssible and desirable,' and so does Mrs. Subbarayan
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(page 199). The majority's reply on this point is hopelessly inconclusive and miserably perfunctory.
'fhe recommendation of the Committee about the
continuance of the special constituencie& has also,
naturally, evoked dissent from various quarters, both in
this country and in Britain. Here it bas been subjected
to criticism particularly by the Muslim communalists, as
affecting their interests, while curiously they have
reiterated in the same breath their own claims to what
would be practically special constituencies for them,
based upon separate electorates. In London, ProfeRsor
Laski has recorded his emphatic dissent from this
recommendation in the Labour organ -the Daily Herald.
There can be no doubt that special constituencies for
interests, sections, classes and communities must disappear in course of time.
But even more forceful than those stated above are
the objections that can reasonably be urged against the
Committee's recommendations relating to the enfran·
chisement of the depressed classes and women. In my
preliminary statement, attached to my replies to the
Committee's questionnaire, I emphutically urged that if
the constitution was to succeed, it. should be so devised
as not to have a disintegrating influence on Indian
society, but should be rather on lines calculated to
coalesce and weld together, into an integral whole, the
present centrifugal factors, by methods of centripetalization. In this respect the recommendations of the
majority are woefully disappointing, seriously objectionable, and require to be agitated against. As against
the recommendation of the Simon Commission rf>jecting,
for weighty reasons, separate electorates for the depressed
classes so-called, the majority of the L'1thian Committee
have committed themselves to propositions which amount
in effect to a reversal of the Simon scheme. Similarly,
their recommendation to segregate women, as a separate
depressed class, as it were, is likely to have, in the long
run, a disastrously disintegrating influence on Indian
society. As regards tbe depressed classes, it ma.y be
said with some show of reason that the spokesman on
the Committee had made a strenuous demand for
separate electorates, though it is equally clear that be
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was not supported by other leader~ .. Ol' th€l vast bulk of
the depressed community, and Mabatn1a (hmdhi was
undqubtedly right in offering an uncompromising opposition to the proposal, at the RoundTable Oonferencein
London last year. The position taken by the Franchise
Committee majority in this matter is obviously of no
weight, since they have not cared to fl iscuss--much less
to prove the untenability of-the very cogent arguments
urged by the Simon O(lmmission against the extension
of separate electorates to the rlepressed classPs, and
there is a deal oUorce in the complaint of their having
disposed of this momentous matter, relating to the
organic evolution of Hindu society, in almost a spirit of
levity. It is to be earnestly hoped that Government
will not accept this recommendation, in view of the
declaration of so experienced and statesmanly an administrator as H. E. Sir Malcolm Hailey who (replying,
at AI mora, to an address from that section) expressed
the view that he bad no sympathy with that school
which was attempting, for political purposes, to create
a separate community of the depressed classes.
Even worse, to my mind, is the flippancy displayed
by the majority in the way they bavfl dealt with the
question of women's franchise. As against their proposal
to keep women voters in a state of eternal segregation,
it is justly emphasized by the three dissenting Indian
members that 'there was a strong and an almost unani·
mons expression of opinion by women witnesses that they
did not want women representatives in the legislatures to
be elected by any communal electorates.' This fact is
also vouched for by Sir Mahomed Yakub, who has
recorded in his note that ' the women have not them·
sel res asked for any artificial qualifications, most of
their reprrsentatives have strongly disapproved of the
idea of creating any such qualifications, and have
oemanded that they should be given suffrage on equal
terms with men.' But that is not all, as we find it
recorded in the majority report itself that 'without
exception tbA representatives of womeu's organizations
and individual women witnesses demanded that the
principle of equality between men and women should
be the basis of the new constitution.' And yet, .in the
face of it all, they have recommended special measures
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they have done, forsooth, on the ground that otherwise there would not be a 'sufficient number' of women
returned to the legislatures ! The contention seems to
be frivolous, when it is recalled that in Britain itself
(where women outnumber men) tl1,ere are at present but
two women members returned to the House of Commons,
out of a total of six hundred and fifteen. The Lothian
majority argument need not, therefore, be pursued
further, as the fact remains that, however flimsy a
ground there may be in favour of the recommendation
for separate electorates for depressed classes, there is
none whatsoever in favour nf making Indian women a
class apart from Indian men. 'rhese two recommendations of the majority of the Committee constitute,
therefore, in my opinion, the gravest defects in an
otherwise, on the whole, commendable Report.

VIII.
This discussion has ' growed' (like Topsy) into a
longer one than either I expected or intended it to be.
But I cannot resist the temptation of referring to one
other matter, which I regard as of considerable importance, and the omission of all reference to. which -either
in the majority or the minority report-is rather disappointing. I refer to the omission of the problem of
creating in British India territorial divisions for ad·
roinistrative and electoral purposes analogous to the
'States ' constituting the United States of America and
other federal governments. The members o£ both the
majority and minority groups seem to have proceeded
on the assumption that a successful working of a democratic constitution in British India is not inconsistent
with the maintenance of our prel'!ent provincial administrations. If so, that is a wrong assumption.
The
United States population of 122 millions is grouped in
no less than forty-nine States, with au average population of less than two millions and half, as against
the 130 millions of the adult population only of British
India., grouped in but nine provinces, with two ol· them
with populations of about fifty millions each, and
almost .all. of them larger in area and mnre populous
than many European and American States ... The proposition bas to be thus stated. to evok~ . ca.reful ~on·
sideration at the hands of all well-wishers of the success
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of a democratic administration in. this country. The
result of basing the franchise scheme on the evident
assum.ption of the continued. existence ofour present
system of administration in provinces, is that the constituencies proposed under the scheme propounded in
the Report a1e bound to be enormous areas, which for
all practical purposes would render any personal
contact or relations between them and their representatives absolutely impossible, for-as pointed out by
the Manchester Guardian "constituencies whose area is
measured in thousands of square miles are not easy to
canvass." In a country so extensive as India~which
in. its area and population is really a sub-continent,
and which for ages yet to come is likely to remain
satisfied with inadequately developed communications-the only feasible method of making democracy a success
is to make the electoral area so compact that it may
be practicable for the representatives to establish close
contact and personal relations with tlleir constituents,
which would be obviously impossible under the Lothian
scheme. I shall not pursue this matter further, but 1
have felt justified in drawing attention to it in the hope
that the queE:~tion of' states versus provinces' may evoke
discussion in the press, so that in course of time, it may
be brought within the range of practical politics. We
must make up our minds from now, that if democracy
is to succeed in India, our provinces must disappear
and be replaced by numerou;; compact ' states'.
For the rest, it remains to emphasize that though
Lord Lothian declared in the course of a speech, at
Simla, that the Franchise Committee was ill~adapted,
by reason of its highly composite personnel, for the
object in view (as it had on it far too many advocates
and partizans of special claims and interests) it is all
the more gratifying that the result achieved has been,
on the whole, fairly satisfactor.y. And I agree with the
observation made in the course of his note by Major
Milner, M. P., that' the recommendations constitute an
immense ad vance on the existing position,' as also that
if 'a Comr11ittee so heterogeneous, both politically and
racially, reaches approximate agreement on the major
issue before it, its proposals must obviously carry great
weight both with ·Parliament and the people of India.'
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I agree, subject to the proviso that on points they have
differed upon, the three dissenting Indian memhers
have faithfully and truly represented the Indian national·
ist standpoint and their opinions should, therefore, be
given preference over those of the majority. These
three members by inditing their carefully-prepared,
cogent and well-reasoned minute of clissent have
rendered a no.table service to the country-though they
be (as declared by the Indian journal quoted above)
' hopelessly conservative people all of them,' it must be
borne in mincl that nothing is useless in the economy
o£ Nature·- not even ' hopeless conservatives.' Nay, if
only they be-as these three Indian members have
proved themselves to be~patriotic, experienced, capable and tactful, they can render great and valuable
services to their country, as has hPen d'lne by Messrs.
'l'ambe, Chintamani and Bakhale.

v
ABOLITION OF COMMISSIONERSHIPS.*

The question of the retention or the abolition of the
office . of the Commissioner is no longer an arguable one,
of which it can be asserted that much may be said on
both sides. In expressing my view in favour of aboli..:
tion, I do not stand alone, for my views are fully
shared by several Indians who have acquired administrative experience as members of Government, including
(l believe) more than one Minister in our own province.
That view is that the balance of advantage in these
post-reform days lies in the abolition of the office of
Commissioner in the interest of economical administration, which is urgently called for, as the five
Cummissionerships in Bihar and Orissa cost for their
maintenance no less than over four lakhs of rupees,.
which is a considerable amount, in a poor province like
ours. If it can be saved-without materially detracting
fronf the efficiency of the revenue administration~it
would be obviously the right thing to do, iu these days
·of financial stringency and the many claimant demands
for the development and progress in the nation-building
departments, which have had to be starved lately for
want of funds.
It would be obviously to the advantage of a provincial adtninistration like ours-with a rigid, inexpansive
and inelastic land revenue and a steadily diminishing
excise incotne-i£ so large a sum (as roughly four lakhs)
can be saved without affecting for the worse, the
standard of efficiency which has been maintained so far.
" Prima faaie '' there seems to me a consensus of opinion
that it can be so done. Since the introduction of the
Reforms in 1921, various Indian provinces constituted
retrenchment committees to examine the question of
"" A speech delivered at a meeting of the 'Bihar a?td Orissa
Legislative Council on the zgth Mat:ch I9JI.
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the savings that could be effected without substantially
diminishing the standard of efficiency hitherto maintained
in the administration. Reports are available, of these
committees, of the provinces of Bengal, Bihar and
Orissa, the Punjab, the Central Provinces and Bombay.
It is noteworthy that all these committees-at any rate
so far as their non~official members were concerned recommended the abolition of the post of the Commissioner. This recommendation of the various retrenchment committees cannot be and should not be lightly
set aside merely on the ground that a large number of
their mem hers were non-official Indians who did not
possess any first·hand knowledge of the work of the
Commissioner. Want of fi.rst·hand knowledge of what
Commissioners actually do is a limitation which not
only non·official Indians but even non-official Europeans
(like Sir Campbell Rhodes-a member of the Bengal
Retrenchment Committee, who was in favour of the
Q.bolition) are, for obvious reasons, hound to labour under,
as it could in the nature of things be possessed only
by one who has seen from inside the Government the
nature of the work which the officer called the
Commissioner bas to do. At the same time, it would
l}Ot be right to press thiH argument too far, for after
all non·officials, specially lawyers and public men,
frequently come in contact with the Commissioner in
the discharge of not only his judicial duties but also
his executive functions and they may be credited,
~herefore, with possessing an, on the whole, accurate
knowledge of the work of the Commissioner and o£ his
duties and responsibilities. I also find that the Central
Provinces' Retrenchment Committees had for its
Pr!,'lsid.ent, Mt;. F. S. A. Slocock, himself a Commissioner
and afterwards an Executive Councillor, and presumably
a recommendation for the abolition of the. Commissioner's
office, made with his concurrence should carry due
weight. l say so, as I do not find .any repudiation of this
recommendation in .any of Mr. Slocock's notes of dissent
a.ppeared to.the .Report in question.
Histoz>y of· the Office. ··

It is not necessary for my present purf>ose to go into
&heMrlier history?fthe Commissioner's (}f!ice and into
the various stages of•development through which it has
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passed •. from ti.me. to till}e,. ~sfu.l,Li9£qpu.#tipr1 qq. ~h~·$U b·
jeo.t••••is a.vailable •.•. page~:l68·•t9l&c7o£ tbe;fi.rst volume
of th.e Report of the Royal Commission upon Decentra·
lization in India, which was published in 1909. The
statements about the functions o:Nhe Commissioner (as
set forth in that. Report) are n.either inaccu,l'ate and
perfunctory, nor too vague and general to be applicable
to the details of their work in this province. Conceding
that there may be minor differences in the· various
provinces (due to the existence of local laws and
conditions) in the judicial and exequtive {unctions of
the Commissioner, yet the statements about them in the
Report of the Decentralization Commission are of
sufficiently general application to all the British-Indian
Provinces-except the fortunate province of Madras,
where there have never been a,ny Commissioners. I
contend that the furlctiomi of the Commissioner, if
properly redistribt1ted, can be equally well e~erQised
by other duly qualified revenue officers in this province•
It is open to any to argue that such special conditions
obtain in the various Commissionership of Bihar a,pd
Orissa that it will be inadvisable or impolitic to aboli!;lh
the Commissioner's office in this province, and if such
a contention is sustained, it wiU be entitled. to due
weight. This is an aspect of the quPstion with which
I shall deal later. But apart from any special conditions
obtaining in Bihar and Orissa-which may be held to
render the propo13ed abolition impracticable-! think
it is a valid argument in favour of abolition that the
work of the Commissioner (a\'3 set forth in the Decentr~:~o
lization Commission's Report) can be redistributed
amongst other revenue officials, without any lol;ls of
efficiency, and a saving effected thereby of qver four
lakhs of rupees, in this impoverished province.
I shall now examine this aspect of the question in
some detail and in doing so I shall unhesitatingly t~,t}te
.my data from the observations on the .subject h). the
Heport of the Decentralization Commission. Bu.t in
regard to the general duties of the Commissioners ~n
Bihar and Orissa, I shall adopt the list se.t forth 1ll
a highly authoritative official document. That list is
as .follows : ra) General supervision over the whole land revenue
s_yatel!l.·

a.t •
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(b) Inspection at frequent intervals of subordinate

revenue offices.
(c) Exercise of appellate and revisional jurisdiction

in revenue cases.
(d) Management of Government Estates.

(e) Control of Wards and Encumbered Estates.

(/) Co-ordination of activities of various departmEmts
and the appeasing of inter-departmental
jealousies.
(g) Acting as the chief executive representative of
the Government specially in time of disturb·
ances, etc.
Thetr Duties.

Now this is a comprehensive list of the Commissioners'
duties in this province. But speaking from my own
experience of the revenue administration of four NorthIndian provinces (Bengal, Bihar and Orissa, Agra and
the Punjab), I think, the functions of the Commissioner
in Bihar and OrisAa, as enumerated above, are almost
of general application to the other three provinces and
a perusal of the reports of the Retrenchment Commit·
tees of Bombay and the Central Provinces bas satirdied
me that they are equally applicable to those two provinces
also. The question before us is whether all these func·
tions of the Commissioner cannot be Aatisfactorily discharged by a judicious redistribution of them amongst the
three other classes of revenue officers : (a) the Revenue
Member of the Local Government, (b) the Member of
the Board of Revenue and (c) the District Officer. 'I' here
seems to me no valid reason why the Revenue Member
of Government, the Member of the Board of Revenue,
and the District Officers should not be able to discharge
satisfactorily wilhout any loss in the standard of efficiency
and without any substantial change in the existing
law or procedure, the functions of the Commissioner, as
enumerated above, except the exerci!;le of the appellate
and revisional jurisdiction in revenue cases-a subject
to which I shall advert presently. As a matter of fact,
this is the system which has existed in the Madras Presidency for now rpu9h over a 9entur1, and l Qfi.V~ nowhere
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seen it stated . by any competent authority that the
Madras system has not worked as well-if not even
better in the sense of being more economical-as that
which obtains in the other British Indian provinces.
Revenue Cases.

In 1·egard to the question of the exercise by the
Commissioners of appellate and revisional jurisdiction
iiJ, revenue cases, it is apprehended by some.official
apologists that if a curtailment o£ the existing rights
be proposed, as the result of the abolition of the
Commissioner, the revenue laws will have to be amended accordingly, and the proposals will not hepopular
as the attitude of the Legislative Council in the past
has usually been in favour of extending rather than
curtailing the right of appeal. This is certainly the case
in regard to the appeals on the civil and criminal sides,
for the curtailment of which efforts have befln sometimes
made in the past on the ostensible ground of simplifying
the procedure, but I do not think thisargumentneed he
p~~:::~?tl in the matter of curtailing the right of appeal on
the revenue side, whiCn .iu ~i!::;;::- ~nrl Orissa is admittedly on a far more extensive scale than that which obtains
in the civil and the criminal courts of the province.
There is no reason why if only one appeal on facts is
allowed in the civil and criminal courts, there should he
two such appeals allowed in the revenue courts, and it
would be in the interest of the litigant public itself if
the present system of hearing revenue appeals be
modified and assimilated to that which obtains in the
civil and criminal courts of the province. The original
trials in revenue cases should continue to take place
before Deputy Collectors (and even before specially
qualified Sub-Duputy Collectors) with a right to appeal
both on questions of fact and law to the District Officer
(in his capacity as the Collector), whose findings of fact
should be final. I£ a party be aggrieved by the appellate
judgment, it should be open to him to move the Board
of Revenue on questions of law alone, the latter right
corrresponding to that of presenting to the High Court
second appeals in civil cases and revisions in criminal
cases. I£ the system be so modified, I venture to think that
the non-official ll1eQlbers of the .L.e~isl~tive Ooun<;il

wm
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welcome the proposal, the more so, as the cartailment of
the present far too extensive right of appealin revenue
cases would substantially effecta reduction of t)Xpendi~
ture by about four lakhs, by the.abolitionofthe.office of
the Oommissioner. With the necessary modifications of
the laws relating to appeals and revisions in revenue
cases and a judicious redistribution of the other
functions of the Commissioner amongst the Revenue
Member of the Local Government, the Board, of
Revenue, and the District Officer, tl.ere seems no valid
reason why the duties at pre~ent discharged by the
Commissioner should not be as efficiently performed by
tlle three sets of the other Revenue Officers, mentioned
above without the least falling-off in the standard of
efficiency. 'fhe abolition of the Commissioners' Courts
will clearly mean a saving to the litigant public. As
regards the prospect delay in the disposal of the
application the Board of Revenue, iuvolving points of
law, it, could be obviated if the Memberof the Board were
to go on circuit, from time to time, as do our High
Court judges when they go to Cuttack once a quarter.
Advioa to omoars.

Great importance is said to· attach to the duties
which the Commissionet· is expected to discharge in
connection with tendering advice to district officers and
departmental head!'!, and also to Government itself.
Presumably such an ad vice :would be of all the greater
weight if coming from the Member of the Board of
Revenue-nor is there any reason why the Hevenue
Member of the Government himself should not in future
take a more active part in co-ordinating the activities
of the various revenue departments and iu appeasing
inter-departmental jealousies, if any. In regard to the
objection that with the abolition of Commissioner,
Government would lose the advantage of having senior
officers to advise them, it may be said that the senior
district officers, who would have become Commissioners,
but for the abolition of that office, would be available
to the Government for giving them such advice.
The last point which I would like to refer to in this
connection is the Bombay system of revenue administration --"in which though there are Oom:w.i13sio~ers, there

ie~ l1o .B.oard of Revenue-and its bearing on the pre!3ent

discussion. . The opening lines of Chapter II (dealing
with the Board of Revenue and Financial Commis·
sioners) in the Report of the Royal Commission upon
Decentralization in India (page 159) are as follows:
"In all the major provinces except Bombay, there is a
Board of Revenue or a Financial Commissioner, dealing
under the Provincial Government, with .a.ll matters
relating to revenue administration which are deemed to
require the control of a headquarters' authority." The
Bombay system is ,descdbed at some length in the admi·
nistration report of that province called "Bo!fibay
192 L·22," and I make no apology for quoting from it
the following few lines : . ' The revenue administration
of the Presidency of Bombay is carried on by the
following officers under Government: 4 Commissioners,
26 Collectors, l Deputy~Commissioner and a number
of Assistant Collectors'' (page 64). ''The Revenue
Commissioners exercise a general superintendence and
control . over the revenue administration of the Pr~>Ri
~;.:;::.G,r- " (pagt:: vu ;. J:"i1e resul-t we thus arrive at is that
there are practically three systems of revenue administration in British India-the Madras system with a
Board ofRevenue but no Commissioners, tbe Bombay
system with Commissioners but no. Board of Revenue,
and lastly, the system obtaining in all the other major
provinces in wbich there are both a Board ofRevenue
and Commissioners. Now as the administration of the
Madras and Bombay presidencies has never been
regarded as backward or inefficient, but rather .as
progressive compared with the Upper·Indiau provinces,
and the .late Mr. Gokhale always clai!lled .superiority
for the Bombay system over the others--it is clear on
the.face of it that where Commission~rs are retained
(as in Bombay) the Board of Rev.enne 01ay 11afely be
done away witb, or in case there be a Board oLRevenue
(as in Madras) there need be no Commissioners.
Viewed in this light one or ot.ber·of the two sets.. of the
Revenue Officers~the Members of the Board of Revenue
qr .the Commissioner-may justly be regarded as an
administrative superfluity, and the question is wbieh o£
the two should be dispensed with as most conducive to
economy, and the least likely to retard efficiency of
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administration. The balance of advant~ge, to my
mind, clearly lies on the side of the abolition of Commissioners. For even assuming that the Board of
Revenue may have to be strengthened in that case by
the addition of another Member, the cost to be incurred
thereby (alorrg with that of the necessary expenditure
which may be required for the strengthening of the
Board's office) will be appreciably less than that of
nearly four lakhs, which we are spendiug at present on
the Commissioners and their offices and establishments.
Pre~Reforms

Opinion.

In this connection, I think, I can with advantage
refer once again to the Report of the Decentralization
Commission. In view of the circumstances obtaining
in 1908 (that is, even before the inauguration of tbe
Morley-Minto Heforms) the Commission wrote (at page
162) as follows:" A number of witnesses considered
tbat it was unnecessary to have a Board of Revenue in
addition to Divisional Commissioners and that one or
other of these should be abolished. With the Local
Governments, constituted as at present, we do not
consider that an extension of the present powers
of Commissioners need, per se militate against. the
retention and usefulness of Boards of Reven'!le or
Financial Commissioners. But if and when the
Lieutenant-Governorships are, as we have already suggested, converted into Council Governmet1ts, we think
that it will be desirable to make the Executive Councils
sufficiently strong to absorb the existing Boards of
Revenue or Financial Commissioners and to vest in the
Government itself such functions now discharged by
these as cannot expediently be made over to Commissioners. The head of the province would thus share
the burden of responsibility with independent and experienced counsellors, who would be more useful in this
capacity as dealing with a wider'field of admiuistration.
At the sanle time the objections now raised against the
re-duplication of work and the existence of two separate office establishments would be met. We are
fortified in this opinion by the fact that a proposal of
a similar character was put for~,Vard .by the ·Board o£
Revenue in the United Provinces so long ago as 1893.".
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These emphatic observations of the Royal Commission
·clear ]y mean that the Boards of Revenue (or Financial
Commissioners where they are so-called) could not be
abolished in 1908, because at that time each of the
I,ieutenant-Governorships was presided over by a single
administrator without any Executive Council to assist
him, but that as soon as Executive Councils were
established-which the Commission had strongly re·
commended-thPy suggested the abolition of the Boards
of Revenue or the Financial Commissionerships and
their absorption into the Executive Councils. This
recommendation did not contemplate-it could notthe expansion of the then Local Governments into
Council Governments with the further addition of
Ministers (as now) for administering the transferred
Departments, a-qd is, therefore, in the existing circumstances, entitled to much greater weight and considera•
tion. In this connection it should be prominently
horne in mind that at the time when the first Executive
Council was established in Bengal (which included at
that time. 1909. not only West Bengal, but also Bihar
and Orissa), the province of Eastern Hengai ana Assam
was administered by a Lieutenant-Governor without an
E-x:ecutive Council, and thus two Lieutenant-Governors
and three Executive Councillors discharged all the
executive functions in the areas now split up into the
three provinces of Assam, Bengal, and Bihar and Orissa.
The total strength of high executive officers .now
administering these three Provinces comprises three
Governors, eight Executive Councillors and seven
MinistE>rs. In the circumstances, it stands to reason
that the Executive Councillor who holds the revenue
portfolio in each province can take a much larger share
in the revenue administration of the provinc~ than ·
before.
Board of Revenue.

Now an Executive Council for this province was
established in August 1912. But the Board of Revenue
--~with its strength reduced by one-still remains. It
is this aspect of the case which is justly regarded by
Indian public opinion as a downright unjustifiable
extravagance, and in the light of these facts there can
be no two opinions that either the office and the
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establishment of the Board of Revenue or that of the
Commissioners must be considered, in this pr"ovince, aswholly superfluous and unjustifiably extravagant. It
is noteworthy in this connection that in spite of there~
being no Board of Revenue in Bombay, theRetrench·
ment Committee of that province recommended that
the office of the Commissioner be abolished. The only
que~:;tion that can thus arise is which of these t.wo can
be made to disappear without detracting materially
from the efficiency of the administration at the same
time effecting the greatest possible economy. I hope
I have established conclusively that the balance of
advantage would lie in the abolition of the Commis·
sionerships and the retention of the Board of Revenue,
even strengthened, if necessary, by one more member.
It is for these reasons that I have felt justified in
bringing this motion before the Council.
But I have found it urged by the opponents of the
proposed change that apart from the general consi•
derations relating to the functions of the Commissioner,
there are special reasons against the abolition of that
officer in this province, due to purely local conditions
obtaining in each of the five Divisions of Bihar and
Orissa. Dealing with each o£ them specifically, it is
sometimes stated that the Commissionership of Orissa
cannot be abolished, as the Oriyas have no desire to
be merged in Bihar, but on the contrary are strongly
desirous that their separate interests should be recognised. Now, i£ I may claim to know anything about
Orissa, it is this that the one thing above all others
which the educated Oriyas have set their hearts upon
and hankered after these many years, is the amalgamation of all the Oriya·speaking tracts (now divided
amongst three or four provinces) and the constitution,
of the whole of Oriya-speaking territories as a separate
administrative unit. A Commissioner at Outtack in
charge of the present truncated Orissa Division seems
to me to be no substitute for what the Oriyas desire,
and I have grave and serious doubt.s whether they will
insist on the expenditure of over Rs. 80,000 a year for
the retention of the Commissioner and his office, who
can in no sense be said to be the guardian of the
separate interests, if any, of Orissa as against Bihar.
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Welfare of Aborigines.

Similarly, it is stated that a Commissioner at Ranchi
is necessary for the welfare of the aboriginal people of
Chota Nagpur, as also for the settlement of problems of
quite a peculiar kind due to the "industrial development
in that division. I regret, I cannot share this view.
Having spent six summers consecutively at Ranchi and
also made pretty extensive tours in the various districts
of the Chota Nagpur division, I am satisfied that the
differences often alleged to exist between the aboriginal
and the non-aboriginal populations of the Chota Nagpur
division are after all not such as to justify expenditure
on a highly paid officer like the Commissioner and his
staff. The chief strength of the British-Indian rule (as
is often alleged) lies in its being pledged to pay equal
regard to the welfare of all classes of His Majesty's
subjects. I have seen no authoritative documents which
may induGe me to accept the view that either for the
upholding of the alleged separate interests of Orissa, or
the welfare of the aboriginal people of Chota Nagpur,
Commissioners at Cuttack and Ranchi respectively may
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province. As for the industrial development in the
Singhbhum district of the Chota Nagpur divisionlocated at J amshedpur-there seems to· me no reason
why the District Officer and the Board of Revenue should
not be able to exercise a watchful and sympathetic
control over its nascent indus tries.
It is also sometimes urged that a Commissioner is
necessary at Patna on account of the ever-present
problem o£ cow-sacrifice at the time of Bakrid involving
extreme tension of feelings between the Hindu and the
Muhammadan communities. That this is sometimes the
case not only in the Patna Division but also unfortunately elsewhere in the province no one who knows the
realities of life in India can deny, but I am not prepared
to admit that the existence occasionally-or even (as··
suming for the sake of argument) permanently of such
a tension is a justification for the retention of that
absolutely superfluous commodity--namely, a Commissioner at Patna, or elsewhere, or that the work said to
have been done in this connection by the Commissioners
could not have been as effectively done by the District
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Officers. The reference made in this connection to the
Sbahabad disturbances of 1917, cannot, in my opinion,
be taken to support the view as to the utility ofa Oorn.missioner stationed at Patna, for in the first place •. those
disturbances were singularly exceptional and W()nld not
lend themselves to generalization, and, secondly, the fact
that in spite of the Commissioner being here, the disturbances were organized and occurred shows conclusively
that even the Commissioner at Patna can do little or
nothing when religious fanaticism is abroad. We have
also this satisfaction that we are a fairly long way off
now from the year 1917 and that exceptional incident
should not be allowed to influence decision in a matter
o£ great importance in the interest of economical administration.
It is next urged that in Tirhut Division there iseven
now a European planting community, and, therefore,
there should be a controlling officer whom that community may ordinarily approach when they desire to
communicate with Government. Now I have had the
privilege of knowing personally during the last thirty
years many of the leading non-official representatives of
the 'rirhut Division-some of them like Mr. Filga.te
were my friends with whom I could venture to claim
even intimacy~and though their political views differ
on many important questions from those of the educated
Indians, they are (in the main) an enlightened and"
cultured community and do not at all require the
services of any special controlling officer at Muzaffarpur
for the purpose of enabling them to communicate with
Government. I am aware that in the past there had
been a considerable friction between some of them and
certain classes of the tenantry. But since the enactment
of the Agrarian Bill, during the administration of Sir
Ed ward Gait, the relations between them had much
improved, and the past rt1lations have no bearing on
current . public affairs in the province-as is evidenced
by the question having receded into the background of
political controversy. Besides, the planting community
is now represented in this Council and so their repre·
sentative has direct access to Government and does
not want an intermediary. I do not, therefore, see any
justification · for a Commissioner contii1ll.irig to be
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installed at Muzaffarpur, on any ground connected with
the existence in Tirhut of the planting community.
Special Conditions.

The last point made with reference to the special
of this province, is in regard to Bhagalpur
Division. It is said that the Commissioner of this
Division is the court of appeal in civil and criminal
cases from the Santal Parganas district and that, therefore, his being retained there is essential. Now the
Ran tal Parganas system, specially on .the judicial side,
is a prolific source of discontent to the educatedeommu·
nity in Bihar. It found emphatic expression in the
debate on the resolution which was moved a few years
back in this Council, and which was carried in spite of
the strenuous opposition of Government. In view of
thir-~ it is very unlikely that Government would be able
to maintain for long the Santal Parganas system, under
which the Commissioner of Bhagalpur is a court of
appeal both in civil and criminal cases, from the Santal
farganas district.
T.Ue sooner t.Ue Bantai i?arganas
system, on the judicial side, is modified and assimilated
to that obtaining in other districts of the Bhagalpur
Division, the better it will be for all concerned and the
continuance of the Commissioner at Bhagalpur will then
at once become iucapable of justification. For these
reasons, I am of opinion that there are no such special
conditions obtaining in any part of this province as may
be held to justify conclusively the retention of the
Commissioner in any of the five divisions of Bihar and
Orissa.
conditiom~

I fear I have trespassed rather long on your patience,
Mr .. President, and on that of the Council, but my
apology is the great importance of the subject and the
large reduction of expenditure involved. I have tried
to meet the objections of the opponents both on general
and special grounds, and I venture to claim that I have
made out a conclusive case for its careful consideration
by Government. l£ tltey will promise to do so and to
submit a despatch on the subject to the higher authorities
r~presenting our view, we non-official members will feel
that Government have, for once, been sympathetic in
their attitude towards us.

VI
INDIAN CONSTITUTIONAL REFORMS.*

Introductory.

In response to the invitation extended to me by the
Joint Parliamentary Committee tn express my views
on the Indian Constitutional Reform proposals, as
embodied in the White Paper, I su'bmit this memorandum. In the absence of a questionnaire,. it is possible
for me to do so only in general terms. Nor is it
practicable for me to cover the wllole ground traversed
in the White Paper-a closely-printed book of 119
paget'J, containing over two hundrerl paragmpbs and
many appendices. I have, therefore, attempted to
concentrate in this statement mainly on matters relating
to provincial administration, in respect of which I
could claim to possess personal experience and knowledge, by reason of my long association with Indian
public life and political activitie"! (as a non official
representative in the Imperial Legislative Council, and
the Indian Legislative Assembly and the first elected
Deputy President of the latter) and also an official, as
the Finance and Judicial Member of the Government
of Bihar and Orissa and P~esident of its Legislative
Council. Since 1930, I have been again in touch with
the working of dyarcby, as an elected member of the
Bihar and Orissa Legislative Council and the leader
of the Opposition on behalf of tbe Constitutional
Nationalist Party.
Tbe White Paper Proposals and India.

The reception accorded by almost all the politicallyminded classes and communities in India to the
proposals embodied in the White Paper is, I dare say,

* Being tl1e full text of the memorandum submitted to the
Joint Parliamentary Committee, London, on the I 5th June I9JJ.
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known to the .Joint Parliamentary Committee, and I
need not, therefore, expatiate ·upon it. Still, the
attitude of the people who have to work the proposed
Reforms being of great importance, some reference to it
may be permissible. The first legislative body to
discuss the White Paper proposals was the Bihar and
Orissa Legislative Council, and it unanimously adopted
(the official members not taking part in the voting) a
resolution worded as follows: ''The scheme propounded
by His Majesty's Government is, on the wholl", unsatisfactory, confers but little power on the people of
this province,. is hedged .in by numerous limitations
opposed to the interests of India, indicates sweeping
changes in the present and prospective system of
judicature in India, and the scheme, as a whole, needs
substantial modification." The above resolution was
also unanimously passed at a meeting of the Working
Committee of the United Bihar Party-an important
political organisation of which the Hon'ble the Maharajadhiraja of Darbhanga is the President, and which
was inaugurated in January 1933 ''(a) to secure, as
speedily as possible, by constitutional means ~~~
methods, the establishment w;tb!;:;. the Empire of full
Dornini0~ S~ni,us. in India, and (b) to work the next
instalment of reforms, provided complete provincial
autonomy (in the sense of having in. the . provinces a
system of Government under a con&titutional Governor
witha. ministry responsible to the legislature) and also
responsibility .in the Central Government, subject to
s.~f~guards in the interest of India, be conferredby the
same statute." Incidentally, the aims and objects of
the United Bihar Party bring- into prominent relief the
trend of public opinion even amongst. the conservative
elements in the India of to· day, since the· majority of
the leading members of the said Party belong to the
landholding classes.
But the White Paper proposals were not regarded
the province of Bihar and Orissa only.
Resolutio11s similar to that adopted by the Bihar •and
Oris.sa Legislative Conqcil .were passed ·by almost all
thei o~ber provincial legislatures, and alao-on ..the
motion of Sir Abdul Rahim~in the Indian Legislative
.Asse'.mbly. The Indian view of the proposals in the
disf~vourablyin
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White Paper is woll summarised in an instructive
article, on the subject, in the latest issue (forJune 1933}
of the Ro.und Table, from which I may make ' a few
short extracts, as the writers in that famous. periodical
are justly believed to bring to hear upon the discussion
o£ the subjects t.hey deal with, so far as possible, an
imp~rtial mind-free from prejudice l'l.nd prepos·
sesswns :"The vast majority of Indian politicians and. political
organisations of standing have vehemently denounced
His . Majesty's Government's proposals or portions of
them."
''The White Paper ·scheme was also. denounced by
the yarious communal organisations."
"The majority of the Muslim newspapers also
expressed disapproval of the scheme, the Eastern· Times
(of Lahore), for example-which is normally· considered
almost a pro-Government paper-declaring that 'the
reforms ont.lined are unacceptable to politically-minded
India, as a whole, and even these will not prove workable
unless t.hey are considerably modified in the light of
popular opinion as expressed in the press and on the
platform."
"Even the most moderate sections of Indian political
opinion were genuinely disappointed with certain
portions of the proposals.''
''Even responsible European officials were heard to
remark that so far as manner and phraseology were
concerned, it could scarcely have been more offensive to
Indian sentiment if it had been designed expressly for
the purpose."
"Disappointment wi~b the form of the document and
with portions at least o1 its substance, was, therefore,
genuine."
·
The opinion expressed above was also, I find, echoed
iut}Je.course ofthe,debate, on the.subject, in the House
of LordS', in the observations rn.ade by ·Lord. Ponson by,
who refen..ad to this aspect in •. the. following terms :
"What Qccurred to me .. as I read it (the White Paper)
through was that the... emphasis was wrong. 'fhe
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emphasis seemed . to be aU on the safeguards, and not
sufficiently on the grautof self-g0vernment. We seem
to be taking away with one hand whatever Wfgive with
theother, and I think that that has been noticed very
much by Indian opinion."
It . is evident from the passages quoted above that
the resolutions discussPd or adopted in the various
Indian Legislatures have made the position of the Indian
constitutionalists quite clear. As put by Sir Alfred
Watson~late editor of the
(Calcutta) Statesmanin the course of a letter to a London daily, the '' resolutions ·and speeches of various Indian bodies force home
the fact that a body of opinion in India, generally
regarded as moderate, is not satisfied with the White
Paper proposals. The scheme of advance in the White
Paper falls far short of Indian desires. The difficulty
in .India will be to secure upholders of (what are
regarded) the wholly inadequate concessions toNational
feeling. We can certainly not better that position by
offerinKless, and uniting the whole of Indiain a refusal
-t:n:_mr\~lr.
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I could not have put the Indian view better or more
than is done by Sir Alfred '\V~ atson. Keeping inmind the Indian view of the proposals embodied
in •the White Paper, I shall now make some suggestionsby no. means exhaustive-on so111e only of them, with
special reference to the system outlined for the provincial
administration, of the working of which-under the
presenteonstitution-I may claim to possess some knowledge and experience. In making these suggestionsrepreeenting the Indian point of view- I amnot without
hope that they may ultimately be adopted, as we are
told .in the White Paper that "nor must it be assumed
that the present proposals are in all respects so complete
and final that a Bill would contain nothing which is not
covered by this White Paper."
expressiv~ly

Federation.

The indefiniteness and uncertainty about the inauguration of the Federation should be, so far as possible,
removed by a period of one year being fixed for the
coming in of the Indian States--power to be reserveJ to
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the Crown to extend the time by one year, if the requisite
conditions are not fulfilled, and the inauguration to .be
by Proclamation, which should not be made dependent
on the presentation by the two Houses of Parliament of
a Joint Address praying for the issue of. the Proclamat.ion. Further, if the Reserve Bank cannot be established
by 1935, interim financial arrangements should be
provided so as not to block the inauguration of the
Federation.
Following the recommendation of the Statutory
Commission, there must also be provision in the constitution for its automatic growth (that is to say, a special
machinery should be provided for the removal of the
safeguards and the reservations, within a definite time),
and. its consequent expansion leading to India's status
as a Dominion in the British Commonwealth of
Nations~which should be declared in the Preamble to
the Bill as the definite goal.
It should be definitely provided that the represen·
tatives of the Indian States in the Federal legislature
shall not take part in purely British Indian matters, but
only in those relating to tbe affairs of the country as a
whole.
l1'undamental rights must be laid down in the
Statute itself, and not in the Proclamation or any other
document.
General Administration.

The power of making ordinances to be vested in the
Governor-General should be carefully defined, and no
such power should be vested in the Governors.
If the provisions relating to the special Acts to be
passed by the Governor-General or the Governor are
retained, it should be enacted how they (the Acts) are to
be amended or repealed by the legislature.
Neither in the Federal, nm· in the provincial legislature, should there be power given to the Upper
Chamber to restore a demand which has been rejected
by the Lower House.
Second Chambers In Provinces.

The machinerv for the abolition of the Second
Chamber in the prbvinces should be made simpler, and
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that for the establishment of a. Second Chamber (where
it iA not to exist, at the start) more difficult of inauguration. This suggestion is based on the strength of .the
popular feeling against the establishment oLa Second
Chamber in the provincial legislature of Bihar and Orissa,
in which, when the question was discussed (in January
1933), tbe voting was 39 in favour of the proposal .for
the establishment of a Second Ohamber, and 30 against
it.. But the 39 voters in favonr of the proposal included
non-official members nominated by the Governor, and
also one official; while those against the proposal were
all elected representatives.
It cannot be held, therefore, that the province of
Bihar and Orissa is either, as a whole, or even
overwhelmingly in favour of a Second Chamber. It
may be added that in the memorandum prepared by the
Governor-in-Council (in · Bihar and Orissa) for the
guidance of the Statutory Commission, the proposal for
the establishment of a Secoq.d Chamber wa,s opposed
both on the ground of expediency and economy-their
estimate of the annual expenditure to be incurred being
a lakh and a half (about £l5,000). A Second Chamber
in Biha.r is desired mainly by the landholders, and
would be, in my opinion, a useless and expensive
luxury for an admittedly poor province.
Franchise.

The proVIsiOns made in the r~port o£ the Franchise
Committee should be given effect to, in any case,
Women's Franchise should be appreciably increased.
Judiciary.

The only change in the qualifications of the Chief
J ustires of the existing High Courts (and the other
proposed Courts) should be that hereafter the said
offices should be open not only to Barristers, or Scotch
Advocates, but also to lawyers of Indian qualification.
and it should be distinctly provided that the Chief
Justice of the Federal, Supreme, and High Courts
should always be one who has practised at the
Bar. These offices should not be held-except temporarily as now-by the members of the lndhm Civil
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Service. This for the reason that though many members
of the Indian Civil Service have distinguished them
selves as administrators and executive officers and done
useful, valuable, and excellent work iu various spheres
of activities other than judicial, they have l'lOt(except
in a few instances) made their mark as Judges. lt
should be remembered that members of the Civil
Service were made eligible for High Court Judgeships
under the statute authorising the establishment of
High Courts, over seventy years back, at a time when
the Indian lawyers were not so highly qualified and
efficient as now. There is, therefore, no _justification
for the changes proposed in favour of that Service.· As
regards the future administrative control over the High
Courts-in the matter of appointments to the Bench,
etc.-it is desirable that power in respect of it should
be vested in the Government of India-as it is even
now in regard to the High Court at Calcutta-and not
in the Provincial Governments.
Railway Board.

'rlw constitution and t.be functions o£ the Railway
Board should be left to the Central Legislature, which
only should have the power to control its policy and
working. I am against the proposal to place it beyond
the control of the Central Legislature.
The Army.

A statutory obligation should be laid on the Governor·
General to expedite the Indianisation of the Army with
in a certain time, which need not be inelastic, and a
programme prepared so as to complete the Indianisation
within a defined period. ft should be provided that the
Indian Army should not be sent out of India for any
purpose not connected with the defence of the country,
except with the consent and approval of the Central
Legislature. Further, it is important that the Indian
Army should be thrown open to all classes of Indians,
subject to their satisfying certain physical tests,
Commercial Safeguards.

Legislation of a discriminatory character· should be
challengeable only in the Federal Cottrt. The Governor·
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General, or the Governor, should not have the power of
interference in the determination of thiR question . . It is
inexpedienttbat the bead of the_ executive should· he
mixed up in .any such matter. But the Legislature
should be competent to subsidise provincial or national
key industries-though not ,to enact statutes involving
discriminatory legislation aga'inst the nationals of any
country or State (of theBritisb Commonwealth) which
does notenforce statutory or administrative discrimi·
nation againstfndians. -The All-India Public Services.

The powers now reserved to lhe Secreiary of State in
respect of the public services should be transferred to ·
the Governor-Oenern], and he should be assisted by a
public Service Commission, the chairman and members
of which shall be appointed by him.
While statutory protection should be given to the
All-India Security Services in respect of their salaries
and pensions, the recruitment of the services, in the
future, should be in the bands of the Governor-General
in respect of officers to be under tbe Government of
India, and in that of the Governor-in-Ministry in the
provinces -the protection (referrt>d to · above) being
de-pendent on whether or not the officer was recruited
before 1919, as declared io the Government of India
Act.
In respect of officers serving in the provinces, the
ultimate aim should be to transfer the right of recruit·
ment to the provinces themselves, as recommended by the
Lee Commission, i~ paragraphs 14-15 of their Report,
some extracts from which f am making below, in view
of the great importance of the principle enunciated
therein.
"In the transferred field the responsibility for
administration rests on Ministers dependent on the
confidence of Provincial Legislatures . . It has been
represented to us that although Ministers have been
given full power to prescribe policy, they might be
hampered in carrying it out by the limitations to their
control over the All-Inrlia Services, inasmuch as members
oftbese Services, unlike those of Provincial Services,
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are appointed by the Secretary of State and cannot be
dismiAsed except by him, whilst their salaries are not
subject to . the . .control of . the. LocaL. Legislatures.
Ministers themselves have tolil us that the All-India
officers. serving under them havP, with negligible
exceptionR, given most loyal "upport in carrying out
their policies, but the constitutional anomaly ·remains
that thfl control over the transferred field contemplated
by the framers of the Government of India Act. has
remained incomplete. Our proposR ls are ·framed to
remedy this particular anomaly."
"We are not convincecl that the risk attending the
change is sufficient to outweigh the argnment for
ean·ying to a logical conclusion the constitutional
change effected by the Government of India Act in this
field o£ ad ministration. We are accordingly of opinion
that, for tho pnrposes of Local Governments, no further
recruitment should be made for the Indian Educational
Service, t,he Indian Agricultural Service, and the Indian
Veterinary Service, as at, present constituted ; for the
Indian Forest Service in Bmn bay and Burma, and
(smbjrct to the arrangements set out in paragraph 40
of our Report) for the Roads and Buildings Branch of
the Indian Service of Engineers. 'rhe personnel
required for t.hose branches of administration should in
future be recruited and appointed by Local Governments."
It is not at all surprising if, in the light o£ the
above recornmenclations, the proposals made in the
White Paper have given a rudR shock to Indian public
opinion.
The writer nf the Round Table article,
referred to above, records his view that "probably the
part of the White Paper which was most strongly
resented was that which clealt with the future control
of and recruitment to the All-India Services. Criticism
has been increasingly concentrated upon these provisions, and the speeches o£ some of the ablest and most
respected Indians in the Legislative Assembly have
demonstrated that Indian opinion, as a whole, considers
the retention of control by the Secretary .of State to the
degree proposed, in principle, obnoxious and (so far
as the White Paper scheme, as a whole, is concerned l
logically unnecessary." It is in view of these grounds
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-and more especially so o£ the principle accepted and
recommended by the Lee Commission, so far back. as
1924,. and given effect to since-that tht?.proposals made
in the White Paper are being taken exception to. In
my opinion, therefore, the Lee Commission ptinciple .
should now be extended to all the Provincial Governmen t.s in respect of the rpcrni tmen t of the. public
service;; for all the departments, the administration of
which is transferred to the Ministers, who should
exercise all powers over them in respect of promotions, transfer, and all other ordinary incidents of
service.
In the case of future entrants. also an appeal against
orders prejudicial to their interest, passed by the
Provincial Ministry, may be made appealable to the
Governor-as a matter of expediency.
Excluded or Partially Excluded Areas.
'rhe propo"ais made in the White Papet· in regard
to excluded or partially excluded areas have evoked
not only great dissatisfaction, but also roused very
grave apprehensions in the minds of large sections
of the people in tracts at present adminiatered as
''scheduled" areas (under the Schedule Districts Act)
or as '·backward tracts'' under Section 52-A t2) of the
Government of India Act. I shall confine myself in
this note to the proposals as they are likPiy to affect
the· province of Bihar-assuming that Orissa will be
separated before long. Now the Santal Parganas
District (of the Bhagalpur Division of Bihar) and the
Chota Nagpur Division, as a whole, are treated at· •
present as comparatively less advanced areas in certain
administrative matters, but in all other respectsparticularly in the matter of their representation and
participation in the work of the provincial legislature
by their elected members-they are on the same footing
as the other parts of Bihar. If tbe propm:;als made in
the White Paper be enacted, and on action being
taken thereunder, the said areas be declared excluded or
partially so, the people thereof will suffer very great
hardship, labour under serious disabilities, and their
administration also will deteriorate by the application
of the rules about the prohibitions embodied in
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section 109. As a matter of fact these tracts have been
agitating for years past for the removal of • the dis·
abilities they labour under at present. So far. back as
February 1927, a resolution was moved, on the subject,
in the Indian Legislative Assembly, by a. non-official
member, which was adopted. A similar resolution was
also adopted last February, in the Bihar and Orissa
Legislative Council, irt spite of Government's opposition
to its adoption. If it bt> Sc1id that the proposals as
to excluded, or partially excluded, areas are conceived
in the interest of the backward peoples-like. the
aboriginal tribes-that contention is not borne out
by the proceedings of the public meetings held .at
Hanchi and elsewhere, under the presiclentship of
Hai Sahib Dulu Manki-tbe acknowledged leader of
the aboriginals, whom he represented in the Bihar and
Orissa Legislative Council-some of the resolutions
passed at whieh I extract below, to make clear their •
position in regard to these proposals, which are being
resisted equally strenuously by the non-aboriginal and
advaneecl population inhabiting those tracts--which
(in spite of aboriginal population) take the second
place, in Bihar, in point of litP-racy. The resolutions
passed at the public meetings of the aborigines of, the
Chota Nagpur Division are as follow:
l. That this meeting is strongly of opinion th<~t
the pro_psals embodied in the White Paper are likely
to prove highly detriment to the interest of the
aborigines, if accepted in the new constitution.

2. 'rhat this meeting is of opinion that the
provisions of paragraph 109 of tbe White Paper are not
only contrary to the letter and spirit of any kind of
reform on the line of selfrule, bnt it contemplates to
positively deprive the people even of the rightR and
privileges enjoyed by them according to the existing
constitution, and it is strongly urged that that paragraph
be entirely deleted from the White Paper.
3. That this meetiug is of o.pinion that the
aborigines strongly resist the contemplation of the
proposal, if any, to place the Singhbhum district among
the excluded<areas, or partially excluded areas, and any
action along the proposal will compel the entire aboriginal
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population to protest against any such proposal with the
utrnosL emphasis at their command.
As, therefore, the aboriginal and the non~aboriginal
elements in the population of these tracts are both·
united in resisting the proposals as to the exclusion or
partial exclusion of such areas, it o/ould be a wise course,
in· my opinion, to leave things (at any rate in the
province of Bihar) as they are at present, and •not to
place their people under the prohibitions laid down in
section 109 . Tb:e Chota Nag pur L1ndh olders' Association have prepared: (arid, I believe, submitted) a memorandum on the subject to the Round Table Conference, to
which reference may be made in this connection, if
necessary.
Iu view of the dissatisfaction and alarm these proposals have evoked, I submit that they should not be
enacted, and that only the limitations pow imposed
under the Government of India Act be, for the time
being, retained. But if some areas' needs must be
declared excluded, or partially so, then I would suggest
that before His Majesty's Order in Council is promulgated, the proposal for either their total or partial exclusion. should be placed before the provincial legislature
to enable it to express its views thereon. This will enable
Government to ascertain definitely the trend of public
opinion 9n the subject, especially of the representatives
of the areas propos~d to be wholly or partially excluded.
This proposal.c-about the discussion of the matter in
the provincial legislature concerned-should be specifically provided for in the Statute as it is one of very great
concern to large sections of His Majesty's Indian subjects.
The PPoposed PPovince of 0Pissa.

As the mover of the resolution in the Imperial Legislative Council in February 1920, urging the formation of
a province of Orissa, as a separate administrative unit I
welcome the announeement in the White Paper on
the subjeet. But the boundaries of the new province (as
indicated in a footnote, at page 44) have proved highly
disappointing to all Oriyas. Though not an Oriya myself,
1 claim familiarity with the subject, both as a native of
the province of Bihar and Orissa, and also as an
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assessor of the Orissa Boundary Committee of 1931-2.
That Committee consisted of a retired Civilian as its
President, and of two Indian members-one a member
of the Council of State representing Bombay, and the
other a member o£ the Legislative Assembly representing
Assam. Beharees, Telugus and Oriyas were . also
associated with the Committee, through their represen·
tatives as assessors. Except on one or two points, the
report o£ the Committee was unanimous. Now in dealing
with outlying areas (like those concerned in the form·
ation o£ the proposed province of Ori§sa) where various
races are intermingled, it is not possible to proceed on
any scientific principles, but only to act on tbe rule o£
the balance of· general advantage and convenience.
Judged in this light it seems to me that the Parliamentary
Committee should accept the bOundaries suggested in
the Report by the Members of the Orissa Boundary Committee, either unanimously or by a majority. 1'he Corn·
mittee comprised of three independent men, who could
have no preposseRsions in the matter,and the best solu·
tion of the difficulty will be to accept their recommen·
dations (in regard to the boundaries of the new province)
which were either made by them unanimously or by a
majority. 1'he attempt to go behind the recommendations
--as made in the White Paper-is bound to be a legitimatecause of the dissatisfaction to all Oriyas; for whose
benefit the new province is to be created. '['hey are not
likely to remain satisfied with a truncated province,
and the conAtitution of a separate Orissa (with the
boundaries proposed in the White Paper J will be a
source of very great dissatisfaction to them. It seems to
me, therefore, that the best course is to accept the
recommendations of the Orissa Boundary Committee,
madeeither unanimously or by a majority.
The Special Powers of the Governor.

The proposals made in the White Paper for vesting
Governors with what may be called extraordinary powers,
in respect of their special responsibilities, have natur·
ally evoked criticism in Tndia. These proposed powers
are printed at page 46 in section 70, and are seven
in number. Of these, three [Clauses (e) (/) and (g)] are
purely consequential. I have devoted above a separate
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section to the policy underlying clause (f), namely, that
dealing witp the creation _of excluded or partially
excluded areas. As regards (g)-securing the ex!3cution
of the orders of the Governor-General- no comment
is called for, so long as the relations between the
Governor-General and the Governor are to continue as
proposed in the White Paper. In regard to (e)-the
protection of the rights of any Indian State-this clause
is obviously intended to deal with the infringement o£
rights possessed by Indian States either under their
treaties, or in pursuance of their relationship with the
Crown.
The other four clauses of section 70 11re, however,
not consequential, like the three mentioned above.
Clause (d)--the prevention o£ commercial discrimination
bears upon a very important subject. The controversy
relating thereto is mainly confined to the procedure to
be adopted for obtaining relief by the aggrieved partynamely, whether through the medium of the judiciary,
or the head of the provincial executive. On a careful
consideration of the matte.r, I would suggest that in the
interest of the administration itself, it would be inexpedient to vest the Governor with any such -power,
and "that any relief in the matter of commercial
discrimination should be had by the claimant only in
the Courts-the Federal Court or the other higher
tribunals. It is clearly undesirable and inexpedient
to rnix up the head of the executive with any such
controversies.
It should also be made clear that any relief in regard
to commercial discrimination can be obtainable only by
the nationals of such countries of the British Commonwealth of Nations as deal with His Majesty's Indian
suhjects on the principle of reciprocity, and by those
of no other countries or States.
Clause (c)-dealing with the special responsibilities
of the Governor in respect of '' securing to the memberE!
of the public services o£ any rights provided for them
by the Oom>titution and safeguarding of their legitimate
interests ""-seems to me. to be too broadly put and
should, in my opinion, be more clearly stated. In so
far aEI the object of the clause is to secure protectioq
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for the existing services in respect of their salaries,
pensions, etc., which may be guaranteed to them by
the Constitution--keeping in mind the provision of
the Government of fndia Act on this subject-there
can be no objection to the Governor being vested with
the power to see to its enforcement. At the same
time the character and extent of such rights should
be carefully defined and laid down in the Statute. But
the expression "legitimate rights "-used in clauses (c)
and (b) in this section-seems to me loosely worded, and
is likely to give rise to many administrative difficulties
by reason of its indefiniteness. If the expression stands
for '' the rights provided for them (that is, the services)
by the Constitution,'' then it is obviously redt1ndant.
If, on the contrary, it means more than that, then its
exact significance and scope should be explicitly stated,
alike in the interests of the Services themselves, as in
that of the smooth working of the provincial administration, and the relations between the Governor and the
Ministry or the Legislature.
In Clause (b) the use of the same expression
''legitimate rights "-while open to the same objections
as set out above -may lead to even graver consequenceR,
as the effect of the action taken by a Governor qnder
this clause will have a bearing on the relations of large
sections of the public in a province-appreciably larger
than that affected by any action under clause (c) in· the
matter of the public serviceE>. Tt seems to me, therefore,
highly expedient that what might be deemed as the
rights of the minorities should be specifically defined in
the Constitution. One great advantage of the course
suggested above would be that in that case it would be
open to the minorities to obtain judicial relief more
easily than otherwise, while the Governor may be made
liable to appeal in the case of purely administrative
matters. In the absence of any such specific statement
of the rights of the minorities, it is likely that there. may
arise, from time to time, serious trouble in the adminis·
tration due to conflicts between the Ministry and the
Legislature on the one hand, and the Governor on the
other.
Lastly, clause (a) vesting the Governor with powers
for'' the prevention of any grave menace to the peace
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and tranquillity of the province or any part thereof,"
Reems to me to be much too wide in its scope, and indefinite in justifying any ac tion that may be taken by th e
Governor under it. I think that the words of the clause
in Government of India Act relating to the circumstances
in which the Governor-General or a Governor can override the decision of the majority of the Executive
Ql)Uncil (in the interest of peace and tranquillity) are
sufficiently comprehensive for attaining the object in
view. It is suggested that clause (a ) be, thE'lrefore,
revised and .its object. be clearly defined, and .limited
by the addition, at the enrl of it, of somP such words as
"resulting from or likely to result from the activities
of one or more persons tending to the commission of
crimes of violence."
Having dealt briefly with the proposed executive
powers of the Governor, I may now advert, in passing,
to the legislative powers to be vested in him, which are
not poBsessed by him at present. It is proposed, 1 find,
to vest . him with two legislative powers-that of
enacting a " Governor's Act," and that of promulgating
ordinapces. The procedure proposed for the former is
analogous to that fot certification (vested in the GovernorGeneral under Sec. 57 -B). I submit that the proposals
for vestiog legislative authority in a Governor, as also
that for arresting the progress of Bills during their
passage in legislature, should not find a place iri the
scheme of provincial autonomy. Far from conducing
to the smooth working of the Constitution, they will
lead to friction between the head of the executive and
the legislature, disorganise the policy and work of the
ministry,· and have a highly disruptive influence on the
formation of poli~ical parties in the provincial legis·
lati:ues. Nor d9es there. seem to be any valid reason for
vesting the Governor w.ith the power of issuing
ordinances. So far no difficulty has been experienced
fot want of any such power in the Governors, and there
is no reason why the ordinance-waking powers should
not continue to be vested in the Governor-General alone.
,Also, there should be no change, in the language of
section 72 of the Government of India Act, so far as the
. circumstance justifying the issue of an ordinance i>l
concerned. The exercise of this very extraordinary
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power should be Htrictly limited to circumstances
constituting a case of grave emergency. Nor Hhould the
Governor be authorised to issue an ordinance even at
the instance of the Ministry. If a Ministry is not cap·
able of carrying on its administration without getting
the Govemor to issue ordinances, the sooner it is
replaced by anot,her, the better it will be alike for
provincial autonomy and efficient administration.
The Provincial Executive.

The constitution of the provincial executive should
be so framed as to be wholly free from the inherent
disabilities of the system of dyarchy--in other words,
there shoulo be no reservation in the aoministration of
any department, as is the case now in t.he majQr Tndian
provinces, known in common parlance as'' the reserved"
and " the transferred '' sides of the provincial Government. In this view of the matter the departments
of law and order should come under the control of the
provincial Ministry, just aR mueh as other departments
of the proviueial administration. r put forward this
suggestion with some confidence after having seen hom
within the working of tbe Provincial Administration of
Bihar and 0 rissa, f(H· a period of more than five years,
and having watched the almost insuperable difficulties
which both sides of the administration l1ad to fa.ce by
reason of the arbitrary and artificial division of Government-which is, and must be, in the nature of
things, one in t.egral whole, if it is at all to work
smoothly and efficiently, and which cannot bA, therefore,
divided vertically without detriment. I am confirmed
in the correctness of my view by rearling the remarks
of Lord Lytton, made by him in the House of Lords on
4th Aprill933, in the course of his speech on the White
Paper proposals. Speaking with hi·s practical experience
(as the Governor of Bengal) of the working of dyarchy
in that province, he said: "This system of divided
responsibility. which is a feature of dyarchy in the
provincial governments of India (and .which to some
extent, it is proposed toip.troduce int(). the Government
of India! i~ .neither • an effi.cien~ ..• s9:f~~llar<}• of those
interests which you desire. to preserve .. nor. a .good
training fol' responsible govel'l1fueht." Asl'egards the
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objection, frequently urged by the opponents of the
propqsed transfer of law and order to Indian Ministers.
I may quote Lord Lytton again from the same speech :
" When I say that dyarcby was a failure, I do not mean,
as I sometimes hear it stated, that the transferred
departments were badly administered. That was not
my experience. I do not mean that Indian Ministers
were less competent." ''In the Province of which I was
Governor the same men who served as Ministers were,"
said Lord Lytton,'' afterwards, in several cases selected
by the Governor to be his Executive Councillors. I
have been unable to detect any difference in their
administration whether they were acting as Ministers
or as Executive Oonncillors. It was not the administration, it was the Parliamentry responsibility which
was at fault. Under this system the relations between
the Executive and the Legislature were not harmonious.
Ministers were not regarded, as they were intended to
be regarded, as representatives of popular opinion.
My experience was that the reserved half of Government
was disliked, but that it was respected, whereas the
trans fen ed half o£ Government was not only disliked,
but it was despised."
I would endorse, as the result of my own experience
of the working of dyarchy in Bihar and Orissa, the
correctness of the view expressed by Lord Lytton. The
principal causes which have led to the provincial
Ministries being regarded disfavourably by the legis·
latures, and the Indian public at large, have been (a)
their failure to evolve ministerial parties by reason of
their utter dependence on the Governor's ·nominated
blocks (of officials· and non-officials) for support in
carrying out their work in the transferred departments,
(b) the non-acceptance by the GovernorR (except
ped1aps in Madras) of the principle of joint. responsibility in the ministry, and dealing with each Minister
separately, and so over-ruling him, from time to time,
(c) the Govemors generally choosing as his Ministers
"safe ''men, though without any following, and retaining them in office with the aid of the nominated block,
and (d) the Governors sometimes discouraging a
Minister from resigning his office, when it was obviously
called for by constitutional convention and practice.
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If, therefore, provincial autonomy is now to be a success,
not only should there be no reservation of any depart·
ment, but the joint responsibility of the Ministry should
be specifically and cleady laid down in the Statute, and
the Governors should be directed-in their Instruments
of lnstruction-to encoura~.;e and conform to constitu·
tiona] conventions and practice theit· relations with the
Ministry. I am fortified in my view, .that there should
no longer exist a reserved side in the provincial
Governments, by the observation made in the House of
·Lords by the Lord Chairman of this Committee----the
Marquess of Linlithgow --in the course of t.be discussion
on this subject, when he said : "I do not see myself how
you can have self~government (iu the provinces), unless
yon do transfer what is called 'law and order.' " Indeed,
provincial autonomy without law and order would, I
submit, be a contradiction in terms.
Concluding Submissions: " Responsibility."

[ have touched upon but a few of the important
matters dealt with in the White Paper as it is obviously
impossible to discust> all of Lhem without making a
statement of this ehnraeter oppressively long. l have
made in the earlier part some extrncts, from responsible
f'O\.ucrs. to hid icate the nature of the reception wb ich
its proposalA have obtained in India. I would venture
to urgE>, with great respc:ct, that the Indian view of the
proposals in the White Paper is not the result of any
inherent prejudice or incompetence to judge of the
merits of the constitution proposed in it, for even so
great an organ of British public opinion as the
Manchester Guardian (writing editorially, in its issue
of 6th June H)33) i.s apprehensive "that it might not
be easy to rebut an argument that the new Indian
constitution cannot but fail because the White Paper
proposals are too cautious to secure wholehearted Indian
co-operation, or to create a genuine sense of responsibility"- being '' considerably below the expectations
of the most reasonable Indian Moderates.'' I, therefore,
earnestly hope that the scheme will emerge from the
Parliamentary Committee in a form which may make
it acceptable to the Indian public by appealing parti~
cularly to their imagination. In his Government and
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Parties i':'Continental Europe (vol. i. p. 103) that dis·
tinguished American authority, Professor Lowell, aftet'
analysing the constitutions of various Continental
States, remarks that the result of his analysis shows that
"the foundation of government is faith, not reason,"
and this all-important factor is obviously even more
applicable to Eastern than. to Western countries. But
that is not all. For, ''if" (as remarked by the late
Viscount Bryce in his monumental · work on The
American Commonwealth, voL i., p. 357 ) "the true
value of a political contt>ivance resides not in its integ·
rity, but its adaptation to the temper and · circumstance of the people for whom it is designed,'' then there
can be no hesitation in saying that the proposals for the
future constitution of India should be so framed a!twill
appeal to the '' faith,'' or the imagination, of the' vast
bulk of the politically-minded classes in that country,
who have to work the constitution in a spirit of faith
and hope to derive the greatest benefit therefrom. The
objection, often urged, against the extension of selfgovernment to Indians on the score of their-so to say
-innate '' irresponElibility," seems to rue to rest on
an untenable ground. If certain classes in India are
irresponsible, it is absolutely so for warit of opportunities. to learnresponsibility in the affairs of the State.
For, as put by the Chairman of the Indian Franchise
Committee-the Marquess of Lothian-in the House of
Lords ''responsibility is the only way of developin:g
political manhood. We criticise the irresponsibility
of India. It is a marvel to me when I consider how
long irre.sponsible legislators have been confronted
'with irremovable Executives that the Legislatures o£
India are as responsible as they are. If you are going
to develop political capacity in India, as in this country
or any other country, you will do so only i£ yon put real
responsibility.\on the backs of the Indian people. And
it .· is just a~ ./ important to develop knowledge and res·
ponsibility.at'the Centre, as it is in the Provinces. If
you dev13lop irresponsible Provinces, tht:>y will make
the working of the Centre impossible." These sentiments, which express the Indian view, are not sentimental, but are supported by administrators of Indian
experience. The same point of view was emphasised,
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in the course of the same debate, by the Marquess of
Zetland-a distinguished ex· Governor of Bengal, who
said : •• In India, as in other countries. public men are
far more likely to show a sense of responsibility in their
actions if you make it possible for them to accept
responsibility than if you withhold that responsibility
from them," for" great change is brought about in the
outlook of man when once you put him in. a position of
Teal responsibility, and it is for that reason largely that
I have gradually--not easily, but gradually, and nonethe-less with conviction-come to the conclusion that
by far your safest course is to grant a measure of responsibility not only in the provinces hut at the
centre.'' I commend these highly forceful observations
in support of my submissions to the Joint Parliamentary Committee, on whose labours would rert the future
constitution of India and the welfare of his Majesty's
Indian subjects.

VII
THE WHITE PAPER SCHEME. *
To-day's meeting of the Bihar and Orissa Legislative
Council is perhaps the most momentous that bas been
held . ever since its inauguration in 1921. To-day, for
the first time in its history, we have met to discuss the
propos~ls of His Majesty's Government in regard· to
the future political status of our great and historic
count.:ry. Not only that, but this Council will he
the first legislature which will discuss the scheme
outlined in the White Paper, and as such our
responsibility is obviously very great. I have no
doubt all my elected non-official colleagues realize it
as well as I do. We have to examine tbe scheme, as a
whole, and consider its likely results alike on the present
condition and the future of our province in particular
and the country in general. But the proposals sketched
in the White Paper are far too many to be covered in
one single speech. I shall, therefore, but attempt to invite
attention to its salient features. One important question
-namely, the proposed establishment of a second
chamber for this province- I shall not discuss at all,
since we had a full-dress debate on the subject last
January. The views of the supporters and the opponents
of the propqsal are printed in our proceedings, and the
votingsbows that sixty-nine Hon'ble Members took part
in it- thirty Indian non-official electedmembers voting
against the proposal, while six nominated non-officials,
one ex-officio Indian member, two elected European and
thirty elected Indian members supporting it. There it
must rest, for the present. With these preliminary
observations, I shall now place before you, Sir, my
submissions on the amendment I have tabled.
Speech made in moving an ammdment to tiu hotl'ble
the Finatzce Member's motio1t in the Bihar and Orissa Legis·
lative Council at .Patna, on 22tzd March I933 tltat the White
_.Paper be taken iti{O. ~g,ltsirf~r<ftion.
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Speaking at the British Commonweath Labour Conference (held in London, on 2nd July, 1928, while the
Simon Commission were still carrying on their inves·
tigations,) the Rt. Hon'ble Ramsay Macdonald-the
present Prime Minister-said :-"1 hope that •within a
period of months rather than years, there will he a new
Dominion added to the Commonwealth of our nations,
a Dominion of another race, a Dominion that will :find
self-respect as an equal within this Commonwealth. I
refer to India." Later, in the same year, the then Viceroy
(Lord Irwin) declared in a notable viceregal staten1ent
that Dominion Status for India was implicit in the
declaration made by the late Mr. Montagu, in the House
of Commons in August, 1917. At the end of the first
Round Table Conference, Mr. Macdonald practically
re-affirmed his earlier declaration. In addressing you,
therefore, to-day, Sir, and keeping in mind those statements of Mr. Macdonald and Lord Irwin, the first thing
I shall say is that it is strikingly significant that there is
absolutely no reference in the White Paper to Dominion
Status for India, even as a remote ideal, and the ex pres·
sion is eonspicuous only by reason of its absence, in this
document of 119 pages, 202 paragraphs and numerou,.;
appendices, and that tells its own tale. The omission
is evidently deliberate, and is but one more example of
Lord Lytton's famous description of the British Government's settled policy towards India- namely, "of breaking to the heart the words of promise they had uttered
to the ear ''.
Another point of omission, on which Indian opinion
bas always been insistent and keen, is that of the inclusion of the fundamental rights of the subject in the
Act itself. All that is promised about it in the White
Paper is that the Royal Proclamation, at the time of
inaugurating the new Constitution-whenever that may
be-will mention some or a few of these rights-but
which some or few, it will never be known till the
Proclamation is made. Both these matters are of great
import, and the omission of any reference to them
seriously detracts from the value of the scheme pro·
pounded in the White Paper. I hope it is not too late
even now to reconsider the question of embodying the
fundamental rights of the subject in the Act itself-the
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two principal points in which should be declarations
about the personal liberty of the subject-except by the
operation of the order of a competent court--and about
guaranteeing the security of title to property.
Coming now to matters which are specifically mentioned, I may begin with the Home Government of
India. And the first question is, whether under the
proposed Constitution India will cease to be governedas she has hitherto been-from Whitehall, at any rate,
in her internal civil administration. The "answer is an
emphatic'' no," for in wholesale defiance of the clamant
and unanimous demand of the politically-minded classes
in the country for its abolition, the office of the Secretary
of State for India is to remain intact aud his Council also
will continue to exist, (though in reduced strength), and
he will continue to exercise powers both in regard to
the public services and other vitally important matters,
which would be utterly inconsistent with the rudiments
of responsible government. The Secretary of State for
India will remain in office with full powers of superintendence, direction and control over a very wide range of
matters, by no means relating to that of paramountcy
over the Indian Stat{'s, or relations with foreign coun·
tries, or the defence of India;- In spite of an insistent
demand to that effect, it does not even seem to have
been considered that India should be hereafter under
the control of the Secretary of State for Dominions
Affairs And as for that cave of Adullam, that sleepy
hollow, the India Council itself, the abolition of which
had been regularly urged ever since so far back as 18R5,
by the first session of the National Congress, it will still
be there,-reduced in size and called by another nameto continue to thwart India's constitutional progress. We
are for the vesting of control over the administration of
India in the Duminions Affairs Secretary, the abolition of
the India Office, and the transfer of all other matters to
the High Commissioner for India. And yet all these
matters are totally ignored by the authors of the scheme
propounded in the White Paper.
In this cotmection-namely that of the retention
of the Secretary of State for India in Council-the
proposals regarding the continued recruitment of and
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control over the two all-India services, even in the so·
called autonomous provinces, may well giye a rude
shock to the most moderate Indian reformer or public
man. Continued recruitment in Britain by the lndhm
Secretary of State, control over the all-India officers by
him, special privileges to them in many matters, sc(l,nt
consideration for the country's financial capacity to bear
their burden, these, Sir, are but a few of the many
objectionable features o£ the proposals regarding the
all-India services. Not only will the recruitment of the
Indian Civil and the Police Services continue as now,
but it is definitely provided that the existing members
of those Services, and also future entrants, will continue
to enjoy their present service rigbts including the right
to be dismissed by no authority lower thanthe Secretary
of State, and the right of appeal to him in all matters
affecting their position and their interests. 'l'his
provision or safeguard-call it what you will-brings
into relief the wholly nebulous character of the respon·
sibility that is proposed to be granted to India, even in
the provinces, which (it is said) are going to be autono·
mons administration ! What is worse, even the present
ratio of British to Indian recruitment in their ranks is
on no account to be d1sturbed, but will remain. as it is
fixed at present. It is stated that theso provisions are
to remain in force, in the first instance, for five years,
at. the end of whicb the adviHability of their revision is
to form the subject of a statutory enquiry. 'I'he deeision
on the result of the enquiry is to be taken by the Br~tish
Cabinet subject to the vote o£ Parliament. In the
meantime, the Provincial Ministers are to be compelled
to administer their departments with officers over whom
they will be unable to exercise any control. They will
be unable to abolish any superfluous posts held by
Civilians, or to keep them in abeyance for more than three
months, or to revise or reduce the salaries or allowance
attached to them. Tbey can not even order their postings or transfer without the approval of the Governor,
to say uothing of censuring them. A glorious provincial
autonomy that will undoubtedly be !
I shall now discuss the much-belauded proposed
Federation in the (Jentral Government. l t is stipulated,
to begin with, as a condition. precedent to the establish-
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ment of the Federation that Indian States with half the
aggregate population of the total, and entitled to at least
50 per cent. of ,the seats reserved for the States in the
Upper Chamber of the Federal Legislature, should have
agreed to join the Federation. But that is not all. Another
new term imposed is the establishment of the Reserve
Bank as a condition precedent to the grant of federal
responsibility. And the conditions of the successful
establishment and operation of such a Bank as laid down
are that the Indian budgetary position should be assured,
that the existing short term debt (both pere and in
London) should be substantially reduced, that adequate
reserves should have been accumulated and that India's
normal export surplus should have been restored. Thus
the Bank is not likely to be an accomplished fact if any
of those difficult conditions remain unfulfilled and who
does not know, Sir, that they will depend to a large
extent on the economic situation of the world ? And so
for the inauguration of central responsibility, we have to
wait not only on the whims of the princes, but also on
improved economic condition throughout the world !
Supposing, however, all these well nigh insurmountable
difficulties are got over, even then the Federation will
not come into existence automatically, for the immaculate
White Paper contains for the :first time another new
stipulation, that " the federation shall be brought into
being by Royal Proclamation, but that the Proclamation
shall not be issued until both Houses o£ Parliament
have presented on the Address to the Crown with a
prayer for its promulgation ''t In other words, the
federation, apart from the other by no means easy conditions precedent to its inauguration, is .to be made
absolutely contingent on a further approval of the British
Parliament. Thus it is clear that the so·called '' single
Act '' show-about which there was so much pother last
year-is a mere camouflage, for even a child can see
that the insistence on the fresh parliamentary sanction
makes the entire scheme of Federation and central
responsibility" hang in the mid air ''-may be until the
crack of doom. Thus it is literally a case of hanoz
Dilli dwr ast-" Delhi is yet distant,"-and even .the
topmost storey of the Kutub Minar is not yet in view.
Let us now examine the powers which will be vested
in the Governor-General, powers of varioqs kinds-' .
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reserved, special, discretionary, executive, legislatory
and ordinancatory-if I may coin a word to express
what we all clearly understand. The proposals made
about them in the pretentious White Paper fully justify
the conclusion that the'powet·s of the Governor-General,
and also of the Governors under the new Constitution,
would reduce all central responsibility, or provincial
autotJomy, to a travesty of constitutional government.
In the admipistration of three very important departments- Defence, External Affairs and Ecclesiasticalthe Governor-General will be assisted by three "counsellors," whose salary and conditions of service will bf'l
prescribed by His Majesty in Council, and who will
be appointed by the Governor-General himself, " who
will not be (God bless him!) in any way restricted in his
choice of these counsellors! '' The unanimous demand
of the progt·essive Indian representatives at. the Round
Table Conference that the Defence Minister should be
selected from among the elected members of the
Legislature, has thus been totally ignored and brushed
aside. Outside these three departments the special powers
and responsibilities o£ the Governor-General are so
extensive and discretionary as to make any system of
responsible Government, even in the transferred sphere,
extremely unworkable on constitutional lines, by reason
of the arbitrary powers of control proposed to be vested
in that truly exalted administratot·.
Next to Defence, the most. important subject in the
central government would undoubtedly be Finance. In
regard to it, Sir Samuel Hoare more than once almost
histrionically declared that there was no meaning in
responsible Government for India which did not include responsibil,ity for finance. Good, but what financial
power is it proposed to be transferred to the future
Finance Minister and to the central legislature? The
answer is-'' next to nothing,'.'. for it is obvious that
more than eighty per cent. of the • Governme:o.t of India's
reven"Ues will not at all be dealt with by the future
Finance Minister, while he will only have power to do
so in the case of the remaining 20 per cent.-that too
subject to restrictions of a most· embarrassing, if not ofa humiliating, character. The Finance Minister of the
federation, therefore, is not likely to present an edifying
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spectacle in the central legislature. A word may be
said here as to the nature of the numerous safeguards
which hedge in almost all the proposals. The Irwin·
Gandhi settlement distinctly laid down that the
safeguards were to be such as would be '' in the interests
of India". These words" in the interests of India '' are
highly important. But the White Paper says that they
" have been framed in the common interests of India
and the United Kingdom". This statement isundoubt~
edly true in regard to Britain, but I have.failed to
find any .which can be justly said to be conceived
" in the interests of India ". The actual safeguards
and reservations incorporated in the White Paper, so
far from being such, are almost all of them utterly
incompatible with, if not completely detrimental to
Indian interests. This is so obvious that even he who
runs may read.
I now come to the question of the very loudly
trumpeted proposal of provincial autonomy. Here
again, inasmuch as provincial autonomy and federa-.
tion are naturally inextricably bound up, there is no
certainty even as regards the date of the inauguration
of provincial autonomy. In support of my view I
would draw your attention, Sir, to the following passage
in the White Paper:-' If financial, economic or political
conditions were such as to render it impracticable to
start the new Federal and Provincial Governments on a
stable basis, it would inevitably be necessary to re"
consider the position and determine in the light of the
then circumstances what course should be pursued ".
These ominous and sinister words are calculated to
prove a wet blanket to the ardour and enthusiasm for
constitutional progress of even so incorrigible a political
optimist as myself. Assuming however that provincial
autonomy-all going well-might be inaugurated within a reasonable length of time, let us see whether the
Governor at the helm of the provincial government
will be, in any sense, a constitutional administrator.
Now the special responsibilities of the Governor
are to he mainly identical with those of the GovernorGeneral. It is further provided that if the advice
which the Governor will receive from his Ministen is
In conflict with the instruction received by him frorp
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